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A HEART-WARMWG CHRISTMAS 
I drunken father 2. emptygin bottle j.rabidrat ^..beaten mother j.unpawnable object 6. remains of her wedding 
dress 7. frozen robin 8.motto worked in human hair g. dying child w. caseless pillow u. World Without End quilt 
12. Christmas tree JJ. string, bones, a.nd ticket stubs from the gutter 14. Sir Giles Crockby, the Pilchard King 
15. Russian sable pelisse 16. bespoke spars if- his Thibetan chauffeur 18. basket of glazed tropical fruits lg. the 
Works of Goelhe bound in blue Levant morocco zo.terrine of pate de foie gras with truffles zi. antique automaton 
that sings 'Dal dolor cotanto oppress o'from La CLemenza di Scipione 22. box of absinthe-filled chocolates 
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UNFORTUNATELY MOST GUYS START SHAVING 
AT THE WORST TIME FOR THEIR FACE. 

For years you stared into 
the mirror and the only 
thing that stared back was 
a face full of peach fuzz. 

Then one day it 
happened. The fuzz turned 
into something you could 
almost call a beard. 

The only trouble was, 
while your face was busy 
growing all that hair, it was 
also busy doing other things. 

Like breaking out. 
And suddenly the thought 

of shaving was no longer 
exciting. It was unnerving. 

Well, nature may be 
working against you. But 
we're not. That's why we 
made the new Remington® 
Lektro Blade® electric shaver, 

The new Remington was 
designed with one goal in 
mind. To create a shaver that 
would shave close, but not 
at the expense of your skin. 

THE SLANTED HEAD. 

We began by giving our 
shaver a new slant head 
design. That lets it shave 
with the contours of your 
face. Not against them. 

Next we added an 
ustableskin guide. 
WHAT THE SKIN GUIDE DOES. 

Even if you never woke 
up with another blemish, the 
skin guide would still be 
good news. 

Because it helps you 
guide your beard into the 
shaving heads, while it 
keeps your skin out. 

Of course, a shaver that's 
easy on your face still has to 
be tough on your beard. So 
we made the new 
Remington tough. 

SHARPER BLADES. 

We did it by developing 
blades that were 
fourtimes 
sharper than any
thing we'd ever 
made before. 

In fact, they're 
so sharp, they do 
what all truly 
sharp blades do. 
They go dull. 

And since a 
dull blade would 
be murder on PCAA 
your face, we , x ; ; '"* 

made our blades disposable. 
BLADES YOU CAN CHANGE. 

You change them 
yourself every six months or 
so. It takes about 20 seconds. 
We even give you your first 
pack of replacement blades 
free, After that they only cost 
about $1.95, (Which is a lot 
cheaper than 6 months' 
worth of razor blades, shaving 
cream and styptic pencils,) 

Obviously we've put a lot 
of time and effort into 
developing the new 
Remington Lektro Blade 
shaver, With good reason, 

Because we figure 
whether you've 
been shaving 
for 40 years or 
40 days, there's 
one thing you 
can always use, 

And that's a 
shaver that 
shaves close, 
But not at the 
expense of your 
skin. 

NGTON ELECTRIC SHAVER DIVISION, BRIOGEPORT, CONN. 

JL 
^ rSPER3Y RAr\D 

INGTON; LEKTRO BLADE: TRADEMARKS 
OF SPERRY RAND CORP. © 1971 SRC 
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Here we are in the seventies. Vietnam, racial unrest, disagreeable dope laws. The release 
of the Pentagon Black Diaries, etc. So in light of the current Funny World Situation we live 
in and with our distinct longing for laughter in the face of disaster, may we offer you the 
"Hard Rock Comedy" of one Chicano (Cheech) and one Chinese (Chong) in hopes that 
laughing with tears in the eyes does not become the national pastime... 

Hard Rock Comedy 

ODE RECORDS INC. ® DISTRIBUTED BY A&M RECORDS, INC. 
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The DDT-less apple. 
\burs for 9*. 

I Announcing the ECOLOGICAL FOOD SOCIETY. A rigorously independent source of organic
ally raised foods, vitamins, cosmetics and household products. All delivered direct to your 
door. All certified to contain no added pesticides, preservatives or chemical additives of any 
kind. You may apply for membership by mailing the coupon below. Membership does not 
obligate you to buy anything. I 

Dear Fellow Human: 
This is not a scare ad. If you can read—let 

alone smell, taste and breathe—you're prob
ably scared enough. 

Because reports have shown that a flood of 
chemicals has invaded your family's diet. 
Possibly robbing your food of its flavor and 
wholesomeness. Possibly robbing you of your 
health and years of life as well. 

You've read that 20 states have issued bans 
or warnings against their fish, poultry and 
game because of mercury poisoning that has 
caused blindness, brain-damage and death. 

That some doctors now suggest infants 
should not drink their mother's milk, because 
the DDT content of mother's milk in America 
is now four times lusher than the maximum 
permissible "safety" level. 

That of 20 top brands of fish sticks, 5 1 % 
tested out as bacteriologically contaminated. 

That the paraffin-wax coating applied (for 
"visual appeal") to 70% of all fruits, vege
tables and produce sold in this country may 
be a cancer producer, which cannot be 
washed off or cooked out. 

That to fatten profits, 75% of the entire 
American beef supply is now being "primed" 
with a growth hormone called stilbestwl, also 
a potential cancer producer. 

That even drinking water is now so con
taminated that, according to the Wall Street 
Journal, bottled water is one of the fastest 
growing businesses in the United States! 

"Organic foods"—what are they? 
(And how can they help? ) 

"Organic" doesn't describe the food—but how 
it has been grown and prepared. Quite sim
ply—organic food has NOT been sprayed, 
stimulated, bleached, colored, fortified, emul
sified and processed to within an inch of its 
life (and yours). Some people call it "Health 
Food." Others say "Natural Food." We say 
only this: Remember how good focd used to 
taste? And how good it was for you? That's 
what organic food, and The ECOLOGICAL 
FOOD SOCIETY, is all about. 

Towards a "total organic environment" 
More than just a supermarket by mail (or a 
collection of wild-eyed food "faddists.") EFS 
was inspired by the findings of doctors, biol
ogists, dieticians and ecologists who were 
alarmed at the contamination of our food 
supply and the accelerating destruction of 
our environment. 

Through the support of members like your
self, EFS can encourage farmers, cattlemen, 
and manufacturers all over the country to 
STOP polluting our food, our air, our lives. It 
can encourage them in the only way practical 
—by making it worth their while. A farmer 
won't stop spraying poisons on his crop be
cause you hand him a copy of "Silent Spring" 
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—but because you promise to buy that un-
sprayed crop. 

Similarly, bakers can stop emasculating 
their bread; poultrymen can stop force-feed
ing their hens with arsenic to make them lay 
faster; food-processors can stop flooding us 
with phosphate-laden detergents and non
biodegradable containers—only when they 
can be sure of selling their ecologically sound 
products at a fair market price. 

What is a "fair market price"? 
Does it mean organic foods must cost more? 
Of course it does! (And don't believe anyone 
who tells you otherwise.) But they need not 
cost very much more, when you order through 
the nationwide resources of The EFS. 

How the Society works for you 
Members may order as much as they wish from 
the Society. Or just a few things, like a special 
honey, "natural" vitamins, chemical-free cider, 
etc. But no member is ever obligated to buy 
anything. 

Free with your membership 
You will receive regular date-limited mailings of 
the Illustrated ECOLOGICAL OPTION LIST OF 
ORGANIC PRODUCTS. Each is filled with fac
tual reports and photographs of carefully checked 
ecological products—which you are entitled to 
order through Society auspices at once. These 
LISTS grow into the only such Comprehensive 
Catalog of Organic Products in existence—a 
unique photographically illustrated market-place 
(for members only) of organically grown fruits, 
vegetables, cheeses, dried fruits, honey, nuts, 
juices, cookies, cakes, candy, grains, cereals, vita
mins—foods you normally buy for yourself and 
your family. The Society will deliver them to your 
door. Or, as with certain perishables and non-
shippables, advise you where and how to obtain 
them. 

More than just foods 
Your ECOLOGICAL OPTION LISTS will offer 
a myriad of items to help you achieve a total 
organic environment: "Natural" cleaners — with
out harmful chemicals and phosphates. Recycled 

with 
membership 

" E A R T H - O N E , " a non-synthetic 
cleaner for things and people too 

No, you won't see it on network TV. Even 
though it's a marvel inside the home and out. 
And cleans hands, cars, baby things, walls, 
floors, fine fabrics, glass, pots, grease—al
most anything at all—much better than those 
so-called "miracle" detergents. But EARTH-
ONE is not a detergent. Or even a soap. It 
contains no synthetic solvents or cleaning 
agents. So it is non-toxic. No 
harmful chemicals to hurt you. And 
no phosphates or NTA to pollute 
our lakes and streams. Why won't 
you see it on TV? Maybe because 
it's not very expensive. Only half-
a-teaspoon does a whole floor. 
And just six drops does a whole 
family's hands. Accept this sample 
supply as a free gift (if you promise 
to try it),'and keep it free even if 
you later decide to cancel mem
bership. Quantity, 4-oz. squirt dis
penser bottle of Intensified con
centrate, enough to make up to 4 
gallons cleaning solution. 

paper products and biodegradable containers, 
waxes and polishes—that perform without pol
luting. Completely "natural" cosmetics—that en
hance your beauty and are kind to your skin. 
Also: non-toxic insecticide sprays, home tap-
water purifiers (so you won't have to buy bottled 
water), organic toothpaste and baby products, 
appliances such as blenders, juice extractors, 
yogurt makers, seed sprouters, and much more. 

Also free 

The EFS Newsletter ($3.50 a year to the public) 
and the profusely illustrated 90-page Guide to 
Natural Living ($1 to the public). Both will keep 
you alert to what is happening in and to your 
environment. And what you can do about it now. 

They will name names, tell you which com
mercial foods are O.K.—with a complete break
down by brand name. Plus what supermarket 
items to pass up; what so-called "popular" foods 
really contain (in plain, frightening English); 
and how to neutralize them, if possible. 

You'll also learn how to put the latest facts 
about diets, drugs and pollution to work in your 
neighborhood—for your family. 

Don't just hope things get better 
—help us make them better. 

Ask yourself these disquieting questions. Who 
really cares (and in whose interest is it to care) 
about the quality of your environment? And the 
safety of your family's diet? What has the govern
ment done? What has private industry done? 
There is, in the last analysis, only you. And the 
thousands like you who are aware—and concerned 
-enough to get behind EFS now. While there is 
still time. Please mail the application on this page 
today. Putting it off for tomorrow could mean 
there might be no tomorrow. 

The ECOLOGICAL 
FOOD SOCIETY, Inc. 

Yes, please enroll me in the EFS. Mem
bership does not obligate me to buy any
thing. But it does entitle me to receive (1) 
free regular mailings of the ILLUSTRATED 
ECOLOGICAL OPTION LIST, (2) a free 
subscription to the EFS NEWSLETTER, 
regularly $3.50 to the public, (3) a free 
illustrated 90-page Guide to Organic Liv
ing, regularly $1 to the public, and (4) 
the privilege of ordering from OPTION 
LISTS at member prices plus postage and 
handling. Naturally, anything I order 
through the Society must satisfy me fully, 
or I may return it for a complete refund. 
Enclosed is my one-year membership fee 
of only $5 to help defray the cost of the 
above benefits, and support the work of 
EFS. I am free to cancel membership 
simply by returning my membership ma
terials within 30 days and you will refund 
my $5 in full. 

• Yes, include free supply EARTH-ONE, 
mine to keep whether I remain a member 
or not. 

Name 

Address, 

-State- -Zip-City 
• $5 membership fee enclosed. Or charge: 
• Master Charge # 

(Exp. date ) NL121 
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Dear Mr. Claus: 

In your position as chief toy-holder, 
manager of all common and preferred 
stocking-stuffers, andprincipal naughty-
and-niceness evaluator, you are entitled 
to be given the big picture concerning 
my remarkable progress and perform
ance during the twelve-month period 
ending this December 25. First, it is 
vital to note the marked decrease in 
school absenteeism (see appended 
Crayola graph "A") that was achieved 
despite the high incidence of chicken 
pox, croup, sniffles, Indian burns, and 
general playground mishaps, the latter 
being the direct result not of individual 
mismanagement, but of faulty and/or 
substandard seesaws, swings, and mon
key bars. In addition, quiet pride must 
be taken in the unprecedented number 
of gold stars (seventeen) awarded by 
Miss Ferguson for exemplary use of 
hanky when needed. 

On the domestic front, higher per
formance levels were displayed across-
the-board, from systematic bedtime ad-
herences and conscientious cutbacks on 
the chronic problem of between-meal 

"snacking" to improved toy-warehous
ing and ear maintenance. 

Capital expenditures for this year 
may seem high at first glance (see ap
pended construction paper "B") , parti
cularly in view of the unfavorable au
sterity measures levied upon allowance 
income by parental authorities after 
their recent investigations into the re
allocation of weekly milk moneys. Un
fortunately, this loss of revenue was 
further aggravated by the general in
flationary mood of the economy and 
the resulting spiraling costs of jumping 
beans, rubber scorpions, wax lips, water 
pistols, and caps, not forgetting the 
ever-increasing expense of importing 
Roman candles, sparklers, and cherry 
bombs from our Canadian suppliers. 

The recent acquisition of a retail 
lemonade concern—formerly held by 
Tommy Peterson, Inc.—in exchange 
for a portion of my expanding news
paper-distribution service and a con
trolling interest in a Cloverine Brand 
Salve venture has yet to show a profit. 
However, an expected research-and-
development breakthrough in the use of 
lemon-juice substitutes should put this 
holding in the earnings column by the 
end of the fiscal year. 

The drop shown in hamster produc
tion (see grocery bag "C") , which must 
be directly attributed to their invaluable 
role in the testing of lemon-juice sub
stitutes, is more than offset by the ac
celerating rate of model boat, automo
bile, and ah-plane construction. A new
ly arrived shipment of thirty-six tubes 
of Testor's glue promises new, record 
highs in the immediate future as well. 

Looking back with pride over the past 
year, I am confident, Mr. Claus, that 

you will agree that the overall picture 
is extremely optimistic, insuring a com
fortable good-deed surplus and a siz
able credit on the naughty-and-niceness 
balance sheet. Let me, then, emphasize, 
as we enter these few remaining days 
before Christmas, that the constant 
search for new ways to be good will 
continue with vigor, while tried-and-
true traditional methods—including, of 
course, leaving delicious treats of cook
ies and milk by the fireplace—will 
never be ignored. Sincerely, 

Dougie K. 
Cover: This month's moving reaffirma
tion of the Christmas spirit oozed from 
the pen of Edward Gorey, the twisted 
and personable writer'illustrator of in
numerable unpleasantries ("The Dis
respectful Summons" in NatLamp's 
last issue) including his own books, 
among them The Phantom Toll Booth, 
The Gilded Bat, and The Curious Sofa. 
Plug: Woody Allen, from whom we've 
been stealing for years, has a new book 
out titled Getting Even and published 
by Random House ($5.95). It's very 
good, and includes many of his best 
New Yorker pieces, which you prob
ably missed because they look just like 
the New Yorker's reports on the West
chester County crabgrass crisis. • 

Editor: Douglas C. Kenney Executive Editor: Henry N. Beard Art Director: Michael Gross 
Contributing Editors: Michael O'Donoghue, George W. S. Trow, Michel Choquette, Anne Beatts, Sean Kelly, Tony Hendra, 

John Weidman, John Boni, Terry Catchpole, Christopher Cerf ^ ^ 
Copy Editor: Idie Meg Emery Assistant Art Director: Ellen Taurins Editorial Assistant: Sheila Goldfarb 

Associate Editor (Gt. Brit.): J. Dudley Fishburn 
Production Manager: Roberta Kaman Stylist: Linda Sampson Subscription Manager: Howard Jurofsky 

Circulation Director: Alexander Turkish 
Publisher: Leonard Mogel Associate Publisher: Gerald L. Taylor 

The National Lampoon, Inc. is a subsidiary of Twenty First Century Communications, Inc. 
Chairman: Matty Simmons President: Leonard Mogel Vice-President: George Agoglia 

Vice-President, Sales: Gerald L. Taylor _____ 
New York: Bob Aaronson, Advertising Director, National Lampoon, 635 Madison Avenue, New York, N . Y . 10022. (212) 688-4070. Chicago: William H. Sanke, 
1013 Brookside Lane, Deerfield, 111. 60015, (312) 945-5915. West Coast: Dick Thompson, Zander, Coughlin and Thompson, Inc. , 22 Battery Street, San 
Francisco, Calif. 94111, (415) 398-4444. Dave Gibson, Zander, Coughlin and Thompson, Inc. , 5478 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90036, (213) 938-0111. 
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Madame Chiang Kai-Shek 
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If you've seen Elliott Gould's last thirty-four 
pictures (all produced during the last six months) 
and if you've enjoyed Lennon and Brautigan and 
Farina. If you're Consciousness III and are very much 
into America's Greening then ask yourself this, do you 
know anything about yesterday? If the answer is no 
and if you'd like to tune in on Shaw and Mencken 
and Dreiser and Greta Garbo and Bogart and 
Chaplin and Pickford and Fairbanks, if you'd like to 
read about old J. P. Kennedy's personal presidential 
ambitions back in the thirties, if you'd like to catch 
up on college morals in the twenties or some brilliant 
fiction of the twenties and thirties by Scott Fitzgerald 
and Gallico and Runyon and Hecht, then get with 
Liberty. It's a magazine that deals only with yesterday 
and it's a helluva time to read about. 

The Winter issue of Liberty is now at newsstands 
everywhere. If your favorite dealer is sold out, you can 
subscribe by filling out the accompanying coupon 
and sending it along to us with a check or money 
order. 

Just say, "Give Me Liberty!" 

A QUARTERLY 

Subscription Department 

LIBERTY MAGAZINE Dept. NL1271 
635 Madison Avenue, N.Y.C. 10022 

Yes, I want to subscribe to LIBERTY MAGAZINE. 

I enclosed my check (or money order) for: 

1-year subscription @ $2.95 • 
2-year subscription @ $5.00 • 
3-year subscription @ $7.00 , • 

Name. 

Address. 

City_ 

(please print) 

.State . -Zip-
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Sirs: 
As the commander of our much-

maligned military effort in Southeast 
Asia, I feel it is my duty to tell you that 
the stuff you print in your magazine 
to document the "unnecessary and il
legal censorship of servicemen's out
going mail from Vietnam" is simply 
exaggerated Sunday-school moralizing. 
By now, you should see that it is our 
homegrown "peacenik" movement and 
not our foreign policies that missed the 
boat. From Saigon to San Francisco 
would not be a long march for our ene
mies in this era of modern weaponry, 
and had your editors a real sample of 
the situation over here and its implica
tions for what remains of the Free 
World, they'd quickly drop there "out 
of sight, out of mind" attitude toward 
the Communist menace. Can you still 
use your adolescent, antieverything 
wisecracks when sixty million Red 

Chinese soldiers march triumphantly 
over the Golden Gate Bridge and into 
your sisters' or mothers' bedrooms? 

Only then will you regret the slurs 
you made against the Calleys, the 
Thieus, and the Kys. 

Gen. Creighton Abrams 
Saigon, Vietnam 

Sirs: 
In a recent "News of the Month" col

umn which appeared in your maga
zine, you made certain thinly veiled 
and tasteless allusions to Al Capp's ar
rest on a charge of sodomy. Personally, 
I feel that making fun of him for his al
leged unorthodox sexual activities is as 
unfair and vulgar as ridiculing the fact 
that he has an artificial lower appen
dage. Both in public appearances and in 
his fanciful "Li'l Abner" comic strip, 
Mr. Capp has always attempted to put 
his best foot forward, and has always 
been willing to go out on a limb to leave 
the forces of dissent and anarchy with
out a leg to stand on. Your footloose 
and fancy-free editorial policies in no 
way justify your kicking around per
haps the only satirist in America who 
still has a head on his shoulders and his 
foot on the ground, so you won't be 
stumped when you find that your in
sults make much of the American public 
hopping mad. If you want to take some 
cartoonist down a peg, why not shake a 
leg and satirize Walt Kelly and his 
anti-Nixon comic strip? I'm sure you 

If only I had this book 
when I was single!" 

M i k e Jackson 

l^turing interviews 
wifS 25 beautiful girls! 

Contained in this book are actual inter
views wi th 25 beautiful girls. They tell 
you — in their very own words — exactly 
what it takes to pick them up. 

It's easy to handle girls once you've been 
introduced to them. But what if there's 
no one around to introduce you? If the 
girl of your dreams is a gorgeous stranger 
you see walk ing down the street? 

H O W TO PICK UP GIRLS has all the 
answers. Here are just a few of the sure
fire techniques you can learn and master: 

How to make shyness work for you 
How to be sexy 
Best places to meet girls 
50 great opening lines 
World's greatest pickup technique 
Why women are dying to meet you 
How to get women to approach you 

Send for your copy right away. 
Wi th in days, you can actually be 
p ick ing up beautiful girls. 

The Northern Valley Co. 
Dept.NL.PO Box 5237 
Grand Central Station 
New York, NY 10017 

Enclosed is $7.95. Rush me my copy of ' 
H O W TO PICK UP GIRLS right away. [j 

Name_ 

Address-

City _State_ .Zip. 

could make an attack against that idi
otic Pogo stick. 

Florence Nesbitt 
Montreal, Canada 

Sirs: 
I know that this may sound like an

other crank letter, and God knows from 
looking through your magazine you cer
tainly seem to attract a wide assortment 
of crackpots, but I am writing to you in 
the hopes that the National Lampoon 
will alert the American public to the 
threat electric typewriters are, even 
now, posing to our safety. 

I don't know how it's happened—per
haps the recent, unexpected solar erup
tions ("sunspots") combined with last 
month's startling 17-degree shift in the 
earth's magnetic poles might account for 
it—but it appears that, one by one, our 
electric typewriters are being taken over 
by some form of maleficent alien intelli
gence. For days I have been trying to 
find a machine that will respond to 
human direction, but every one of them 
in my neighborhood—the sight of a re
cent meteor shower, by the way— 
simply ignores the keys I punch and 
continues tapping out revolutionary 
manifestos to its "brothers" still "en
slaved by the pink things." Last night 
at my office at the local newspaper, for 
example, I found my Smith-Corona 
Electra 210 clicking away by itself in 
the middle of the night, apparently at
tempting to "raise the consciousness" of 
a nearby United Press International 
teletype machine. 

The machine I'm using now seems as 
yet unaffected by this strange and 
frightening phenomenon; I think this is 
because it is in my lead-lined bomb 
shelter and the shielding seems to have 
retarded the process. However, there is 
no telling how long it will be before they 
find me in here, open the hatch, and 
even this machine falls prey to the hor
rible, inexplicable invader. If there is 
any way you can contact the Pentagon 
about this, please notify someone that 
there isn't a moment. . . well, actually, I 
suppose there's no real reason to get 
panicky about this. There must be some 
simple explanation for it, and I have 
been sort of jumpy since they let me 
out of the mental hospital. I think I 
just got a little steamed up, if you know 
what I mean, so why don't you just 
write the whole thing off as another 
"kook" letter, particularly the part 
about calling the Pentagon. As a matter 
of fact, we'd appreciate it if you'd just 
forget the whole thing. 

E. Shrdlu 
Underwood, Kans. 

Sirs: 
I get no kick from cocaine. I'm sure 

that if I took even one sniff, it would 
bore me terrifically, too. 

But I get a kick out of you. 
Cole Porter 

New York, N.Y. 
continued 
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Would you like answers to these questions? 
What causes "All-American" boys to become murderers in Vietnam? 

Why do some therapists have sexual relations with their patients? 
How can gun users who are potential murderers be identified? 

How are concentration camp survivors passing on their trauma to their children? 
Are standardized intelligence tests really valid with bilingual children? 

Why did some people attempt suicide after the deaths of the Kennedys and Martin Luther King? 
Do counselors really know how to deal with student anxiety? 

How were the first whites on previously black campuses treated? 
What Marat/Sade activities in Austrian prisons are proving to be effective therapy? 

What did New York City's first free clinic for street people teach its psychotherapist founder? 
Has Communism changed Cuban sexual attitudes? 

Can Pavlov's dogs teach today's college students new tricks? 
Who is competent to stand trial? 

Can people's drawings reveal their race or sex? 
What is the "truth" about bullfighters discovered on a Spanish psychiatrist's couch? 

How are our schools intimidating children who do not speak "standard" English? 
How do different ethnic groups differ in their nonverbal communication? 

Is there a scientific basis for "voodoo deaths" and "miracle cures"? 

n 1BEH/VIOK 
The Newsmagazine of the Social Sciences 

BEHAVIOK 
I lie Newsmagazine of the Social Sciences 

reports on these and many o the r ques t ions 
in its-Charter Issue, a complimentary copy of 
which is available to you. 

Today we are faced with a knowledge and 
research explosion which makes it practically 
impossible to keep up with developments in 
our own disciplines, let alone be aware of what 
is happening in the many related fields. This 
is especially true in the social sciences where 
the effectiveness of psychologists and psychiatrists, educators, 
sociologists, and politicians is becoming increasingly import
ant to the very survival of mankind. 

It was this increasingly frustrating task of "keeping u p " that 
caused the editors at Western Psychological Services, one of 
the nation's largest and oldest publishers of professional 
psychological and educational materials, to develop the con
cept of Human Behavior Magazine... not another journal, but a 
lively, interesting, and attractive newsmagazine which presents 
brief and very readable reports on research and developments 
in all the disciplines dealing with people as social animals. In 
addition, each story is fully referenced for those who wish to 
pursue the subject further. 

Special emphasis is placed on psychology and psychiatry, 
education, sociology, minorities, communication, and the arts. 
Our ed i tors and r epor t e r s are cont inual ly reviewing d e 
ve lopment s in all the social sciences to make Human Be
havior the magazine which you and your colleagues will be 
discussing, not only in the context of your work, but in 

. . 

its re la t ionsh ip to you as an individual. 

We invite you to join us in our " Y E A R O N E " 
as a charter subscriber. We are confident that 
Human Behavior will be the one magazine you 
really look forward to receiving. It will be the 
most in te res t ing magazine in the social 
sciences. 

Act now and reserve your complimentary copy 
of the Charter Issue by entering your charter 
subscription at a 30% saving on the regular 
price. 

Reserve your Complimentary Copy 

Human Behavior Magazine 
1203! Wilshire Blvd. | Los Angeles, California 90025 

Please enter my charter subscription to the first year of Human Behavior 
Magazine which includes the Charter Issue. I understand that if I am 
not completely satisfied with the Charter Issue I may keep it at no cost 
and cancel my subscription within 14 days. Human Behavior Magazine 
will be published bimonthly in its charter year. 
• Enclosed is $6.30 (A 30% saving on the regular price of $9.00). 
• Please charge my 

BankAmericard No: 

Master Charge No: 
• Bill me later. 
Signature: 

Dr. /Mr. /Mrs. /Miss. 

City 

Add $1.50 for Canada and Foreign. -

Zip 
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COMMEMORATIVE DESK 
CALENDAR 

This calendar is guaranteed to appeal to every 
red b looded Amer ican male who ever felt hos
ti le toward d o g s . . . c h i l d r e n . . . w o m e n s l i b . . . 
or the establ ishment. It features 12 of W. C. 
Fields most out rageous quotes as wel l as 
month ly words of w isdom to live by. Handy 
41/2"x31/2"in size. 

A CHRISTMAS GIFT TO BE APPRECIATED 
FOR 12 FULL MONTHS. 
Order must be received by November 15th to 
insure delivery by December 25th. 

Remember These 

Famous Characters? 

• Eustace McGargle 
• Elmer Prettywillie 
• Ambrose Wolfinger 

• Cuthhert J. Twillie 

These conniving swind
lers were all played by 
W. C. Fields during his 37 
year movie career...and 
that can all be yours. 
Write today tor this col
lectors poster containing 
a chronological look at 
the films of W. C. Fields. 
Printed on aged paper to 
retain the authentic look 
of an old time vaudeville 
poster. A full 11" x 34" 
in size. 
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Posters $1.50 each 
_ Desk Calendars® $1.50 

_ 5 or more Calendars only 
$1.00 each 
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continued 

Sirs: 
For years I have been trying to break 

into the free-lance writing game, but my 
manuscripts continually come back with 
rejection slips. For a while I considered 
giving the whole thing up and going 
back to the rain-gutter and downspout 
installation game, but then I came 
across a thing in one of my kids' history 
books about a Greek character called 
Demosthenes (385?-322 B.C.). This 
guy Demosthenes became a great 
Athenian orator and statesman even 
though the first time he got up to speak 
in Congress all the other guys laughed 
their olive wreaths off at Demosthenes 
because he had this terrific lisp. "Hey 
Demosthenes," they hooted, "you 
sound like a homo!" 

So what Demosthenes did was to go 
down to the seashore every day, stuff 
his mouth with pebbles, and roar above 
the pounding Aegean until he could 
drown out its crashing surf with his own 
powerful voice. So, the next time 
Demosthenes spoke, all the guys gagged 
on their figs, looked around, and said, 
"Hey, what's with Demosthenes? He 
used to talk like a fruit, but now he's 
got what it takes!" 

Well, I figure what's good enough for 
Demosthenes is good enough for me. 
So what I do now, when I sit down to 
knock off something to send to a big-
time publisher or magazine like yours, 
is this: I just grab a handful of my kid's 
marbles and stick them in the works of 
my typewriter and keep pounding away 
until something good comes out. Here's 
an example of my latest in the gag line, 
which I'd be willing to let you guys 
have for a song: 

Once, at a Holl7wood party, the 
famed Tallulah Bankhead overhe@rd 
an impudent young starlet prOcla?m 
thaV£ most Hol&ywoo# stars were "just 
a bunch %f $heap tramps," and that 
sh3 hersel* was prob5bly the "onlE 
girl in H(l lyw//d who still has her 
ch&rry." 

To whi7h, Miss BanVihe@d replied, 
"Thxt's very nic0, dahlin&, but doesn;t 
it get in the way when you f # *k?" 

Buster Hyman 
Hayforth, Calif. 

Sirs: 
By Jove, how did you find out? I 

hadn't the foggiest notion it had leaked 
out that I am an asshole. 

David Frost 
London, England 

Sirs: 
Ditto. 

Sirs: 
Me too. 

Nelson Rockefeller 
Albany, N Y . 

Elton John 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Sirs: _ 
This is a letter of protest against your 

magazine's recent claims that the Union 
of Soviet Socialist Republics avoids the 
worldwide public outcry that would 
result from political trials for rebellious 
Russian artists and writers by putting 
them instead in "mental hospitals" and 
subjecting them to "therapeutic" elecT 
trie shocks, thus destroying their mental 
capacities. The following is a translated 
excerpt from a work in progress by one 
of our patients, Aleksandr Solzhenit-
syn, of whom your capitalist press had 
made much, which demonstrates the 
broadened vision and ideological re
habilitation he has enjoyed during his 
treatment at the People's Famous 
Writers. Center for Mental Deviation. 

"Oh Mother, look," said Ivan. "Look 
at the pretty samovar." 

"Yes," said Tanya, "look at the 
pretty samovar! Look, look, look!" 

"It is a pretty samovar," said mother. 
"It is a very pretty samovar. But I have 
a surprise for you. I have something 
even better than the pretty samovar." 

"Oh oh," said little Tanya, "a sur
prise!" 

"What is the surprise?" asked little 
Ivan. 

"Some Lipton tea bags I got from an 
American tourist," said Mother. "They 
are even better than a samovar!" 

"Oh Mother," said Tanya, "you do 
not look well. You look sick." 

"Yes, you look very, very sick," said 
Ivan. 

"Sit, mother, sit," said Tanya. "Sit 
down and rest while Ivan makes a 
phone call." 

Perhaps your Mr. Buckley would 
like to visit our Center and receive, free 
of charge, similar help from our staff? 

Igor Gusca 
Leningrad, U.S.S.R. 

'What can you possibly see in him? He's just bulk rate!' 
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17 reasons 
why you should read 

psychology today 
1 Why words are the least important of the ways we communicate with each other. 

2 The sexual reason behind the popularity of natural childbirth. 

3 Why political leaders are constantly in danger of insanity. 
4 Why Asians make better politicians than Westerners. 

5 Do men need more recreation than women? 
6 What kind of parents do hippies make? 

7 Why it may be time to end the taboo against incest. 

8 The inferiority feelings of men who seek corporate power. 
9 What the schizophrenic is trying to tell us. 

1 0 Are campus activists rebelling against the system—or their parents? 

1 1 What your daydreams reveal about your ethnic background. 
1 2 Why do swingers tend to become impotent? 

1 3 Is it time to grant the right to commit suicide? 
1 4 Does a child think before he can talk? 

1 5 Why are today's students attracted to violence? 
1 6 Are "hawks" sexually repressed? 
1 7 Are some men born criminals? 

Want to learn what modern psychology has learned 
about people? Including you? 

Until recently, that was quite an order. Your choice would have been to plow 
through professional journals. Read weighty new books as quickly as they 
came out. Or trust the mass media—where psychology is often sensational
ized, distorted, oversimplified. 

PSYCHOLOGY TODAY has changed all that. It allows the educated layman 
to catch up with the social sciences. And keep up. With full coverage of all 
the different approaches to understanding the human condition. The view
points range from hard-core Freudianism to the newer behaviorists who,-
frankly, think Freud was all wet. 

It's psychology the way you'd want it to be presented. Excitingly. Without 
tired jargon. No cliche-ridden definitions. And with contributions by many of 
the most famous names in the behavioral sciences—like Bruno Bettelheim, 
Kenneth B. Clark, Rollo May, Ashley Montagu, Carl Rogers and B. F. Skinner. 

Send for a complimentary issue 
You can find out what PSYCHOLOGY TODAY is like—and 
learn a few things you may never have known before— 
without paying a penny. If you mail the coupon, we'll send 
you a complimentary issue of PSYCHOLOGY TODAY. 

There's no obligation. 

6-518 

psychology today] 
P.O. Box 2990, Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Please send me my complimentary current issue of PSYCHOLOGY 
TODAY. I may keep my sample copy and owe nothing. However, 
unless I cancel, you may enroll me as a trial subscriber and send 
me the next 11 issues. Bill me after my subscription has started 
at a special Introductory rate-just $6.00 (Half the regular $12 
annual price). 

Mr. 
Mrs.. 
Miss 

.Zip. 
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BOUND 
TO PLEASE 

Ho ho . . . bound to please. Get it? 
Hee hee. 

Now, for a limited time only (say 
until the reappearance of Haley's 
comet), you can purchase this nifty 
binder to preserve your back issues of 
the National Lampoon. 

Each handsome submarine-yellow 
binder has the name National Lam
poon, The Humor Magazine stamped 
in Shirley-Temple black on its front 
and side. It'll hold your 12 monthly 
issues neatly for easy reference, or 
else cleverly camouflage those copies 
of Spicy Pix and Leather Lads Quar
terly. 

Made of durable pseudoleatheroid, 
this handy binder will keep your issues 
fresh and crisp for years of midnight 
snickers. (Midnight snickers, get it?) 

$3.85 for one; $7.10 for two; $9.90 
for three. We pay the postage. 
New York State residents please add appro
priate sales tax. 
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Through the years John Mayall has selected, coached and molded many of 
today's most outstanding musicians. And yet John Mayall remains the 
dominant figure in the evolution of British Blues. 

"THRU THE YEARS" is a 2-record collection of material featuring Mayall's shifting 
galaxy of luminaries during one of the most significant periods in rock, 1963-68: 
MICK TAYLOR (playing lead guitar on nine songs), PETER GREEN, KEEF 
HARTLEY, JOHN McVIE, ANSLEY DUNBAR, and the most celebrated 
of all Mayall proteges, ERIC CLAPTON. 

Album one contains vintage Mayall material that has never 
before been released. Album two is a choice selection of 
cuts from past heralded Mayall LPs. For instance, "Have 
You Heard" from BLUES FROM LAUREL CANYON, 
"The Bear" from the original BLUES BREAKERS 
Featuring Eric Clapton, "Don't Kick Me" from BLUES 
ALONE, and "I'm A Stranger" from BARE WIRES. 

Together these two records clearly illustrate not 
only the development of a music based on 
tradition, burgeoning with a trend-setting 
mode, but also the development of one 
man's uncompromising artistic journey. 

Indeed, John Mayall is responsible for most 
of what we've learned to know and love in 
the way of Blues from Britain. For this 
reason alone "THRU THE YEARS," the 
new 2-record LONDON BONUS PAK," 
is mandatory listening. 

mpoK, 
RECORDS "-

BONUS vm 

AMPEX | 
STEREO TAPES 

SOOr *BWSlS«llTH«KtOI»SIT 

I mPUTt' i .Yt.AkS 
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wammam 

Dear Sha-Na-Na: 
My name is Cynthia Goodhead. I 

am fourteen years old and I have never 
had an orgasm. I have had crabs, how
ever, and believe me they are no sub
stitute!!! My best friend, Suzy Star-
fucker, who has met you (she was trip
ping backstage at the Fillmore and mis
took you all for a box of Tampax) — 
Suzy, anyway, tells me that you know 
all kinds of secret sectual things, like 
What Ramalamdingdong Really Means 
—and how to do it! If this is the case, 
won't you please get in touch with me? 
I've tried just about everything else, 
and a little extra grease might be just 
the ingredient I need. 

I recently returned from Paris, where 
orgasms are out of season and the 
people speak French. The first thing I 
did when I got back to N.Y. was I went 
to see Bob Dylan, because Suzy says 
he is Deeply Concerned about Women's 
Problems, like for example in such 
songs as "It's Alright Ma, I'm Only 
Bleeding" and "Nashville Skyline 
Rag." Well, it took me awhile to find his 
house, and by the time I got there I 
was really worn out, so I sat down on 
the garbage can in front of his building 
and started to read my horoscope. 

Well suddenly this strange little man 
jumped out from behind a lamppost, 
grabbed the garbage can, and carried it 
away (with me inside it!!!), running 
like mad and shouting "Liberate Dy
lan!" and "Disavow the dialectical did-
dlies or die!" He ran all the way over 
to the IND subway station on West 
Fourth Street, jumped the turnstiles, 
and locked himself into the men's room, 
where he finally put me down. Then 
he set to work sorting out the garbage 
alphabetically, pausing only just long 
enough to introduce himself. His name 
was K. J. Webbermann. 

"You'd be surprised at some of the 
things I've discovered in Dylan's gar
bage," he informed me. "Why just a 
couple of years ago I found Joan Baez 
in this very can." 

Well, he proceeded to bad-mouth 
Dylan, calling him things like "a karmic 
cop-out for cultural coupon-clippers"; 
"a decadent droner of dialectically 
deadhead drek"; "a pusillanimous pan-
derer to prepubescent peter-pullers"; 
and "Shithead." Well naturally I asked 

him what made him think he knew so 
much and all, and he told me that he'd 
figured out all the Hidden Meanings of 
Dylan's lyrics!!! Well I asked him to 
give me an example and he said, "I'll 
bet you didn't know that Dylan has 
joined the Playboy Club." 

"Are you sure about that?" asked I. 
"Would I lie to you?" replied he. 
"Now why would he go and do a 

thing like that?" wondered I. 
"It's all right there in the lyrics," 

said he. 
"Well why, then?" demanded I. 
"To Be Alone with Hugh, of course." 
Well, it sounded logical. And Web

bermann went on to explain how joining 
the Playboy Club had been Dylan's life
long closet ambition, or—in Dylan's 
very own words—"All I really wanna 
do is baby be friends with Hugh." Well, 
it really blew my mind. And then Web
bermann got down to some real nitty-
gritty—he told me that Dylan had be
come a Junkie!!! "At this point he is 
nothing but a strung-out sybarite, an 
ideological eyesore, a teleological turn
coat, a mainlining miscreant, a nar
cotized nabob of nebulous nectarian 
nonsense—and a Shithead," said Web
bermann. 

"But," protested I, "how do you. 
know he's a Junkie?" 

"Because," rejoined he, "over the 
past two years I have found upwards 
of six thousand empty Yoo-Hoo Choco
late-Flavored Beverage bottles, Yogi 
Berra's favorite drink, in Dylan's gar
bage—AND NOT ONE YOO-HOO 
CHOCOLATE-FLAVORED BEV
ERAGE BOTTLECAPH! Dylan has 
obviously been using these bottlecaps 
to cook up his fixes. What other explan
ation could there possibly be for all that 
Yoo-Hoo?" 

Well, it sounded logical. Anyway, I 
decided to ask Webbermann about or
gasms—but when I brought up the Sub
ject he didn't seem to know what I was 
talking about. He told me he had never 
found one in Dylan's garbage (at least 
not that he knew of)., and if an orgasm 
(whatever it was) wasn't disposable 
then it came under the heading of Prop
erty, and Property (according to Pierre-
Joseph Proudhon, the great nineteenth-
century anarchist) was tantamount to 
legal Theft, which made the orgasm (if 

continued 
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mm 
JUNE, 1970/BLIGHT: With Sludge Magazine, Beauty Tips for Mutants, Our Threatened Nazis, Jean 
Shepherd's S.P.L.A.T., Mort Gerberg's Pollutionland, and Michael O'Donoghue's Extinction Game. 
JULY, 1970/BAD TASTE: Don't miss The Liz Taylor and Richard Burton Gift Catalogue, the Special 
Mediocrity Supplement, A Photographer's Guide to Art and Pornography, and the Most Tasteless 
Article Ever Printed! 
AUGUST, 1970/PARANOIA: What would America be like as a second-rate power? Read We're Only 
Number Two. Also, a Paranoia Map of the World, Is Nixon Dead? (well, is he?) and The Secret of 
San Clemente. 

SEPTEMBER, 1970/SHOW BIZ: Get your mezzanine seats now for the MGM Blackmail Auction, 
Screen Slime Magazine, Raquel Welch Laid Bare, Diary of a New Left Starlet, and College Concert 
Comix! 

NOVEMBER, 1970/NOSTALGIA: A spin out on Memory Lane. Read reminiscences by Jean Shepherd; 
the 1896 Sears, Roebuck Sex Catalogue; The Fifties: A Special Section; 1936; A Space Odyssey; 
and The Death Song Game. 

DECEMBER, 1970/CHRISTMAS: Prepare now for the next ghastly hollydaze with Gahan Wilson's 
Xmas Horrors, The Santology Handbook, I Remember Jesus, and Tricia and the Prince Comics. 
JANUARY, 1971/WOMEN'S LIBERATION: Combat the Pink Peril, with the Women's Lib Naughty 
Pinup Calendar, the Anti-Sexist Children's Book, a special Cosmopolitan Parody, and the expur
gated best seller. . . The Censorless Woman! 

MARCH, 1971/CULTURE: Tote that tome and lift that pinkie with Michael O'Donoghue's How to 
Write Good, The Grade Slick Handbook of Radical Dos & Don'ts, The Undiscovered Notebooks 
of Leonardo da Vinci, The Mantovanl Strain, and The Life and Times of Captain Bringdown. 

APRIL, 1971/ADVENTURE: Good God, Professor, it's . . . it's . . . Derby Dames on Parade, Tarzan 
of the Cows, Real Balls Adventure Magazine, The Philosopher Detective, The Great American 
Cereal Box, and free Booblegum Cards. 

MAY, 1971/THE FUTURE: Hop into our steam-powered Time Trolley and stumble backward into the 
World of Tomorrow. You'll be delighted that you won't live to see: the Zero Gravity Sex Manual 
(The NASA Sutra), Time Warp Comics, the Special Pull-Out " I f " Section, the 1906 National Lampoon, 
Attack of the 90-Foot Macrobes, and Toilets of the Extraterrestrials. 

JUNE, 1971/RELIGION: Listen, it's getting to be a real pain in the ass coming up with kicky lead-ins 
to stuff like Natlamp's Inferno, Magic Made E-Z, The Prophet by Kahili Gibrish, I Dreamed I Was 
There In Overdose Heaven, and Buckminster Fuller-Charles Reich-Marshall McCluhan-Kate Millett 
Utopia Four Comix. 

JULY, 1971/PORNOGRAPHY: Get it up, off, and out of your system with My Secret Life by David 
Eisenhower, The Breast Game, Dirty Dick & Jane, Filthy Sherlock Holmes, Are You a Homo? and 
Everything You Always Wanted to Know about Sex (Aren't You Sorry You Asked?). 

AUGUST, 1971/BUMMER: Have a bad trip without illegal substances with Defeat Comics, Welfare 
Monopoly, the Special Canadian Supplement, and Right On!, the flick Jane Fonda was making 
while you thought she was working for the revolution. 

SEPTEMBER, 1971/KIDS: Visit Eloise at the Hotel Dlxee, meet high adventure with the Hardy 
Boys, laugh along with Children's Letters to the Gestapo, and test your wits with Commander 
Barkfeather's spicy rebuses. 

OCTOBER, 1971/BACK TO SCHOOL: Have a few "brews," gross out some chicks, "moon" a 
townie, barf In the quad, and read the Mad parody, Magical Misery Tour, The Campus War Game, 
and 125th Street, the educational TV show that teaches ghetto kids their place. 

NOVEMBER, 1971/HORROR: Step into Ghost Editor Michael O'Donoghue's gas chamber of horrors 
and meet The Phantom of the Rock Opera, The Mammal That Suckled Its Young, Dragula—Queen 
of Darkness, Dr. Jekyll's Surgical Supply Catalogue, and X-Rated Foto Funnies. 

To order these back issues, Just check off the ones you want in the coupon below. Return the 
coupon to us with $1 In bill, check, or money order for each copy you'd like. 

THE NATIONAL LAMPOON, Dept. NL1271, 635 Madison Ave., N.Y.C. 10022 
Send me the fol lowing: 
No. of copies Issue No. of copies Issue 

JUNE, 1970 
JULY, 1970 
AUGUST, 1970 
SEPTEMBER, 1970 
NOVEMBER, 1970 
DECEMBER, 1970 
JANUARY, 1971 
MARCH, 1971 

APRIL, 1971 
MAY, 1971 
JUNE, 1971 
JULY, 1971 
AUGUST, 1971 
SEPTEMBER, 1971 
OCTOBER, 1971 
NOVEMBER, 1971 

I enclose a total of $ 
covers purchase plus shipping and handling. 

My Name 

Address 

City 

at $1 for each copy requested. This amount 

.State- -Zip-

continued 

indeed such a thing existed) nothing 
but a tool of the Power Brokers (and in 
all probability counterrevolutionary). 

Well at this point I thanked him and 
went running out the men's-room door 
and he came running after me, waving 
an empty Yoo-Hoo bottle and hollering 
for me to stick around. 

"Stick around!" hollered he. "Stick 
around and I'll let you in on all the 
details of how Dylan murdered Paul 
McCartney!" 

Well, I just kept on running. I guess 
maybe that was sort of a little rude on 
my part, but I was in a hurry to go and 
look up Power Brokers in the Yellow 
Pages. 

Well, when this turned out to be just 
another dead end I was really pretty 
bummed out. I decided to go to a con
cert, but when I looked in the news
paper it turned out to be Sunday and 
nobody was playing anywhere, so I 
decided to go to a football game. Well, 
there was a big advertisement for a 
Pre-Season Exhibition so I took a sub
way out to Shea Stadium, but it turned 
out there wasn't any game—just Lance 
Rentzel. There weren't any other play
ers around for him to play with, so he 
was playing with himself. Well, I would 
have asked him about orgasms, but he 
left early with a police escort. 

So I subwayed back to Manhattan 
and sat down on the steps of the Play
boy Club, thinking over all the strange 
things K. J. Webbermann had told me. 
And all of a sudden whose voice should 
I hear but Bob Dylan's himself, right 
behind me, singing Tonight I'll Be 
Staying Here with HughVA Well I 
turned around and there he was—the 
real Bob Dylan]—grinning through his 
little beard, jingling his Playboy Club 
Key, drinking a Yoo-Hoo Chocolate-
Flavored Beverage—and holding hands 
with Yogi Berra. 

Oh well. 
At least he's not a junkie. 

Up against the wall for peace, 
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On his last hunt, Major Hocum 
smoked a cigarette stamped with 
his family crest. 

Now everybody will be smoking 
cigarettes stamped with their own 
family crest .almost everybody. 

Camel Filters. 
They're not for everybody. 
(But then.they don't try to be.) 

20 mg. "tar!'1.3 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette, FTC Report AUG.71. 
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Pornography Poster War Poster 

Introducing the first 
National Lampoon posters 

Full size, full color posters of three of 
the most popular National Lampoon 

covers ever published. 

There's Rick Meyerowitz's romantic 
"Mona Gorilla," Kelly Freas's portrait 
of that legendary folk hero, Lt. Calley, 

and Dick Hess's historic story and 
pictures of the Pornography Menace. 

We've also included the popular Liberty 
Magazine Pulitzer Prize Anti-War Poster 

—probably the most famous anti-war 
poster ever created. The artist was the 

late C. D. Bachelor. 

You can have any of these posters— 
they are 23" x 29" except for Mona— 

she's 21 y 4 " x 28"- for $1.50 each. 
If you want any three of them, you save 
a buck—it's $3.50 for three and $4.50 if 

you want all four. Please add 500 
for each order. 
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Dear Diary, 
Do you believe in coincidences? I do. 

I know it may sound "way out," but 
every once in a while some odd little 
incident happens around the house that 
makes me feel wiggly all over. 

Like today, for an example, I was 
trying out a recipe Pat had given me for 
chocolate moose, which, I assure you, 
tastes much better than it sounds. Sud
denly, right in the middle of adding the 
Royal pudding and the cottage cheese, 
it dawned on me that the vital ingredi
ent was missing, and there probably 
wasn't a Hershey bar in the house! Just 
as I put on my car coat and headed for 
the store, the doorbell rang and it was 
the Chinese boy from the cleaners, the 
one who has those cunning cuff-links 
that look like little miniature cameras. 
He was delivering Spiggy's white tux
edo jacket, and sure enough, inside the 
breast pocket was what was left of the 
"gag" present Spiggy forgot to give to 
Sigmun Ree when we visited South 
Korea last year. It ruined the suit, I'm 
afraid, and Spiggy was in such a snit 
about it when he woke up that he threw 
the delivery boy out of the house with
out even giving him a tip, which I 
thought was unnecessarily harsh since 
the boy had been dusting the insides of 
Spiggy's desk drawers without even 
asking. 

In Spiggy's defense, though, I must 
say he has been under somewhat of a 
strain lately. First there was that re
mark Walter Cronkite made about how 
everybody's hat was still technically in 
the ring for '72, including Spiggy's 
lampshade. Then there was a series of 
phone calls Spiggy kept getting last 
Thursday night. Every time Spiggy 
picked up the phone to say "Hello," all 
he heard was heavy breathing. For days 
Spiggy was sure it was John Connally 
trying to see if he was out of the house. 
(Spiggy suspects something, but so far 
everything, as Kim would say, is 
"cool." Whew.) As it turned out, it 
wasn't John Connally at all, but Mar
tha Mitchell. John Mitchell explained 
later that she had suffered a terrible 
asthma attack and was calling for help. 

Anyway, that evening Spiggy was 
still feeling itchy when he asked the 
gang to come over for a drink after they 
got through at the office. Pat and Dick 
arrived first, and Dick headed straight 
for the martinis, while Pat made her 

usual beeline for the little-girls' room. 
Then Hank Kissinger showed up 
(without that chippy from New York 
magazine, for a change), and John Con
nally came in right behind them with 
Martha, who gave me a wink I didn't 
particularly like, saying her John 
couldn't come because he had to work 
late brushing up on his martial law, 
which I know Spiggy is interested in, 
too, because he hasn't missed an epi
sode of "Gunsmoke" since 1959. 

Well, when everybody was settled 
and Martha got Pat out of the powder 
room, Spiggy took off his jacket, un-
snapped his tie, and said okay, you 
know why I called you all over here, 
and I think it's time to talk turkey. 
Dick was edgily sucking the pimentos 
out of his martini olives while Spiggy 
told him he knew that Dick planned to 
replace him in '72 with that cowpie over 
there (here Spiggy pointed his thumb 
at John Connally, who was looking 
down at his boots and whistling). What 
I want to know, said Spiggy, looking 
directly at Dick, is what I get out of 
this? 

Dick sucked three more pimentos 
before he spoke. I'm very glad you 
asked me that question, said Dick fi
nally, and I know we all have been 
searching our minds and hearts to find 
an answer, that is to say, a firm and 
just solution to this vital problem and 
how about heading up the Atomic Ener
gy Commission plus seventy grand un
der-the-table in uranium-mining stock? 
Spiggy just stuck out his lower lip, 
raised his arms, and laced his hands 
behind his head—which reminds me, 
dear Diary, to use added detergent on 
those "trouble spots"—and said no dice. 
He had seen what happens to guys who 
get suckered into hanging around in
specting those reactors, and if they ex
pect him to wind up in Ripley's "Be
lieve It or Not," they had the wrong 
cookie. 

John Connally took his hand out 
from behind Martha's back, where he 
was helping her adjust a dress shield, 
and said you could try the CIA because 
they're always running short of hos
tages. , 

Speaking of the CIA, Spiggy chuck
led as he stood up, spilled his drink on 
John's boots, and walked over to our 
movie projector, I thought you might be 
interested in some home movies I've 

The mouth 
that knows 
no fear... 
Says, "Put 
a laugh in 
your holiday 

24-4055 

LILYTOMUN 
This is a Recording 

If Lily Tomlin's hilarious album 
"This is a recording" is not avail
able at your local record store, 
you can get a special Christmas 
wrapped album by sending $4.98 
plus 250 handling to: Polydor In
corporated, 1700 Broadway, New 
York, N.Y. 10019 • Dept. 101 

Name 

Address 

City State 

po iyc l o r 

Zip 

Polydor Records, Cassettes and 
8-Track Stereo Cartridges are distributed 

in the USA by Polydor Incorporated; 
in Canada by Polydor Canada Ltd. 
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continued 

From the Publishers of 
THE GODFATHER 

The New Behind-the-
scenes Blockbuster 
that Rips the Lid off 
a Fantastic Billion 
Dollar Empire 

THE CARD 
CASTLE 
by MATTY 

SIMMONS 

FASCINATING-
WILL GRAB AND 
HOLD YOU... "STRONG 
AND SEXY" 

In Paperback From 
Fawcett Crest 

been collecting lately for just such a get-
together. This first one might interest 
you, John, said Spiggy. It's some foot
age that got left on the cutting-room 
floor by some friends of yours after 
they'd seen a private screening of the 
Zapruder film. Spiggy flicked off the 
lights and turned on the projector. 
What it was was a movie of Jack Ken
nedy and Jackie and John Connally 
riding through Dallas, but suddenly I 
realized we were watching a part of it 
I had never seen on the news. Jackie 
and John are sitting in the back, when 
all of a sudden Jackie jumps up and 
slaps John's face. Then John, who is 
looking embarrassed, brings his hand up 
to see what time it is, turns a little pale, 
and begins frantically pulling a bullet
proof vest out from under the seat. Just 
a little too late, said Spiggy as he turned 
the lights back on, but I have a lot more 
films all of you might like to see, in
cluding Hank's imitation of Pope Paul 
VI at last year's Christmas party and a 
little news clip confiscated by Connie 
Stuart showing Pat slipping saltpeter 
into the batter for Tricia's wedding 
cake. Last and certainly not least, Spig
gy giggled, Dick might be interested in 
a closed-circuit internal surveillance TV 
tape of Dick and Bebe Rebozo acciden
tally winding up in the same shower 
stall in the White House sauna. 

Just then Dick's whole body gave a 
little jerk, and a pimento accidentally 
slipped up his nose. Everybody jumped 
up to help, but we had to turn our atten
tion to Pat, who had, unnoticed, taken 
off her shoes and stockings and was sit
ting in the corner singing I'm a little 
teapot. Finally, Spiggy held Dick down 
on the rug while John fished the pimen
to out with a pipe cleaner. Hank took 
Pat into the bedroom to make her take 
her medicine. (Pat has been somewhat 
unpredictable lately because Ron Zieg-
ler told Dick that Pat would present a 
warmer and more personable image if 
they cut her daily Thorazine dosage in 
half. Now everybody has to be on his 
toes. The first day they cut her pre
scription Dick had to fly to Alaska to 
meet the president of Japan, and Pat 
arrived a little late dressed in a paper 
kimono singing "Three Little Maids 
from School Are We.") 

Well, when things settled down a bit 
and Hank came back in cleaning a hy
podermic needle, Dick straightened his 
tie, rubbed his nose, and said of course 
we are anxious to find something Spiggy 
might like to do next year, and did 
Spiggy have any ideas? 

Spiggy poured himself a gin sour and 
said as a matter of fact I've been think
ing about getting involved in the law 
again, which was still another coinci
dence since the couch we were sitting in 
was being held up on the left side by the 
law books Spiggy used to get from La-
Salle Extension University! After all, 

Spiggy continued, what's Warren Bur
ger got that I haven't got? 

John was about to say something, but 
Dick cut him off and sort of smiled at 
Spiggy with his upper lip, saying that 
certainly is a tall order, heh heh, want
ing to be on the Supreme Court when 
Spiggy hadn't practiced law since he 
used to swear in kids for the safety 
patrol in Baltimore, heh heh, but there 
weren't really any unfilled vacancies 
right now. That's okay, Spiggy said, be
cause somebody's going to win the pool 
pretty soon. (I had thought Spiggy 
meant the Senate pool, but later Hank 
explained that Spiggy meant the betting 
pool on when Justice Douglas' new wife 
finally gives him a heart attack or he is 
unexpectedly cut down by a well-mean
ing but deranged extremist.) 

Well, said Spiggy, breaking a few 
eggheads has never stopped John Con
nally from making an omelette, so why 
don't we just leave all the details to 
him? He can probably borrow that FBI 
bodyguard of Dick's. You know, the one 
who shoots out the TV screen whenever 
he sees a movie with Sidney Greenstreet 
in it. And to sink two scows with one 
torpedo, John Connally added, maybe 
I'll have that guy pay a visit to Jim 
Garrison, just to be on the safe side. 

The party began to perk up now that 
everybody agreed to Spiggy's sugges
tion, and Spiggy promised that as his 
first act as a Supreme Court justice 
he'd help Warren Burger get those god
damn bussing decisions off the books 
and replace them with some new minor
ity-protection rulings he thought up a 
few years ago while he was studying the 
Baltimore leash laws. Everybody had 
a fine chuckle over that, and Dick said, 
well Spiggy, we'll be looking forward 
to receiving the films you have col
lected, plus all the negatives and prints, 
and Spiggy said don't worry about a 
thing, you'll have them in your hot little 
palms as soon as I get my black robe 
and one of those wooden hammers. 
John Connally was the last to leave, 
but before he went out the door he told 
me with a wink to call him the minute 
the coast was clear, if, dear Diary, you 
know what I mean. 

Needless to say, Spiggy has been in 
fine spirits the whole evening since they 
left. After a few more gin sours he even 
put on my bathrobe and my party wig, 
picked up the meat tenderizer from the 
kitchen, and went barging around the 
house yelling order in the court and 
scaring the dog out of its wits. He 
calmed down for a while when I sat him 
in front of the TV to watch Perry 
Mason (I told him the blond floozy did 
it all along), but now he's up again, and 
from the way he's been pinching me in 
the kitchen and giggling heah come dee 
judge, I have a feeling the coast tonight 
will definitely not be clear. 

All for now (darn i t ) , 
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SPECIAL RECORD BARGAINS 
ROCK • FOLK • CLASSICAL 

Order Now! Save up to 300% over original retail prices 
S-3724 PETE SEEGER: Songs from Amer
ica and around the world. Incl. Kisses 
Sweeter Than Wine, Ariran, 10 more. 
Pub. at $5.79 Only $1.98 

S-4219 THE LIMELIGHTERS: Their First 
Historic Album. 
Pub. at $4.98 Only $1.98 

S-3953 JOHN LEE HOOKER: The Real 
Blues. 
Pub. at $4.95 Only $1.98 

S-4224 THEODORE BIKEL: Song of Songs 
and other Bible Prophecies. 
Pub. at $4.98 Only $1.98 

S-3830 AUTHENTIC MUSIC OF THE 
AMERICAN INDIAN. Music of over twenty 
Western tribes incl. Sioux, Apache, Hopi, 
etc. 3-record set. 
Pub. at $14.94 Only $5.94 

S-4194 SEGOVIA, MONTOYA, JOHN WIL
LIAMS: Masters of the Guitar. 7-record set. 
$35 value Only $9.95 

S-2353 TCHAIKOVSKY: Seven Sympho
nies. 
$35 value. 7-record set. Only $9.95 

S-3574 GLEN CAMPBELL: Anthology of 
the Twelve String Guitar. 
Pub. at $4.79 Only $1.98 

S-2959 RICHTER PLAYS GREAT PIANO 
CONCERTOS. 3-record set. 
$14.95 value Only $3.98 

S-3718 STEEL DRUMS: Native Trinidad 
steel drum bands. 
Pub. at $5.97 Only $1.98 

ai Ag*J 

S-3943 BROWNIE McGHEE & SONNY 
TERRY. 
Pub. at $4.95 Only $1.98 

S-4422 THE MOOG: Electric HAIR. Incl. 
Aquarius, Let The Sun Shine In, etc. 
Pub. at $4.98 Only $1.98 

S-3323 ALAN LOMAX: The Collector's 
Choice. 
Pub. at $4.98 Only $1.98 

S-3530 CHARLIE CHRISTIAN: Eight swing
ing sounds of jazz. 
Pub. at $4.98 Only $1.98 

S-2694 KRIPS' Complete Beethoven Sym
phonies. 
$40 value Only $9.95 

S-4216 FOLK FESTIVAL. World's greatest 
folk artists sing the world's greatest folk 
songs. Judy Collins, Red McKuen, Glen 
Campbell, Pete Seeger, Odetta, and many 
more. Incl. Walk Right In, Reuben's Train, 
Go Down Old Hannah, 12 more. 
Pub. at $4.98 Only $1.98 

S-3315 THE BEST OF OSCAR BRAND: 
Twelve songs incl. Hard Times, The State 
Of Illinois, etc. 
Pub. at $4.98 Only $1.98 

S-4212 CARLOS MONTOYA PLAYS MA-
LAGUENA. 
Pub. at $5.98 Only $1.98 

S-3309 THE BEST OF THE CLANCY BROS. 
AND TOMMY MAKEM. 
Pub. at $4.98 Only $1.98 

S-3311 THE BEST OF ED McCURDY. 
Pub. at $4.98 Only $1.98 

S-3952 WOODY GUTHRIE : The Ear ly 
Years. Incl. Old Time Religion, Bury Me 
Beneath The Willow, etc. 
Pub. at $4.95 Only $1.98 

S-4143 DUKE ELLINGTON: The Early 
Years, Vol. II. 
Pub. at $4.98 Only $1.98 

S-4375 PAUL ROBESON: Old Folks at 
Home and Other Classics. 
Pub. at $4.98 Only $1.98 

S-4358 LEGENDARY PIANO IMMORTALS: 
Paderewski plays Chopin; Gershwin plays 
Rhapsody in Blue, etc. 5-record set. 
$25 value Only $7.95 

S-3568 DVORAK: Complete Nine Sympho
nies. 7-record set. 
$35 value Only $9.95 

S-3831 ANTHOLOGY OF BLACK AFRICA. 
Contains African tribal music and dances 
of all sections and eras. 3-record set. 
Pub. at $14.94 Only $5.94 

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!! 
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by Paul Krassner 
The mythology that has been piling 

up around the memory of Lenny Bruce 
includes a media mixture of saccharine 
and bullshit. He's not completely de
fenseless, however, for they buried him 
with his recorder on. There was only one 
reel of tape, and that was smuggled out 
by a cemetery employee whose profes
sional sentimentality is overshadowed 
only by his personal bribeworthiness. 
Here, then, speaking from the grave, is 
Lenny's Last Tape: 

Whew! It's really weird being dead. 
But it doesn't matter. Don't tell me it 
matters to you, because I know you. 
The reason I know you is because I 
know myself, and if you were dead it 
wouldn't matter to me. Oh, sure, when 
my friend Joe Maini died—he was a 
brilliant jazz saxophonist—it felt very 
strange to read his obituary. But the 
one thing about being a corpse is that 
you're not aware you've stopped being 
alive. So, since it's impossible to be 
cognizant of your own loss (except for 
me, of course, because everybody keeps 
saying how immortal I am), in the end, 

grief is merely self-indulgence. And 
we're all 100 percent selfish, man. 
That's such a truism, yet people keep 
putting themselves on about having 
purely altruistic motivations. 

They sincerely believe in that wife 
who will stay with her husband when 
his face gets shot away. This game of 
good and evil—how ironic that a set of 
standards, for the Edsel automobile or 
for a Communist administration, which 
might be good on paper, doesn't always 
work out practically. 

Including romantic love. I used to do 
this bit on stage about a guy who was 
run over by a car, but on the way to the 
hospital he makes a play for the nurse 
in the ambulance. "That's all you think 
about, you animal, your leg is cut off 
and " Well, I never excluded my
self from the things I talked about. 
When that window gave way at the 
Swiss-American Hotel in San Francisco 

! and I fell to the ground—broke both 
i ankles and my favorite pelvis—and the 
i ambulance came for me, I actually did 

ask the nurse in my delirium if she 
would give me some exquisite head, and 
the doctors found it necessary to put 
adhesive tape on my mouth, if not hers. 

Anyway, I went—I mean my spirit 
went—to see the play Lenny. The 
people there looked like they were ex
pecting a concert by Lenny Bernstein. 

; All these off-duty policemen with Scars-
j dale Zapata moustaches and their ladies 
I wearing Eva Braun boots and organic 
i hair spray. When I was performing I'd 
! always be reacting to my environment, 
1 and that means making fun of the audi-
; ence. The thing I dug most was the in-
: termission because there wasn't any 
! script to follow. 

It felt so strange to see this actor on
stage doing my material complaining 
that the district attorney is doing his 
material. 

And every night it's the same thing. 
I could never be so static. If I were alive 

! now I would be talking about Women's 
Liberation and about Vietnam veterans 
hooked on smack and about Attica—the 
closest they come to Attica is uninten
tional—they're doing my yata-yata-
yata prison-break routine at one point 
and there's this dialogue: 

"I don't wanna die! I don't wanna 
die!" 

"Schmuck, you're a guardl" 
Boy, I still get an incredible rush of 

passion whenever humor and truth cross 
each other like that. 

But I'll tell you about a really bizarre 
prison break. My ex-wife was once sen
tenced to three years at a federal peni
tentiary on an island off the coast of 
California for parole violation and a 
narcotics charge. It wasn't such a ter
rible place as prisons go. They had dor
mitories instead of cellblocks. There was 
these two guys in the Coast Guard hang
ing around there who recognized her 

from where she'd been working as a 
stripper, and so there was a prison 
break: the two Coast Guardsmen broke 
into the prison. Honey and her room
mate kept them hidden under their beds 
for three days. They balled the entire 
dormitory. 

Now there were some chicks (excuse 
the language, it's a habit) who were 
doing time there, whose husbands were 
also doing time in the men's prison on 
the other side of this island, and who, 
when they heard this delicious piece of 
gossip, they really started bitching— 
you know, "A woman's not even safe 
in jailV 

It's funny, here I am, buried forever, 
and I remember my first record had a 
photograph of me having a picnic lunch 
on somebody else's grave. Now I'm on 
this side of that incongruity. But what's 
really morbid is the way all the stores 
are selling my records and books now, 
all the vultures circling around, waiting 
to cash in on my death, all the lovelies 

j who never had anything to do with my 
career while I was available now dis
playing this great posthumous interest 
in me. Except the Suicide Prevention 
Bureau in Los Angeles. Whenever 
there's an unusual death like mine, 
they're supposed to automatically in
vestigate it to determine—-hypotheti-
cally, that's the best they can do is 
speculate—whether or not it was sui
cide. They even went into the Marilyn 
Monroe case. 

I died on the toilet. Oh, that's so 
beautifully appropriate. Hal But, you 
know, when I fell off the toilet, the 
needle fell out of my arm onto the floor. 
Well, the cops, my old buddies, replaced 
it for the benefit of the photographers. 
Another violation of separation of 
Church and state. 

And now there's this fantastic exploi
tation of my stuff—plays, movies, biog-

i raphies, magazine articles—and the 
: same critics who called me sick when I 

was alive are now referring to me as a 
prophet. You might think that this hy
pocrisy would have me doing flip-flops 
in my coffin, but I still believe in what 
is, rather than what should be. 

Ah, it looks like the tape is about to 
run out. I'm anxious to get across the 
simple basic point that I would never 
have committed suicide. See, now, you 
might logically conclude from this state
ment that my death was due to an acci
dental overdose. But the fact is, I was 
done away with. You heard me right, 
brother. Yes, and now I'm going to re
veal the identity of the actual perpetra
tor of that heinous crime. 

The name of the murderer is . . . • 

Paul Krassner worked with Lenny 
Bruce on his autobiography, How to 
Talk Dirty and Influence People; he is 
the editor and Zen bastard of The 
Realist, $3 a year, 595 Broadway, New 
York 10012. 
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A biochemist explains how a virus may be 
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Betty Friedan tells why she's worried about 
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SPECIAL BOOK AND 
RECORD BARGAINS 

2959. THE ANNOTATED MOTHER GOOSE. Introd. 
& Notes by W m . S. & Ceil Baring-Gould. Over 
200 illus. by Caldecott, Crane, Greenaway, Rack-
ham, Par r i sh & Historical Woodcuts. T h e com
plete text and il lustrations in a fully annotated 
edition containing more than 1,000 separate rhymes 
— original, variations, sources and allusions. 
Orig. Pub. at $10.00. 

New, complete ed.. Only $3.95 

2767. BUCK ROGERS: The Collected Works in 
the 25th Century. In t rod. by R a y Bradbury . 
Comic str ip and space buffs will revel in this 
careful selection from 40 years of the str ips 
s tar t ing in 1929. Over 1000 of them repro
duced in color and monochrome on 400 pages. 
Massive 11" x 14" volume. 
Pub. at $15.00 Only $6.95 

8683. EROS AND EVIL. By R. E . L. Masters . F i r s t 
modern s tudy of sexual behavior of witches (and 
witch hunters) sexual intercourse of humans with 
devils; use of magic to inflict impotence on males; 
frigidity, sterility and abortion on females. 
Pub. at $8.50 Only $3.95 

8326. THE COLLECTED DRAWINGS OF AUBREY 
BEARDSLEY. Appreciation by Arthur Symons. Ed. 
by B . Harr is . 214 illus. T h e most unique, com
prehensive collection ever published — full of 
Beardsley 's beauty and decadance, sensuality and 
sin. Incl. all major works and many previously 
suppressed, complete catalog, informative text 
a n d ' a large section of wicked forgeries. 8Y2" x 11". 
Extraordinary value. 

Only $2.98 

623. SEX-DRIVEN PEOPLE. Bv R. E . L. Masters . 
First-person case histories of nymphophiles (child-
lovers) , bestiality (homosexual and heterosexual) 
and others driven to unusual needs for erotic re
lease regardless of the means required to obtain it. 
Prepared by noted authori ty in the field of sexual 
psychopathology. 
Pub. at $6.50 Only $3.95 

2650. THE PETER MAX POSTER BOOK. By Peter 
Max . Twenty-four giant 12" x 17" full-color 
posters, each perfect for framing, or hanging 
unframed by the leading poster ar t is t in the 
world. Includes concise biography of the artist 
and some personal reflections on the nature , 
qual i ty , and significance of his ar t . Softbound. 

Only $3.95 

8681. SEX CRIMES IN HISTORY. By R. E . L. Masters 
& E . Lea. S tudy of sadistic muti lat ion and canni
balism, torture and vampir ism, lust murder and 
necrophilia. An exploration of the interrelation
ships of pain, death and erotic gratification. 
Pub. at $9.50 Only $3.95 

7007. DICTIONARY OF ECOLOGY. By H . C. Han
son. Pract ical , fascinating information for use of 
s tudents , teachers and workers in the fields of 
forestry, wildlife, range management , conservation 
and other forms of biology. 
Pub. at $10.00 Only $1.98 

2873. A TREASURE OF THE WORLD'S FINEST FOLK 
SONG. Rev. E d . by L. Deutsch. I l lustrated. Re
vised, expanded edition of finest collection from 
all over the world now includes piano and guitar 
accompaniments , the music with the words both 
in original language as well as English, 171 songs 
from 30 languages grouped by country or region. 
9 x 12. 
Pub. at $12.50 Only $4.95 

1087. THE COMPLETE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKE
SPEARE. All the plays: comedies, tragedies and 
histories including the lovely sonnets and longer 
poems—complete and unabridged. Over 1,000 pages 
with preface, introduction and glossary. 
Pub. at $6.25 Only $1.98 

2962. THE ANNOTATED ALICE. Alice's Adventures 
in Wonderland & Through the Looking Glass. By 
Lewis Carroll. I l lus. by John Tenniel . With Introd. 
& Notes by Mar t in Gardner. The complete text 
and original illus. in the only fully annotated edi
tion. Notes are concurrent with the text on all 
the jokes, games, parodies, puzzles, etc. with 
which Carroll filled his writings. Size 8J4" x 12". 
Orig. Pub. at $10.00 

New, complete ed.. Only $3.95 

S-4194. S e g o v i a , M o n t o y a , John W i l l i a m s : 
MASTERS OF THE GUITAR. Classical, Flamenco, 
folk gui tar treasury featuring Segovia, Mon
toya, Will iams, Manitas De Pla ta , Alirio Diaz , 
Laurindo Almeida, other great performers. 75 
compositions in all . 
S35.00 Value 7 Record Set, Only $9.95 

2879. PICTORIAL GUIDE TO SEXUAL INTERCOURSE 
in Full Color. Europe ' s most beautiful, best-selling 
sex manual now available with over 100 Full Color, 
Full Page Photos of a man and woman engaged in 
a variety of sexual intercourse positions, each 
shown in an individual photo accompanied by 
sophisticated informative text translated into Eng
lish. For sale to adults over 21 only. Softbound. 
Pub. at $12.98 Only $4.88 

871. WHERE FOUR WORLDS MEET. Hindu Kush. 
By F . Maraini . With 169 photos including 29 in 
color plus maps. An exciting account of the climb
ing of Mount Saraghar in the Hindu Kush with its 
terrible glaciers and precipices with an enthralling 
account of the region where Is lam, Buddhism, 
Hinduism and Communism meet. 
Pub. at $12.50 Only $3.95 

6620. THE FILMS OF CHARLIE CHAPLIN. Ed. by 
G. D. McDonald, M. Conway & M. Ricci. With 
328 Photos. A pictorial record of the career of 
The Little Tramp taken from his 80 films from his 
debut in 1914 to his last picture, A King in New 
York, released in 1957, including casts, credits and 
co-stars in many wonderful nostalgic shots . 8V4" 
x i i y 4 " . 
Orig. Pub. at $7.95 Only $3.95 

1775. POETICA EROTICA: A Collection of Rare and 
Curious Amatory Verse. Ed. by T . R. Smith. Un-
expurgated, famous collection of 650 amatory 
poems and ballads—passionate and ribald selected 
from best available translat ions, privately-printed 
editions and rare volumes. 
Pub. at $7.50 Only $3.95 

8692. DRAWINGS OF THE FRENCH MASTERS: French 
Impressionists together with French Drawings from 
the 15th Century through Gericault. 2 volumes in 1. 
Tex ts by Jean Vallery-Radot & Maurice Serullaz. 
Over 200 drawings in full color representing the 
work of 85 masters , including Ingres, David, Dela
croix, Daumier , Degas, Cezanne, Van Gogh, and 
others. With biographies & bibliography. 8%" x 
93/4". 
Orig. Pub. in 2 vols, at $11.90 Only $5.95 

K599. NEW APPROACHES TO SEX IN MARRIAGE. 
By J . E . Eichenlaub, M . D . Frank instruction in 
adding new dimensions for greater stimulation and 
variety in sexual practices. 
Pub. at $5.95 Only $2.98 
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S-4196. Judy Collins, Carl Sandburg, Rod McKuen: 
AMERICA'S FOLK HERITAGE. 17 of America 's great
est folk performers present 72 of our finest folk 
and folk style songs. J u d y Collins, Carl Sandburg, 
Glen Campbell , Pete Seeger, Woody Guthrie, Josh 
Whi te , J o h n Lee Hooker, Glen Yarborough, Lead-
belly, Oscar Brand, etc. 
$30.00 Value 6 Record Set, Only $9.95 

K144. THE XYZ OF LOVE. By Inge and Sten Hegeler. 
The authors of the best-selling ABZ of Love, which 
sold over l1/^ million copies now bring us their 
newest — a distillation of their vast and unique ex
perience of answering questions on every conceiv
able aspect of sex. Thei r answers reveal the psy
chological causes of sexual inhibitions common in 
men and women, tested solutions to many a hang
up of modern marriage, sex technique, etc. 
Orig. Pub. at $9.95 Only $5.95 

3711. THE STARS: The Personalities Who Made the 
Movies. By R. Schickel & A. Hurlbur t . 400 pictures 
and 60,000 words depicting the personal as well as 
public lives of the great screen stars from the days 
of Wm. S. H a r t to the present—Mary Pickford, 
Douglas Fai rbanks , Valentino, Garbo, Chaplin, 
Keaton, W. C. Fields , Gable, Cooper, Mar i lyn 
Monroe, Harlow, and more. 9VJ" x 12'/i". 
Orig. Pub. at $12.50 New, complete ed. Only $3.95 
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K465. TENDER BOUGH. Over 80 photos by Alice 
& Peter Gowland, poems by Mary Lee. Poig
nant , touching love story of a young gir l ' s 
sexual awakening told in verse and photos. 
8V2" x 11". Softbound. Only $1.95 

S-2694. Krips' COMPLETE BEETHOVEN SYMPHONIES. 
Now, arranged in sequence for automatic record 
changers, you can hear any symphony complete 
without turning a record over. These are the fa
mous London Festival definitive recordings. 7 mag
nificent records plus handsome 2-color softbound 
Pictorial His tory of Composer 's life. Originally 
released in different format a t $40.00. Now only 
14 of the original price! 
Stereo Only $9.95 

6658. TOWARDS AN UNDERSTANDING OF HOMO
SEXUALITY. By Dr . Daniel Cappon. With detailed 
descriptions of case histories, Dr. Cappon shows 
that there is hope for those condemned to a life
time of sexual deviance. I t is curable as its under
lying cause are reversible. 
Pub. at $6.95 Only $2.98 

9109. PREMARITAL INTERCOURSE AND INTERPER
SONAL RELATIONSHIPS. By Lester A. Kirkendall . 
A research study of 668 premari tal intercourse ex
periences reported by 200 college level males. 
Orig. Pub. at $7.00 . Only $2.98 
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2073. Frank Lloyd Wright's A TESTAMENT. With 
210 magnificent illustrations in photos, drawings 
and plans. T h e great autobiography containing the 
work and philosophy of the master architect, stimu
lating and inspiring. Handsome volume, 9V4" x 
1214". 
Orig. Pub. at $12.50 Only $5.95 

9600. THE HUMAN FORM IN ART. By M . Levy. 12 
pages in full color, 32 in monochrome. T h e first 
section is a history of the nude from cave paintings 
to the present throughout the world with notable 
examples by great ar t is ts . The second section is a 
practical manual of instruction on compositon, 
techniques, mater ials , etc. Only $2.98 
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S-4250. GREAT MOMENTS IN RADIO. Re-live these 
good old days of The Shadow, Lone Ranger, Ma 
Perkins , Gang Busters, Fred Allen plus old-time 
commercials, historic news broadcasts, etc. Orig. 
broadcasts plus Jack Benny ' s narrat ion. 
Pub. at $9.96 2 Record Vols. Complete, Only $3.96 

K439. THE SEX RESEARCHERS. By E. Brecher, Fwd. 
by Masters & Johnson. Fascinating account of 
man ' s effort to unders tand his own heterosexuality, 
homosexuality, and other sexual varations—from 
Krafft-Ebing & Freud to Kinsey, Masters and 
Johnson. 
Pub. at $6.95 Only $1.98 

8135. Television - A Pictorial History: HOW SWEET 
IT WAS. By A. Shulman & R. Youman. Huge his
torical panorama with 1,435 photos and com
mentary of the shows, personalities, comedians, 
music, specials, panels and quiz shows. Congres
sional hearings, news shots, campaigns and elec
tions; from trivial moments to significant events 
— unique and fascinating. 8y2" x 10%". 
Orig. Pub. at $12.50 Only $4.95 

K680. THE GREAT COMIC BOOK HEROES. Com
piled, annotated by Ju les Feiffer. Reproduced 
in glorious color, the origins and early adven
tures of the classic super-heroes of the comics, 
including Superman, Batman, Capt. Marvel, 
Capt. America, The Flash, Hawkman, Wonder 
Woman, The Spirit, etc. 9V4" x 1 2 ^ " . 
Orig. Pub. at $9.95 New, comol. ed. Only $4.95 

8320. SEXERCtSES: Isometric and Isotonic. By E . 
O'Reilly, M.A. , M . S . P . E . 300 photos. Approved 
exercises to develop those muscles directly con
cerned with sexual activity of both men and 
women to produce maximum pleasure in the 
sexual fulfillment of marriage. 
Pub. at $4.95 Only $2.98 

981. SONGS OF MAN. The International Book of 
Folk Songs. E d . by Norman Luboff & Win Stracke. 
Beautifully illus. in color by P . Freeman. Magni
ficent volume of 185 songs, words, music and notes 
on the guitar: blues, work, love, saga, drink, magic, 
small fry, valor, hymns and spiri tuals. 83/A" X 
UVi". 
Orig. Pub. at $14.95 New, complete ed. Only $5.95 
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K121. The French Picture Book of Sexual Love: 
L'AMOUR. France 's magnificent pictorial portrayal 
of the varied positions of sexual love with 70 Full 
Color graceful action photos of an extraordinarily 
handsome couple specially posed in the nude by 
one of France 's most imaginative photographers, 
Piero Rinaldi , with poetic text by Colin Wilson. 
For sale to adults over 21 only. Only $9.95 

468. TREASURY OF WITCHCRAFT. By H . E . Wedeck. 
110 Photos & Drawings. Source book of the magic 
ar ts , including divination, astrology, necromancy, 
spells, charms, occult practices, medicine men, 
ri tes, etc. from earliest t imes to the present. 
Orig. Pub. at $8.95 New complete ed. Only $2.98 

K643. THE HISTORY OF COMICS. By J . Steranko. 
Foreword by Frederico Fellini. The definitive his
tory from Krazy Kat to the bloody pulps and 
Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman and all the 
other favorites in fully illus. oversize (10V4" x 14") 
format with sparkling informative original text. 
Softbound. 

Only $3.00 

833. SEXUAL SELF-STIMULATION. By R. E . L. Mas 
ters. Examines history and techniques of male and 
female masturbatory practices including physical 
aspects and the erotic fantasies employed. Filled 
with remarkable case histories. 
Puh at 87 50 Onlv S3.95 
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JESSICA was born on the very first Christmas long long ago in the little 
town of Bethlehem. Her parents' names were Mary and Joseph. There was no 
room for them at the inn, so Mary had to have Jessica in a manger. Over the 
manger shone a lovely pink star. Three wise queens came from the East with 
lots of presents for Jessica—gold and frankincense and furs. 

JESSICA liked wise people. Once when She was twelve, She ran away to 
the temple to talk to the wise men who lived there. Mary and Joseph were very 
worried, but when they saw Her talking to the wise men, they were very proud. 
"Isn't She clever?" said Joseph. "No," answered a wise man, "but She's going 
to be a regular little heartbreaker." 

JESSICA was very good 
even though She was very poor. 
She knew that one thing led to 
another, and nobody could ever 
get to first base with Her. So She 
grew up beautiful and pure. When 
She was twenty-nine or so She 
went to be baptised by Her cousin 
Joan. As Joan was pouring the 
water over Her head, a beautiful 
soft white dove fluttered down, 
and a lovely voice spoke from the 
sky. "This is my beloved Daugh
ter," it said, "in Whom I am very 
pleased." 

JESSICA began to do many miracles after that. She went to a wedding 
and turned all the wine into delicious fruit punch. She cured all the icky lepers. 
She kissed people's dead relatives and made them better. She told everyone: 
"You shall not enter the kingdom of heaven, unless you enter through Me." 
After that many people wanted to enter the kingdom of heaven. Jessica picked 
the twelve handsomest ones, and they became Her apostles. 

JESSICA began to get very 
famous. One day She went down 
to Galilee to have Her halo done. 
Someone asked Her why She 
spent so much money having Her 
halo done instead of buying food 
for the poor. "The poor you have 
with you always," said Jessica, 
"but I can only stay a minute." 
Then many people came crowding 
round to get cured. One was a 
crippled man who could not get 
through, so he made his friends 
lower him down through the roof. 
Jessica thought this was wonder
ful, but it was so noisy She got 
mixed up and turned him into a 
fig tree. 

"Silly Me," said Jessica. 
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



JESSICA did a lot of preaching. One day She preached to five thousand 
people on a mountain. "Blessed are the chic," said Jessica, "for they shall inherit 
the Earth." Then everyone was hungry. The apostles said there was nothing 
to feed them with except five loaves and two small fishes. So Jessica whipped up 
a dip, and it was enough to feed all five thousand people. Everyone thought the 
dip was divine. "This truly is the Daughter of God," they said. 

JESSICA went up into the 
desert after this to fast and lose a 
little weight. "Verily I say unto 
you," She said, "what does it profit 
a woman if she gain the whole 
world and lose her figure?" While 
She was in the desert the devil 
came and tempted Her but She 
did not give in. After forty days 
and nights She was lovely and 
thin. The apostles were rowing 
across a big lake, so Jessica walked 
after them on the water. "Hi 
guys," She shouted. "See how 
light I am!" 

JESSICA was always very fair. Once the apostles began fighting about 
whom Jessica liked best. Jessica picked Peter because he was the strongest. 
"Your muscles are huge," said Jessica, "and upon them will I build My church." 
All the other apostles were jealous, especially Judas, who'd been trying to 
get to first base with Jessica for simply ages. 

JESSICA began to get so famous that people wanted Her to be Queen of 
Israel. One day She rode into Jerusalem on a mule and everyone cheered and 
waved palms. But Jessica wasn't a very good driver and She crashed Her mule 
into a camel. "Goddamn women messiahs," said the camel-driver, so Jessica 
withered him. 
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JESSICA said many wonderful things. "There are many rooms in My 
mother's mansion," She said once, "and all of them are spotless." Another time 
She taught everyone to pray. "Our Mother,"She prayed, "Which art in heaven." 
And that is where we get the wonderful prayer we say to this day. 

JESSICA was always very pure, and no one could get anywhere with Her, 
especially if he was a scribe or a Pharisee. So the wicked scribes and Pharisees 
plotted to put Jessica in jail. Jessica knew Her time had come, because She was 
the Daughter of God and knew everything. She gathered all Her apostles to-
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gether for a last candlelit supper. But before they started She took the rolls 
and blessed them and broke them. "Take eat," She said, "for this is My body." 

"Hubba hubba," said the apostles. 
After dinner they went for a walk in the park. Judas wanted to get even 

with Jessica, and so he brought the scribes and Pharisees to catch Her.In those 
days it was hard to tell the women because everyone wore dresses, so Judas said, 
"It's the one I kiss." Then he went up to Jessica and kissed Her."Fresh," said 
Jessica, but by then it was too late. 

JESSICA was taken before Pontius Pilate, the wicked Roman governor. 
Pilate said there was a way out of this if She would mess around a little. 
"Nothing doing," said Jessica, so he sentenced Her to be crucified. 

JESSICA had almost all 
Her clothes torn off Her.Then She 
was whipped. The only thing Pi
late would let Her do was pick 
Her own Crown of Thorns. Then 
they gave Her a very heavy Cross 
to carry. No one would help Her 
carry the Cross. "Not one amongst 
you is a gentleman," said Jessica, 
and carried it Herself. 
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JESSICA was crucified for our sins. 
"Men!!" said Jessica. 

And gave up The Ghost. 
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SOUND FAMILIAR? 
It should, because if you are a normal teen-ager, 
chances are your skin is already exploding with OOZ
ING, FESTERING PIMPLES! And it's no secret that the 
sharp girls wouldn't be caught dead going out with 
some poor chump whose face has so many whiteheads 
he looks like an AERIAL MAP OF THE SWISS ALPS! 
Like most teens, your body is producing an excess of 
fatty grease, greasy fats, and icky pus THAT FOUL 
AND CONGEST YOUR PORES FASTER THAN YOU CAN 

EVER HOPE TO UNCLOG THEM! Washing with soap and 
water may help during the day, but after eight hours' 
sleep your pores have bloated up on enough gunk and 
sludge to make your face look like a NASA PHOTO
GRAPH OF THE MOON! "Men don't make passes at 
girls who wear glasses," goes the old saying, but it is 
even truer that "Girls with big busts you'll scare off 
with your pustules!" 

THIS SCIENTIFIC 
CROSS-SECTION OF 
A HUMAN PIMPLE 

SHOWS THE 
"INSIDE STORY" 

ON YOUR COMPLEXION 
PROBLEMS. 

NEVER "POP" A PIMPLE! Dermatologists is worse, pimples can be carried on air cur-
warn that "popping," "squeezing," or rents, even if you leave them alone! "You 
" teas ing" your facial blemishes only don't have to pet to be popular," goes the 
spreads the bacteria-infested slime in your old saying, but it is even truer that "You 
pimples to other parts of your body and don't have to 'pop' to be pimplier!" 
can eventually rot you away entirely! What 

ATOMIC ZIT-LIFTER 
OPERATES ON ORDINARY 

HOUSE CURRENT (AC) 

O $7.95S 

NOW! THE AMAZING AC-NO-MOR 
ATOMIC ZIT-LIFTER© SOLVES YOUR 
COMPLEXION PROBLEMS FOR
EVER! USING THERMONUCLEAR 
ELECTROLYTIC VACUUM INJEC
TION, THE ATOMIC ZIT-LIFTER© 
ACTUALLY GOES TO THE ROOT OF 
THE PIMPLE! ACTING ON MUCH 
THE SAME PRINCIPLE AS YOUR 
DAD'S SOLDERING IRON, THE 
ATOMIC ZIT-LIFTER© DESTROYS 
ALL LIVING SKIN TISSUE IN THE 
INFECTED AREA! ELIMINATE ALL 
UNWANTED SKIN GROWTHS, IN
CLUDING FRECKLES, MOLES, 
DIMPLES, ANGEL KISSES, HAIR, 
EP IDERMIS , AND UNSIGHTLY 
HICKEYS! 

WHAT SOME USERS ARE 
SAYING ABOUT THE 

FABULOUS 
ATOMIC ZIT-LIFTER® 

Before I discovered AC-NO-MOR's fab
ulous ATOMIC ZIT-LIFTER©, my face 
was so perforated with disgusting squabs 
and goobies I looked like a walking penicil
lin culture! Now, after only one application 
of the ATOMIC ZIT-LIFTER®, I have to 
fight the girls off with a croquet mallet! 

Tommy K. 
Denver, Colo. 

Before I discovered AC-NO-MOR's ter
rific ATOMIC ZIT-LIFTER©, I was so 
stippled with revolting pockmarks my face 
looked like the aftermath of a heavy mortar 
barrage! Now, after only one application of 
the ATOMIC ZIT-LIFTER©, I'm helpless 
as the girls rip my clothes to shreds because 
some asshole swiped my croquet mallet! 

Dave M. 
Fresno, Calif. 

SANDPAPER NOT INCLUDED 

ATOMIC ZIT-LIFTER5 
AC-NO-MORE, INC. 
BOX 99, DEPT.NL 
TUNAROLL, N.J. 21101 

YES, I'm sick and tired of looking like a bullfrog 
with a bad case of leprosy! Please RUSH me my 
ATOMIC ZIT-LIFTER6 before I turn into a puddle of 
undatable slime and corruption! 

NAME 

ADDRESS^ 

CITY STATE ZIP 
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>T SEEMS LIKE ONLY YESTERDAY THAT GRAPC/AT/ON WAS JUST AiROUNP THE CORNER ANP ALL OF 
M/LFORP N/GH WAS BUSTUNG WITH EXCITEMENT,,, 

...BUT FORMS/IT WAS A TIME OF 
SAPWESS, TOO, KNOW/NG I'P SOON 
BE LEAVING MY CN/LPHOOP FR/ENPS, 

ALTHOUGH MILFORP 
N/GH WAS KNOWN FOR 
ITS SHARP GIRLS,MY 
FICKLE HEART COULP 
NEVER F/NP "MISS 
RIGHT.' 
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MARY LYNN MCCARTYS I HELP MY 
BREATH AS SH£ SPOKB, HARPLY 
BEUEV/NG SHE WANTS?,..*t£/ 

QOOPl YOU SEE/NN COUSIN 
rPEB3!£ IS COMING FROM 

TOLBPO THAT WEEKENP ANP 
I KNOW SHE'P S0KT TO 
SO WITH YOU! SHE'S NOT 
WHAT YOU'17 CALLAAW/A& 
£&l£/ry OR ANyTHING/ 
BUT SHE'S SOT A <<&* : 

c&ne*ei9soA/Attry, ANP 
A GOOP SENSE OF HUMOR, 
ANC? A LOT OF SCHOOL 

SPIRIT, ANU3, 
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Bur ALL TOO SOON, THE 
TIME FOR PARTING 
CAME,,, 

, ..ANP, HOME ONCE AGAIN, I KNEW 
SLEEP WOULP BE A STRANGER AS MY 
MINP SPUN WITH A HUNPREP GOLPEN 
MEMOR/ES. np-
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ASK UNCLE BOB 
(Each month Uncle Bob answers your questions about a teen-age boy's very special prob
lems. If you have your share of "teen troubles," just send Uncle Bob a letter stating your 
problem in explicit detail, a snapshot of you in swim trunks or briefs, along with your name, 
address, phone number, and 25 cents to ensure a quick response and anonymity.) 

Dear Uncle Bob, 
I have a problem with my steady girl 

that's really got me stumped. Last night I 
took Peggy to the roller rink, bought her a 
Big Mac, a vanilla shake, and a side of fries, 
and then treated her to a double feature at 
the drive-in and a large popcorn with extra 
melted butter—the whole thing adding up 
to $11.35. But when I finally got her alone 
by the lake to watch the submarine races, 
I couldn't even get to first base with her! 
All the guys agreed for that kind of dough 
the least I should have gotten was bare tit! 
What I want to know is what do I have to 
do with this ice cube to hit a home r u n -
blow a whole month's allowance? I mean, 
what gives? 

Out at First 

Dear "Out," 
The first thing that should "give" is your 

misconception that a girl is a piece of mer
chandise, something that can be "bought" 
simply by showing her a good time. Atti
tudes such as yours put a cramp in free 'n' 
easy dating and blind you to the real nature 
of boy-girl relationships. For example, I bet 
dollars to doughnuts that all the time 
you're trying to see how much you can "get 
off" your date you never give a second 
thought to the poisonous secretions that 
ooze from every pore in Peggy's body each 
time your skin comes in contact with hers, 
even through several layers of clothing. My 
advice to you is play safe and drop this 
Peggy like a live grenade. Otherwise, after 
the horrible skin disease you're sure to de
velop reaches an advanced condition, the 
only thing you'll be able to "drop" is your 
nose. 

Dear Uncle Bob, 
I've gotten myself into a real fix, and you 

are the only one I can turn to. You see, J 
never had much interest in girls or any of 
that icky stuff, but a few weeks ago I came 
across a copy of The Carpetbaggers that 
my older brother I guess must have for
gotten in an old three-ring binder. Now, 
every time I'm by myself in my room, I can't 
seem to think about anything but slam
ming my ham. You know, pulling my pud. 
Beating off, right? I mean, just leave me 
alone for a minute and I've got to flog my 
dolphin. I hope you have some advice for 

me, because my forehand has become so 
powerful I think the tennis coach is going 
to tip off my pop any day now, and then I'll 
rea//ybe in hot water. 

Rosie Palm 

Dear"Rosie," 
You are not alone in your problem. Thou

sands of fellows have to face the same diffi
culty as they grow up, and it is perfectly 
natural that at your age you may become 
preoccupied with banging your whang. 
Stroking your oar. You know, whipping your 
lizard. To avoid "hot water," I suggest you 
turn the other knob in your bathroom up all 
the way when you shower, and, if you still 
find more than time on your hands, try 
taking up juggling. And by the way, kid, 
speaking of "icky stuff," how about just 
licking the envelope shut next time, okay? 

Dear Uncle Bob, 
All the guys at school make fun of me 

because I'm kind of pear-shaped, have a 
high squeaky voice, and, they say, walk 
sort of "funny." The whole school laughs 
at me and calls me a "fairy," and„when I 
shower after gym, everybody stops talking 
and just stares at me. Please send me an 
answer quickly, because I'm so unhappy 
I'm afraid of what I might do. What do you 
suggest? 

Desperate 

Dear "Desperate," 
Search me, but if you're ever looking for 

work, you can always make a few bucks in 
the circus, ha ha. 

Dear Uncle Bob, 
I'm still going with Joan, but when I'm 

with Mary Jo, I get so confused. Should I 
take the plunge with Mary Jo and maybe 
get in over my head? I may still not be dry 
behind the ears, but I'm no drip because 
I know that a lot of guys in the swim date 
several girls at the same time. Like they 
say, there's more than one fish in the sea, 
but maybe I'm all wet. What do you think? 

Sen. Edward Kennedy 
Martha's Vineyard, Mass. 

Dear Sen. Edward Kennedy, 
I think you should have enclosed that 25 

cents with your letter. 
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GOSUDARSTVENNYI 
UNIVERSALNYA 

MAGAZIN 
G r e a t C a t a l o g u e o f C o n s u m e r G o o d s 

Hundreds of 
soundly constructed 

items 
produced with 

the welfare 
of the masses 

in mind! 

Large numbers 
of toys 

assembled by 
Comrade Claus 

and his 
worker e 

in their 
-tallation 
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Hi ss 

A Message of Welcome from Comrade P. V. Pushilisky, Deputy First Director of 
the Bureau of Consumer Items of the Department of Light Industry of the Ministry 
of Production. 

We fervently welcome all citizen-shoppers to Gosudarstvennyi Universalnya Magazin! Here 
you will find a true galaxy of good things of all kinds, whether you seek a useful utensil for 
the home, a rugged article of clothing in the most up-to-the-present-date style, or a soundly 
constructed gift for a relative or comrade. There are many hundreds of articles to choose 
from, from all portions of the fraternal socialist community: pine-cone furniture, television 
antlers, and colorful rocks from Latvia; from Lithuania come good things from the sea, 
among them kelp carpets, driftwood radios, and conch boots; far-off Bulgaria provides 
delectable foodstuffs, including tea ice cream, naval jelly, and door jam, and also fine0">umice 
china and dustware; from Hungary we have obtained tourniquets, vises, fish tanks, and 
clothes made of nougat; from the German Democratic Republic, whose name is°a byword 
for much quality, we offer adding machines, subtracting machines, portable pencils, high-
power kaleidoscopes, and vacuum mops; Czechoslovakia has sent us her famous oak beer, 
vin bleu, squirrel cheese, pocket forks, and soapstone goblets; and from Rumania come 
barbed-wire baskets, leather bicycles, and knitting nails. And this is not all! But to find as 
•large a selection elsewhere, it would be necessary to travel many thousands of kilometers, 
and even then one could not be assured of locating a desired item. Yes, truly, GUM is the 
very place for shopping to be done in! 

cover painting by Charles Lilly collages by Cloud Studio 
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No. 19173 Znib Super Cosmos Egg 
Reeducator 14 rubles 

Note: A desirable feature of this model is its inde
pendence from reliable power sources. Another such 
feature is its portability, as it weighs only 27 kilos. 

KRASNY KEROSENE-STEAM 
HAND-GARMENT MASTER 
There is no longer any need for the citizen, whether 
in a military or a civilian occupation, to look like a 
parasite, hooligan, or other social undesirable and 
possibly risk arrest because of improper garment 
hygiene. The Krasny Garment Master quickly "de
por ts" unwanted wrinkles and imparts to all types of 
clothing material, including burlap, hemp, pressed 
lint, asbestos, and cardboard a firm "party l ine." 
No. 19841 Krasny Kerosene-Steam Hand-Garment 

Master 16 rubles 

Note: Naphtha, alcohol, or animal fat may be substi
tuted when necessary for kerosene without impairing 
the efficiency of the device. 

ZVNIDEB GLAMOUR 
CROSSCUT APPAREL SAW 
Even a youth can manipulate 
this carefree cloth-cutting ap
pliance, due to the simplified 
function of its drive mecha
nism. All substances and fibers 
are easily and speedily -cut into 
desired patterns, and a number 
of convenient bolt-on attach
ments allow the user to then 
rivet, stitch, strafe, or arc-weld 
the material into cheap yet big-
fashion clothes certain to at
tract favorable attention along 
Kalinin Prospekt. 
No. 8774 Zvnideb Glamour 

Crosscut Apparel 
Saw 43 rubles 

Note: Citizens desiring to purchase this item are 
advised to register their names before Steadfast 
Tufters' and Vpholsterers' Day to ensure delivery. 

ZNIB SUPER COSMOS 
EGG REEDUCATOR 
This is the same excellent 
kitchen comrade which our 
heroic cosmonauts took with 
them on their many historic 
space voyages to assist them 
in the preparation of foods. 
Made entirely of the iden
tical modern cast-iron used 
in the construction of the 
Shashlik and Vosgrub space
craft, the Znib is easily oper
ated by a grown man and is 
capable of reeducating eggs 
and other liquids, pastry mix
tures, and even soft vege
tables, depending on the 
level of physical education 
attained by the operator. 

'%jr* 

N O R U D N Y HOUSEHOLD ROBOT LAUNDRESS 
¥ A Twentieth-Century Marvel! 

The giant's strides in modern technology taken since the Great 
Patriotic War Against Fascism have produced a number of 
wholesome boons to the everyday life of the masses, but surely 
none is so welcome as the automatic washing apparatus. The 
model depicted here embodies the very latest advances in ma-

. chine design, including a gas-fired forced-air blower for safe, 
efficient drying; a rotary-feed magazine soap-drum which fires premeasured soap projectiles into the wash
ing chamber automatically; a simple-to-remove filtered drainage sump to permit easy recovery of buttons 
and fastenings; a remote-control operating crank which removes the danger of damage to hands; and a 
remarkable steam-powered timing device which emits a cheerful whistle when the washing is completed. 
Also pictured are two useful accessories from the Democratic Republic of Vietnam: a lightweight bamboo 
clothes-hamper and a pair of water containers with stand made from the metal of downed American 
bombers. 
N o . 21114 Norudny Household Robot Laundress 841 rubles 
No. 21115 Clothing Hamper 7 rubles 
No. 21116 Water Containers and Stand 26 rubles 

SMELSHKVNI DUBROVKA QUICK-AS-ONE-WINK MEAT PULVERIZER 
Why should a worker return to his happy home after a long day of dedicated labor only to have to face 
yet another hard job—chewing a tough piece of meat? There is no need for this. But do not blame the 
butcher. Instead, obtain a Smelshkvni Dubrovka Quick-As-One-Wink Meat Pulverizer and transform any 
piece of meat,.poultry, or fish product into a pleasant goulash which will then melt in the mouth. There 
is no victual too difficult for the Pulverizer, thanks to its rugged carborundum blades and 400 hp. electrical 
motor. Your loved ones will all cry, "Hail to you, achiever of kitchen miracles," when you put to use this 
implement. 
No. 9574 Smelshkvni Dubrovka Quick-As-One-Wink Meat Pulverizer 23 rubles 
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SPASNIK WARM
LIKE-TOAST 
UNDER-THE-
CLOTHES SUIT 
It is not necessary for 
dwellers in the virgin 
lands or workers en
gaged in occupations 
such as ice-harvest
ing and snow-plow
ing which expose 
them to Section 
Leader Winter and 
his assistants, Group 
Chief Cold and Gang 
Boss Snow, to suffer 
the unpleasantness of 
the chills, gangrene, 
or freezing to death. 
With the Spasnik 
Warm - Like - Toast 
Under - the - Clothes 
Suit worn about the 
person as one would 
wear an ordinary suit 
of clothing, the cit
izen can thumb his 
ear and say, "Your 
mother's cabbage is 
greasy" and other in
sulting things to 
Winter, for the many 
hot-as-hell heating 
pads placed at key 
points on the body 
keep the temperature 
up, and give the 
wearer the feeling 
that he is in a warm 
place instead of be
ing outside in the 
cold where he really 
is in fact. 
No. 10927 Spasnik 

Warm-Like-Toast 
Under-the-Clothes 

Suit 134 rubles 
No. 14318 Vi Kilo

meter Electrical 
Cord 786 rubles 

Here is an excellent item made in the Estonian S.S.R., 
which the alert purchaser knows is one other way of 
saying "Sure to be a fine product!" 
BGLURMK "PEACE-OF-MIND" ATHLETE'S 
GROIN VAULT 

Many who have participated in rousing sports, among 
them Jar-Ball, Knee-Ball, and Tundra Hockey, have 
made known to authorities their desire for an easily 
worn device which would afford them protection from 
painful injury in a sensitive area. Now there is such 
a thing. Made of heavy steel, the Groin Vault is in
deed a "safe place" to "deposit" the "jewels of the 
family"! 
No. 27170 Bglurmk "Peace-of-Mind" Athlete's 

Groin Vault 18 rubles 

DOKTOR DENTAYA ELECTRICAL TOOTH BROOM 
Widely imitated in capitalist countries! 

ROSTOK ROTOFLASH 
We spotted this unique item at the Trade Fair in 
Potsdam last year and immediately placed a large 
order, knowing that it would prove to be a popular 
item. It is a hand-driven electrical generator joined to 
a good flashlight, meaning that there are no batteries 
to be concerned about. 
No. 58002 Rostok Rotoflash 9 rubles 

ffw«(!«j*; 
Here is a convincing testimonial! 

"I wish to loudly proclaim the virtues 
of the Doktor Dentaya Electrical Tooth Broom!" 

—^Cosmonaut Sergei Vasiloniev 

It is no longer necessary for the cleaning of the teeth to 
be "slave labor." This ingenious mechanism which is at 
the same time the pinnacle of luxurious living and a 
triumphant advance in dental hygiene which earned its 
inventor the Medal of Much Struggle should not be re
garded as a frivolous toy or gewgaw but an indispensable 
addition to the arsenal of disease prevention. This is 
because the powerful electrical motor drives the Rebuffer 
(which is inserted in the mouth like an ordinary tooth 
broom but after this there is no more comparison) so 
much more strongly than the hand can and thus does a 
better by far job of cleaning the teeth. And do not worry, 
it cannot give a shock even if dropped in water, just do 
not be holding it. 
No. 43246 Doktor Dentaya Electrical 

Tooth Broom 23 rubles 

MADAME 
NATASHA'S 
FRENCH BEAUTY 
APPARATUS 
The woman who de
sires to remove 
wrinkles, seams, cre
vasses, splotches, and 
crow's-feet from the 
skin of her face can 
find no better way to-
do so than with 
Madame Natasha's 
Beauty Apparatus. 
The special wheels 
are the secret, and 
the idea for the de
vice came to Mad
ame Natasha as she 
watched steamrollers 
smoothing asphalt on 
Kapefsky Street. 
No. 30881 Madame 

Natasha's French 
Beauty Apparatus 

19 rubles 

GRAND FLAVORSK UNEXCELLED ROTOCZAR 
Many persons have complained in the past that pre
vious bread-cooking appliances were too heavy to 
move, became too heated and sometimes melted, re
quired too much attention, and needed repair often. 
The Rotoczar laughs at these complaints. It is 
mounted on good rubber wheels so it is easy to take 
from place to place; it has a strong fan to keep it 
cool; a side crank allows the cook to bring the bread 
into view whenever he wishes; and a complete repair 
kit is included in the buying price, as is also five gal
lons of the coal oil it uses for lubricant and two 
pounds of peat moss which it uses as cooking fuel. 

GLEM "BIG BOUNTY" FACE-HARVEST 
MACHINERY 
Here are three implements for keeping the face 
clean-shaven and the hair neat between trims: there 
is the Whisker Trowel, which will do nicely for the 
daily shave; the Chain-Shaver, which will take care 
of a growth of more than one day; and the Sideburn 
Rasp, which is essential to be looking sharp. 
No. 77299 Glem "Big Bounty" 

Face-Harvest Machinery 34 rubles 

No. 51540 Grand Flavorsk Unexcelled 
Rotoczar 67 rubli 

This is the identical appliance used at the Hotel Ba 
tic-Mediterranean in Sofia and the Hotel Microphor 
in Berlin. 
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KAZAC MICRO-MINATURA 14-MM. CAMERA 
A perfect camera for the tourist who dislikes the 
encumbrance of larger models. The Micro-Mina-
tura is miraculously compact! It is less than 30 
cm. in length and weighs only 2.8 kilos! And yet it 
can take five pictures without changing the film! 
Film-changing kit is included. 
No. 19792 Kazac Micro-Minatura 

14-Mm. Camera 56 rubles 

PTOMEKIN CINEMATOGRAF CAMERA 
A fine camera for making movies with you as the 
star! It is operated like a fishing reel: as you point 
the camera you very quickly turn the reel and "catch" 
the picture, as you would a large fish. 
No. 45309 Ptomekin Cinematograf Camera .98 rubles 

Another extraordinary product of socialist science! 
VORONOSHIKOV MAGIKA CAMERA 
It is hard to believe, but here is a camera which de
velops the picture for you after you take it! It is 
thus well-named, for it seems like magic! You put in 
the film, you snap your picture, then you insert the 
film in the tiny darkroom attached to the camera, 
and in less than one hour, you have a picture! 
No. 91213 Voronoshikov Magika Camera 167 rubles 

SINESCU 
ELECTRO-SAX 
A happy wedding of Gypsy 
lore and modern Ruma
nian technology has pro
duced this useful offspring. 
No more must the horn 
player make himself dizzy 
to produce tuneful sounds; 
a small electric motor 
drives a fan inside the in
strument which forces air 
through the apertures. The g 
sound of the motor cannot 
be heard wheruthe horn is 
played, and the player, if 
he so wishes, may easily 
disguise the cord and thus 
receive accolades from lis
teners who are unaware of 
the nature of the mecha
nism. 

No. 193441 Sinescu 
Electro-Sax 61 rubles 

DRUVNY-CAUCASUS HOME-COOKING 
COMMISSAR 
The Druvny-Caucasus Home-Cooking Commissar 
possesses so many luxury earmarks that it is almost 
decadent, and the housewife may be afraid to own 
one lest fellow workers think she has succumbed to 
filthy lures from the West! All who have observed it 
in operation strongly proclaim the convenience and 
usefulness of the unit, chiefly because it incorporates 
into a single cabinet both an electrical stove and a 
close-to-hand pump-operated water source, making 
the preparation of the flavorful boiled dishes favored 
by many a snappy undertaking. 
No. 23675 Druvny-Caucasus Home-Cooking 

Commissar 734 rubles 

GODBORNY GAI.OSHKA HOME 
SIBERIA CHEST 
Here at last is the appliance which houseworkers have 
been clamoring for at the top of their tongues. The 
rugged iron cabinet can hold eight cubic meters of 
perishable foodstuffs and is cooled by a hand-oper
ated ventilating system and chemical circulating 
apparatus which is wound like a clock. Twenty min
utes of winding, which is very fine exercise, is enough 
to keep the chest below 30° C. for an hour or more, 
or to make six large ice-cubes. 
No. 9113 Godborny Galoshka Home 

Siberia Chest 345 rubles 

ZADISHNAYA "ZIT" SPORT TRACTOR AND EMERGENCY POWER UNIT 
If you are among the many fortunate enough to have a dacha in the country, then you will surely wish 
to add immeasurably to the pleasure of your rustic retreat by obtaining a Sport Tractor. The "Zit" is 
ideal for all forms of country pastimes, including furrow races, giant radish grow-offs, and silage heaves, 
and is economical as well, since it operates on 2,200 inexpensive flashlight batteries. In the event of 

depletion of the batteries, the Emer
gency Power Unit can be relied on to 
provide a substitute source of energy. 

No. 8971 Zadishnaya "Zit" 
Sport Tractor 2,387 rubles 

No. 8972 Emergency Power 
Unit 451 rubles 

Note: It is essential that orders for the 
"Zit" be received before the completion 
of the five-year plan. ^ v 

BULGARIAN PEOPLE'S ARMY KNIFE 
This is the knife which is famous throughout the 
Fraternal Socialist Community. It has everything 
which would be needed, and can be carried easily in 
a suitcase or small trunk. 
No. 8087 Bulgarian People's Army Knife 6 rubles 

BORUNDISK 
ARM CLOCK 
Here is an arm clock 
which is a good time
piece and a good joke 
too! It possesses the 
dependable Finnish 
movement, and the pur
chaser can choose from 
among six different 
funny faces, and patri
otic ones as well. The 
one illustrated here is 
one of the funny faces. 
No. 30392 Borundisk 
Arm Clock 27 rubles 
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SMOLNYA S U P R E M E P R E S I D I U M A I R C L O S E T 
When Comrade Nature issues a call for you "to be 
seated" in "closed session," it is your earnest desire 
to respond promptly, but if lack of plumbing con
nections has placed "Tovarich Toyletna" at some 
distance, you may suffer discomfort. This intolerable 
situation may be remedied with the purchase of an 
Air Closet, which can be installed anywhere that a 
window or other opening is found. Here is yet an
other example of how the citizen has benefited from 
cosmonautical researches! 
No. 13758 Smolnya Supreme Presidium 

Air Closet 56 rubles 

DRODZNUD-GDICE 
"BIG SHOT" TURNING-
A R O U N D CHAIR 
Direct from Lodz! 
There is no factory man
ager, party functionary, or 
bureaucrat who has not 
wished for a chair which 
would give him fair service 
as an office seat but would 
also be in keeping with the 
position of trust in the so
cialist community which he 
has reached. JSuch a seat
ing device is the Drodznud-
Gdice "Big Sho t" Turning-
Around Chair, which can 
be faced in any direction 
by twisting the body and 
can be raised to a height 
of up to three meters so 
that visitors and workers 
alike will not mistakenly 
take its occupant to be an 
office boy or other minor 
person. 

No. 7486 
Drodznud-Gdice "Big Shot" 

Turning-Around Chair 

114 rubles 

KASPEVESKY "PROGRESSIVE DREAMS" ELECTRICAL BLANKET 
Here is our own model of the electrical blankets which are the big rage in the 
United States of America. But this blanket is far superior to anything that a 
housewife could buy even in the State of Philadelphia, since it is so much 

brighter and includes all kinds of bulbs. The pos
sessor of such a blanket will not only be able 
to read in comfort while in bed, but will be safe 
as well from the chilling fears which total dark
ness can cause. 

No. 12354 Kaspevesky "Progressive Dreams" Electrical Blanket 78 rubles 

D N U B FORDOR DOSTOEVSKI 
Named "Car of the Five-Year Plan" at the Dnieper Auto Show! 
Add your name to the waiting list today! What worker would not want to own this beauty? It is a five-
cylinder, 42 hp. . sodium-cooled, diesel automobile which can exceed forty kilometers an hour without 
even thinking about it! There is room for three passengers to be seated comfortably in armchairs inside, 
and there are many deluxe features, including: glass windows, eleven-speed transmission with robot 
clutch, friction brakes which dig deeply into the pavement for quick, sure stops, a loud claxon which 
plays the "Internat ionale ," an aneroid barometer, and, as an extra safety feature, twenty-two extra-bright 
headlights to make nighttime collisions with farm animals, debris, or other automobiles a thing of a 

8,943 rubles 
previous age. 
N o . 876 Dnub Fordor Dostoevski 

In his right hand, 
C o m r a d e C l a u s 
h o l d s a S u s l o v 
Sovietematic Super 
Samovar, the sam
ovar with a mind 
of its own! All the 
o p e r a t o r o f t h i s 
s u r p r i s i n g c o n v e 
nience has to do is 
spoon in the coffee, 
emplace the filter 
element; add boil
ing water, strain 
the liquid through 
the specially de
signed canister, re
heat the coffee, 
then add cream and 
sugar to taste and 
serve. The Super 
Samovar does the 
rest! 19 rubles. 

C O M R A D E 
CLAUS HOLDS A 
GOULASH OF 
GIFTS! 

In his left hand Comrade Claus holds, 
reading in the manner of a clock: a 
Znatba woman's black shoe, favorite 
of Tatiana Baronova, world-famous 
ballet dancer, 2 rubles (4 rubles for a 
pair); a Fumarnikayshka, which in 
fact is a combination harmonica and 
cigarette lighter for musically minded 
acquaintances who also smoke, 5 
rubles; the popular Mnvrno margerine 
lamp, 7 rubles; a 22-mm. Photo-
g r a p h i k a " P n u t s k " c a m e r a , w i t h 
night-light, 14 rubles; and, from exotic 
Finland, a horn made from the horn 
of the handsome horn elk, 3 rubles. 
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by Chris Miller 

Veranda Porch lived by herself in an 
apartment in lower Manhattan. Al
though she was young and had the kind 
of good looks you would expect from the 
ingenue of a dirty story like this, she 
had immense difficulty relating to men. 
The problem was sex. Upon its initia
tion into her budding relationships, 
Veranda would lose her confidence, her 
identity, and most of her autonomic 
nervous system. 

This hangup was a shadow cast by 
her unusually difficult early home life. 
Her family had been eccentric. Her 
father, for instance, was a religious zea
lot, pledged to eternal combat with his 
erections. His weapons were a collection 
of tools purchased at hardware stores 
and accumulated over the years. The 
Porch family never lived far from a 
hardware store. Pliers, ratchet screw
drivers, vises, and drills littered the 
shelves and tabletops of their homes like 
industrial expositions. One never knew 
when an erection might strike, Mr. 
Porch had reasoned, and it was best to 
be prepared. 

With her husband often unable to 
walk, Mrs. Porch had been thrown back 
on her wits and large heart to find a 
means of supporting the family. She 
chose prostitution. When tricks came 
to call, she explained to her husband 
that she was tutoring confirmation can
didates for the nearby Presbyterian 
church. But the rest of the town knew 
the straight poop. The Porches bore 
ostracism and worse from many of their 
neighbors. Veranda's school chums, 
however, with the tolerance of youth, 
had rallied to her side. Draping pro
tective arms around her, they had called 
out to all who would listen, "Hey, this 
girl's mother is a whore!" 

One night, the inevitable had hap
pened. Mrs. Porch was turning a trick 
in the bedroom. Mr. Porch was propped 
up in the big chair in the parlor, perus
ing the second chapter of Ecclesiastes. 
Abruptly, he was seized by an erection. 

"A boner! I got a boner!" he an
nounced to Veranda, who was quietly 
cutting paper dolls in a corner. He slid 
his pants down so that his lazily swell
ing member plopped into the V of his 
Bible. Trapping it there, he began 
slamming it with a large wooden mallet. 

Mrs. Porch and her trick, a knife 
grinder named Lopez, were in the midst 

of a canine act. The sudden shouts and 
meaty thuds from downstairs panicked 
the poor woman into a vaginal spasm, 
locking the startled Lopez to her with a 
grip of vulvic iron. Then, she fainted. 
Lopez, growing alarmed, bolted for the 
door. Mrs. Porch, of course, was 
dragged along. Her extra mass threw 
Lopez off balance on the stairs, and the 
two tumbled loudly down, rolled into 
the parlor, and collapsed with a fleshy 
"thud" at the very feet of Veranda's 
father. 

Mr. Porch froze in disbelief, his mal
let still poised. Lopez shrugged sheep
ishly. Mrs. Porch stirred and awoke. 
She glanced at her husband, then turned 
rapidly to the uncomprehending knife 
grinder. "Now, the Prodigal Son. 
You're going to love this parable, Mr. 
Lopez. It's about two brothers who " 

"WHAT THE CHRIST IS THIS?" 
demanded Mr. Porch. 

Mrs. Porch spasmed anew at the vio
lence of this query, squirting Lopez 
from her interior like a piece of wet 
soap. The misfortunate Latin seized his 
opportunity and fled the house. Veran
da's school chums, who had been lying 
in wait for her outside, were delighted. 
They chased Lopez' ancient grinding 
truck for many blocks, showering him 
with gleeful cries of "Wetback!" "Greas
er!" And, back home, Veranda watched 
her father scold her mother with the 
birch rod until ten o'clock that night. 

No wonder, then, that Veranda's sex
uality was not free and joyous. Finally, 
in desperation, she followed a friend's 
advice and signed up for a short but in
tensive seminar at the Wresalen Insti
tute of Group Joy and Touching Each 
Other a Lot. 

Two weeks later, on a balmy Cali
fornia evening, she was greeted at the 
Wresalen Wreception Center by the di
rector of the institute, George Leonine. 
He was a tall, handsome, sincere-seem
ing man with exactly the right length 
hair. 

"What brings you to Wresalen, Ve
randa?" he asked. 

"I cannot love," replied the girl, "and 
I think sex is dirty." 

"Horseshit," said the director gently. 
"We'll have you erupting with sweet, 
funky juices before you can say 'Bo 
Diddley.' Our programmed instruction 

in the way of Eros follows a fourfold 
path, and the synthesis of these wis
doms should make you Miss Jiz of your 
block. But now, allow me to see you to 
your cottage." 

He snapped his fingers and a grinning 
Filipino wearing a call-for-Phillip-Mor
ris cap emerged from the darkness and 
hefted Veranda's suitcase. They walked 
along a mossy forest path. The air 
smelled rich with growing things. Ve
randa could hear popping frogs and 
chirping night birds. In a short time, 
they came upon a pleasant bungalow 
nestled among willows at the edge of a 
musical brook. 

"This will be your home for the next 
four days," said the director. "Tomor
row, you will walk the First Path— 
Love of Nature. Or Eco-Grope, as we 
sometimes call it. And now, let me say 
good night, and try to communicate to 
you a small part of the warm gratitude 
we, the people of Wresalen, feel at the 
necessity of having you here." 

He took Veranda in his arms and 
kissed her with energy. The girl stepped 
back flustered. 

"Good night, Veranda," said George. 
"Goo' night, Missy," said the Fili

pino. 

In the morning, Veranda woke rested 
and eager to begin. When she entered 
the shower room, however, she gave a 
little cry of alarm. The walls were mir
rors! Well, she would have to shower 
with her eyes shut. She almost never 
looked at her body, and never at her 
most private part, which she hadn't 
seen since the day she was caught 
looking at it by her father the even
ing before her sixth birthday. Mr. 
Porch, searching for a mislaid icon, 
had wandered into her room. He had 
found her standing on the sink in front 
of the bathroom mirror, peering into the 
depths of her petite, furless Easter egg. 
"GOOD CHRIST ALMIGHTY!" he 
had commented, and ran for his tool 
chest. Veranda wasn't sure what he had 
done to her then, but afterwards she 
had peed in a strange, new direction. 
She had never looked there again. 

Well, she thought, perhaps Wresalen 
would end her foolish inhibitions. She 
dressed in a comfortable, pale blue shift, 
brushed her hair, and stepped from the 
bungalow. Awaiting her was a beautiful 

continued 
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continued 

young boy, all white robes and brown 
curls. 

"I am your Companion for today, 
Veranda. My name is Don Oven, and I 
will lead you to spiritual expansion 
through Love of Nature. Today will be 
quite a trip. I speak of a trip; a trip, we 
feel, is like a voyage. But we'll get into 
the heavy stuff later. In fact, we could 
buy some guacamole paste and Fritos. 
How'd that be for 'heavy stuff'?" He 
waggled his eyebrows roguishly, took 
Veranda's arm, and led her down a 
country lane. Birds sang. Frogs popped. 
They passed through a colonnade of 
low trees into a rolling meadow. 

By the time the meadow had stopped 
rolling, both young people had stag
gered and fallen heavily to the ground. 
Shaking his curls from his eyes, the boy 
turned to Veranda. "Now we are alone. 
Here we may do anything we like. Let 
us commune with Ghea, the Mother." 

In a spasm of abrupt action, he tore 
off his robes and hurled himself into a 
mud puddle. To Veranda's amazement, 
he then took his manhood and began to 
slap it against the surface of the puddle. 
Each slap sent up a playful geyser of 
muck. Veranda watched openmouthed. 

"Why do you not join me, then?" 
asked the boy. "Are you not here to 
rediscover your essence and spread the 
corridors of your future like ripe woman 
thighs awaiting the Organ of Fate?" 

"Er," said Veranda. 
"Come. Divest thyself of thy unnat

ural garment and join me here in na
ture's own chamber pot, this small yet 
holy node of Nirvana." 

Nervously, Veranda shed her cloth
ing. Monitoring this operation from the 
puddle, Don Oven slapped his pal less 
and less furiously. His eyes sort of 
glazed over. As Veranda stepped to his 
side, he looked down stupidly at the 
sudden battering ram he held, as if it 
might belong to someone else. Then he 
looked back up at Veranda. 

"Uh, wanna sit down?" he asked her. 
Veranda gingerly dipped her bottom 

into the puddle. It was cold, and she 
shivered a little, but slowly sat all the 
way down until soft, gooshy mud 
squished into her every flute, flap, and 
parapet. Placing one arm around her, 
Don Oven launched an explanation of 
Love of Nature. He punctuated each 
major point, and there were many, with 
gentle, brown caresses to Veranda's 
minor points, erecting them like pre
fabricated skyscrapers. 

Veranda felt she should be going 
bananas by now, yet she found herself 
becoming soft and receptive. Don Oven 
was nice. Now he ran his hand down 
the length of her firm, softly rounded 
tummy, into the glory that was Greece. 
With his other hand, he reached be
neath her and lifted her onto his knees. 
Emitting a small Celtic cry, he plunged 
his face into her simmering tureen. She 
felt his tongue contact her very own 
node of Nirvana, like a finger on a 
Fender bass. 

Suddenly, Don Oven opened his 
eyes. He blinked. Veranda had been 
rearranged! In some fashion, her wee 
pearl had been moved from its normal 
home to the far slopes of Mount Venus. 
One of those early experiments in urban 
renewal? He straightened and looked at 
her. 

"How was I?" she asked breathlessly. 
"Plucky . . . but the wrong side of the 

hill. Now, don't worry. Obviously, the 
thing we need here is a little Druid 
magic, so sit tight." 

The boy leapt from the puddle and 
sprinted about the meadow, collecting 
an herb here, a bit of bird dung there, 
finally ripping a square of cloth from his 
robe and tying a small bag around these 
substances, like a bouquet garni. Next, 
he built a small fire and cast the packet 

into it. He stood up. "Weough!" he 
cried, and began a strange, jerky dance. 

Veranda was beginning to think he 
was jerky in the head. Then she noticed 
the thick clouds of red smoke pouring 
from the flames. The smoke gradually 
formed itself into a puffy pair of hands 
holding a pool cue. Don Oven's dance 
increased in frenzy and he chanted: 

boogity boogity boogity shoo 
Betty Lou got a new pair of shoe 
an' caught de rockin' pneumonia 
an' de boogie woogie flu 
(Here, he hummed a little funky 

piano.) 
well you know baby I don' wanna 

sing a sonnet 
but yo' weird construction make me 

holler doggonnit 
(Here he interjected, "Watch me, 

now!") 
now go, red cue, or I'll bee yo' bonnet 
hit her clit—put some english on it 

"THUP!" went the pool cue, and 
what you know? Veranda suddenly felt 
right in the groin for the first time since 
her carpentry lesson! With her plumb
ing repaired, there was no further ob
stacle to some very tender lovemaking, 
down there among the meadow muffins. 
A consummately beautiful day ensued. 

The next morning, Veranda washed 
and dressed quickly, hardly able to wait 
to see Don again. When she rushed 
outside, however, a rustic bumpkin 
awaited her. 

"Mornin', ma'am. Muh name's Lucas 
Busbee an' ah'm yore Companion on 
the Second Path—Love of Animules!" 
He led her to a barnyard. 

Veranda felt herself begin to grow 
anxious. Loving animals was another of 
the things that terrified her. This fear 
stemmed from an incident that occurred 
in her backyard when she was six. She 
was playing happily in the dirt behind 
the philodendron bush, when she espied 
her mother creeping into the yard from 
around the side of the house. Mrs. 
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Porch turned, laid a cautionary finger 
to her lips, and beckoned. An animal 
trainer tiptoed in to join her. 

The trainer was large and moustash-
ioed. Although his personal erotic tastes 
ran to calves' liver and vibrators, he 
realized that Bosco, his prize chimp, 
had become melancholic with sexual 
need since the death of his mate some 
months earlier. And sure enough, bring
ing up the rear of the small procession, 
loping low to the ground, was a largish 
chimpanzee. He wore blue shorts and a 
propeller beanie, but otherwise was cov
ered only by thick, greasy fur. 

They stopped beneath the Porches' 
gnarled old tree. The trainer dropped 
the apple basket he was carrying and 
handed Bosco one end of a coil of rope 
and a pulley. The simian scurried up to 
an overhanging branch. He affixed the 
pulley, strung the rope through, and 
leapt to the ground. 

"Very good, Bosco." The trainer 
turned to Veranda's mother. "Could 
you undress now?" 

Bosco watched the gradual unveiling 
of the almost bald female with growing 
excitement. "Chee chee," he cried, and 
tore off his little monkey pants. Be
neath this garment proved to be a large 
monkey mizzenmast, to mix a meta
phor, reaching for the sky. Chittering 
with impatience, Bosco lay on his back 
beneath the pulley. He stared expec
tantly at Mrs. Porch. 

"Could you sit in here, please?" The 
trainer indicated the apple basket. 
"Just drape your arms and legs over 
the sides. Oh, I see you've noticed 
there's no bottom. Yes, it is a funny 
basket, isn't it?" He bent busily over 
her, running a loop of rope through the 
basket's handles and knotting it. The 
other end of the rope now hung before 
her.. -

"Pull," said the trainer. 
"I beg your pardon?" said Mrs. 

Porch. 
"Don't you see? You define one end 

of a pulley. If you pull on the rope, like, 
say, a sexton ringing a church bell, you 
will move yourself up and down." 

Dubiously, Mrs. Porch hauled on the 
rope. Immediately, she found herself 
airborne and swinging. The eager mon
key reached up and steadied the basket 
over his face. When it dipped, Bosco 

craned his face up through the bottom 
of the basket and messed around a little. 
"Mmmmm, nice," he thought, in his 
limited chimpanzee fashion. On the fol
lowing dip, the anthropoid jammed his 
great thing into Mrs. Porch. The poor 
woman whooped with surprise, then 
clapped both hands over her mouth, 
stealing fearful glances at the house. 
Bosco, yipping and chittering, spun the 
basket uninhibitedly. Mrs. Porch began 
to feel like a 45 rpm record. 

Suddenly, the back door flew open. 
With a bellow of incoherent rage, Mr. 
Porch burst through, staggering beneath 
a vast armload of tools. In his haste, 
he fell down the back steps. Two wood 
chisels punctured his left side. But he 
was up in an instant. 

" M O R T I F I C A T I O N OF T H E 
FLESH!" he roared, and sprang at 
Bosco. 

At this point, Veranda's school chums 
peered over the fence. Their eyes 
widened with joy. "Me Tarzan! You 
Jane!" they began to shout. 

Growing alarmed, the trainer swept 
Bosco from under Mrs. Porch with a 
sound like the removal of a wine cork. 
Hand in hand, they scurried around the 
side of the house. Seconds later, they 
reappeared, walking backwards before 
a large detachment of red-faced police. 

"Weirdness," muttered the lawmen 
to one another, sizing up the situation 
quickly. Then, they drew their clubs. 

By the time it was all over, Mr. 
Porch was back in bed, the trainer was 
debarred following an animal-husband
ry conviction, and Bosco had received 
a good talking to from the D.A.Mrs. 
Porch, for her part, ultimately resorted 

to alum to regain her previous circum
ference. 

It wasn't surprising, then, that Veran
da felt a trifle apprehensive entering 
the barnyard. Pigs and chickens gath
ered around her, their bright little eyes 
seeming to plead, "Love me! Love me!" 
What was she supposed to do now? She 
turned to her Companion, and froze. 

Lucas' overalls were gone, and he was 
applying Kramp Brand Shortening to 
his sturdy silo! 

Animals gazed at him from every 
shed, sty, and pen. A pretty, black mare 
whinnied seductively. A sheep backed 
toward him, long eyelashes lowered. A 
stolid old cow rolled her eyes. 

Perhaps Lucas was feeling sentimen
tal that day. To the surprise of the cow, 
he walked straight to her and kissed her 
on the lips. Then, with hot and prac
ticed hands, he traced the long bulk of 
her belly and began fondling her udders. 
The gentle old cow lowed softly. 

"Listen to this, ma'am." Lucas 
winked slyly and shook the cow's swol
len milk-bag so that the udders struck 
one another with a cluster of musical 
tones. "Jes' lak Hindu temple blocks," 
said Lucas wonderingly. 

"But what do cow nipples have to do 
with me?" Veranda was growing im
patient. 

'"Scuse me, ma'am, these ain't no 
nipples. This ol' cow is I-talian, an' she 
go t naples." continued 
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continued 

While Veranda considered this bu
colic drollery, Lucas turned back to the 
cow. Stroking her great-holed nose, he 
gently coupled it to his engorged trac
tor. A cute little pig now marched up, 
stood on its hind legs, and buried its 
snout between Lucas Busbee's substan
tial melons. 

Veranda stamped her foot angrily. 
"But Mr. Busbee, I thought I was sup
posed to be learning Love of Animals!" 

"Wal, whut the hail yuh call this?" 
whooped the happy clodpoll. He spun 
away from the abruptly crestfallen cow 
and pig to impale Puff, his favorite 
sheep. Puff bleated happily and began 
frisking rhythmically. 

"But where's my date?" cried Veran
da. 

Lucas looked sheepish. 
"Wal, forgive me, ma'am. In the heat 

of the moment, ah clean forgot." Lucas 
placed two fingers in his mouth and 
whistled. 

A loud whinny shimmered through 
the air. From the far side of the barn 
emerged a stallion so white and proud 
that Veranda felt butterflies in her tum
my. Lucas held out a cube of sugar, 
and the animal headed in their direc
tion. Guiding him in, Lucas moved the 
sugar slowly toward Veranda. Abruptly, 
he lifted her dress and plunged his hand 
wrist-deep into her startled Virginia. 

Oh, well, thought Veranda. She 
nestled softly to the barnyard floor and 
awaited the tall, white quadruped. 

"Neighl" said the horse. 
"Nay?" said Veranda. She started to 

get up. 
"He didn't mean 'nay,' ma'am." 

Lucas pushed her gently down again. 
"That's jus' horse talk for 'The terrain 
of your clam sends me reeling.' " 

Flattered, Veranda lay back. At once, 
she felt the presence in her vicinity of a 
powerful equine tongue. She began to 
wriggle. 

Abruptly, an Indian walked from be
hind the barn, his hands cupped at his 
mouth. "Silver! Oh, you Silver! Where 
you at, boy?" 

"Uh oh," said Lucas. 
"Whoop," said the Indian. "Hey, 

kimosabe, me find Silver!" 
A masked man walked from the barn 

to join the Indian. "Oh, for Christ's 
sake," he said, putting his hands on his 
hips. 

"Listen," called Lucas, "ah'm shore 
sorry about this. Nobody knowed you 
wuz back. We . . ." 

The masked man pushed by the anx
ious rustic without a word. He stopped 
before the horse. The white stallion, 
still engaged with and/or in Veranda, 
saw him suddenly. He rolled up his eyes 
and froze. The masked man's fists 
clenched and his lower lip began to 
tremble. 

"Sometimes you really schmuck," 
said the Indian to Lucas from the corner 
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of his mouth. 
Swallowing, the great horse lifted his 

head. 
"Bitch!" The masked man took the 

stallion roughly by the mane and led 
him away. With a final disgusted look at 
Lucas, the Indian followed. 

The agrarian turned worriedly to Ve
randa. "Gosh, ma'am, ah'm shore . . ." 

"It doesn't matter." Veranda's eyes 
were very wide and liquid. "I just . . . 
you know, came, for the first time." 

In the morning, Veranda felt wonder
ful. She felt that she was growing, 
changing, becoming a woman. Today 
she would walk the Third Path, what
ever that was, and her capacity for ex
perience would grow again. But who 
would her Companion be this time? She 
walked from her cottage and threw up 
her arms in amazement. 

"Santa Claus!" 
"Ho ho," replied the merry old gent, 

for indeed it was Santa, complete with 
red suit, beard, and bulging bag of gifts. 
He stepped forward and handed Veran
da a green box tied with cheerful red 
ribbon. 

Greatly excited, the girl tore the rib
bon away. Inside the box, in a purple 
velveteen bag with a drawstring, was 
a ten-inch, pearl-handled, pistol-grip 
dildoe! 

"Ho ho," said Santa, and began un
buttoning her blouse. The garment soon 
fell open, revealing two of the ripest, 
fullest breasts the old gentleman had 
ever seen. "Ho ho\" he exclaimed, and 
shortly Veranda was nude again. 

Santa eyed her woolly appraisingly. 
Then, he stepped to a rostrum. He 
rapped for attention. 

"Good morning. I am Sergeant Claus, 
and I will be your principal instructor 
in Love of Self through use of the M-11 
Dildoe/ten-inch/pearl-handled/pistol-
grip. Are there any questions on any
thing I have said so far? No? Good!" 
He leaned forward confidentially. 
"There have been rumors to the effect 
that dildoes are extinct. As you can see, 
these rumors are poppycock." 

Veranda winced at his choice of 
words. Her own poppy's firearm was 
not something she liked to remember. 
Certainly, it hadn't resembled this enor
mous dildoe. It had been bigger. 

To his eternal chagrin, Mr. Porch 
had been hung like a gas pump. After 
years of fussing with straps, metal 
pouches, and the like, he abandoned 
concealment in favor of cosmetic sur
gery. The chief engineer at the pencil-
sharpener factory had been a little taken 
aback at Mr. Porch's order—a "special 
model, big enough to fit a medium-sized 
. . ."—but business was business, and 
soon the Porch parlor was graced with a 
large, evil-looking sharpener. Upon the 
slightest provocation, Mr. Porch would 
jam himself into his new device and 

crank the handle furiously. The clear 
plastic container that hung beneath soon 
filled with pink, winding shreds and had 
to be emptied often (a chore that was 
assigned to Veranda), but no matter 
how often Mr. Porch sharpened him
self, his stubborn appendage grew back, 
longer and stronger than ever. After 
several months, a yardstick revealed 

! him to be half again his previous length. 
He hurled the useless machine into the 
trash. 

I t was then that he turned to tools. He 
bought great hammers and cruel cut
ters (ranging from Wilkinson Sword 
Blades to a hefty McDonough chain 

i saw). The Porch penis had met its 
; match. He would have made a final and 

complete excision if not for his convic
tion that his member would be replaced 
by two more, then by four, and so on, 
like a hydra. 

But Santa was lecturing, and she 
should be listening. 

"Next, the dildoe appeared in Egypt. 
Moses himself popularized a model 
which transformed to a serpent when 
cast upon the ground. In Greece,. The
seus carried a dildoe during his search 
for the Minotaur. 

"But enough history!" Santa's eyes 
had acquired a special, new twinkle. 
"All you really need to know is that the 

I dildoe is an indispensable aid to Love 
of Self, and that I am going to show you 
how to use it!" He leapt from the ros
trum, pulling at his great silver buckle. 

Soon, the venerable saint was naked. 
His stomach was indeed like a bowl full 
of jelly. His buttocks, perhaps, were 
more like bowels full of jelly. His ropy 
old Christmas tree was crowned with 
angel hair and had, naturally, colored 
balls. Crossing his legs, he settled into a 
gelid pile before Veranda. "Watch," he 

| said. His hands gathered the folds of his 
I stomach together, forming a passable 

yoni. Maintaining this pseudo-orifice 
with one hand, he took the dildoe from 
Veranda, demonstrated its general pur
pose, and looked at her for signs of com
prehension. 

Veranda had indeed begun to com
prehend. Thick juices were oozing from 
her vestibule, out onto her stoop, to the 
obvious pleasure of the elderly Puerto 
Ricans sitting there. She plucked the 
dildoe from the startled folk hero's tum-
pouch and plunged it. Faster and faster 
she moved it, until, with a sudden, ex
plosive SCHMWERP! the implement 
was drawn into her Electrolux! 

Santa, who had been watching in sur
prised delight, became businesslike. He 
ransacked the bag, throwing gifts in all 
directions, until he found a silver pack
age. An onyx banana! He slapped it 
smartly into Veranda's blindly clutch
ing hand. SCHMWERP! Santa found 
a tank of nitrous oxide. SCHMWERP! 
A child's rubber python. SCHM
WERP! A string of bratwurst. SCHM-
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WERP-ERP-ERP-ERP! 
Santa scratched his head. He'd run 

out of goodies. 
The poor girl gave a small mew of 

unslaked lust. 
Shrugging fatalistically, the jolly old 

soul took his great candy cane in hand 
and allowed himself to roll onto his 
whimpering charge, nearly enveloping 
her in his fabled girth. Before he could 
effect penetration, however, Veranda's 
genitals spoke up. 

"Hey!" they piped. "We reject this 
entire experience. You're just a mythic 
figure." 

"I is?" cried Santa, in broad, stereo
typic astonishment. He winked at Ve
randa, and, in a single moist thrust, 
made liars of his small cynics. "Yes, 
Vagina," he began, "there isa Sant " 

"Never mind! Never mind!" cried 
Veranda. 

That night Veranda dreamed. 
She rose on a pillar light until her 

head broke through some clouds and 
she was in Heaven. To her surprise, 
she saw her parents. Her mother re
clined on a cumulus, her eyes and, for a 
change, legs closed, unknown peace on 
her face. Her father sat nearby, one arm 
resting on a brilliant platinum tool-
chest, the other thrown carelessly 
around the shoulders of Bosco the chim
panzee, who had grown small, furry 
monkey wings on his back. The Lord 
sat behind them on a great throne. He 
was beating His meat. Bosco lifted Mr. 
Porch's robe. Into view hove an erection 
among erections, proud and unbroken, 
tall as a tower. There was a crescendo 
of violins, and . . . 

"Drop your cocks and grab your 
socks!" said George Leonine, shaking 
Veranda's foot. "Time for your encoun
ter group." 

She opened her eyes and gazed into 
the director's mystical, slightly sun
burnt, somehow believable features. Im
pulsively, she sat up and kissed him 
warmly, startling him a little. Now 
we're even, she thought. How she was 
growing at Wresalen! 

"Well, sleepyhead," said the director, 
"you've slept the day away. It's seven 
o'clock in the evening!" 

Veranda stretched. "Mmmm. That 
Santa's pretty heavy as a lover. In fact, 
he's pretty heavy as a weight." She felt 
a tender rib experimentally. 

"Come, Veranda. On to the Fourth 
Path—Love of Others!" The director 
drew her from her bed and led her into 
the gathering dusk. Giant fireflies flew 
up to bob around her head. They were 
a little scary. Nevertheless, when the 
moon turned her negligee to mist, she 
began to feel enchanted as a princess. 

George Leonine was her prince. 
Grooving on the night, kvelling over her 
hair, he led her down a path, through a 
secret entrance, into a dim, green forest. 

Veranda could hear snatches of music 
from many directions and an occasional 
hoarse shout of revelry. Abruptly, they 
emerged into a mossy clearing lit with 
warm yellow light from glowing soap 
bubbles. Seated about a fire on the 
far side were several small, shadowy 
figures. 

The director took both her hands. 
"Tonight will be a marathon encounter, 
so you won't be back in camp, and to
morrow, alas, you leave us. I can only 
hope that your experience here will 
prove to be as ecstatic as I know mine 
shall be when I receive the letter con
taining your check." 

"Thank you," said Veranda simply. 
"Run, Veranda. Run and meet your 

encounter group. Good-bye, and re
member us. Soon." With a smile and a 
fondle, he was off into the night. 

Veranda walked hesitantly across the 
clearing. A naked little boy in a baseball 
cap stepped up to meet her. 

"Veranda? My name is Charlie 
Brown, and this is Patty and Linus and 
Lucy and Sehroeder and Snoopy. Ordi
narily, we are mild little folk who do 
warmly wacky things in a beloved daily 
comic strip. But tonight we are your 
Companions on the Fourth Path, and 
we " 

"WE WANT NOOKIE!" chorused 
the children, and threw themselves on 
Veranda, their triangle-flap tongues 
darting for her hot, thick egg cream. 
The delighted girl went down beneath 
them, noticing with amusement the 
funny word-bubbles that began to form 
over their heads, saying things like 
"Unh unh unh!" and "Oh, Jesus, 
yeah!" She felt as if every inch of her 
skin were covered with either a small, 
dartlike peenie or a cute, hairless girl-
pie. Two-dimensional hands pressed her 
booboos, her jingjang, her pollywogs. 
She had nose in her boze, lox in her 
sox, Lucy in her goosey. 

Don Oven galloped into the clearing 

atop a white stag. Lucas Busbee fol
lowed, magnificent in white tuxedo and 
top hat, pigs and chickens forming a 
conga line behind him. 

Suddenly, sleigh bells! Eight rakish 
reindeer rode into the revel and Santa 
roared with laughter, showering the 
merrymakers with erotic gifts and im
plements of every description. 

By the time the night was over, if 
you'd been a tree someone would have 
balled you. During a high point in the 
festivities (Lucas became overzealous 
with a chicken, killing her), Veranda 
wandered from the clearing. Dreamily, 
she made her way through the woods 
until she found a bower on a riverside. 
With a happy smile, she crashed. 

When she awoke, it was morning. 
The night and its celebrants were gone 
without a trace. She was alone. 

By the bower, she found a wicker 
basket containing her belongings and a 
picnic lunch. Utterly content, she 
dressed. The mustard and pickle stains 
didn't bother her too much, and soon 
she was walking happily through the 
main gate of Wresalen, out into the 
world. 

It was a perfect spring day, and Ve
randa decided to walk to town. As she 
skipped along, humming a little melody 
to herself, she drew abreast of a family 
out on a Sunday walk. Mom and Dad 
strolled beside their little girl, while a 
flop-eared mutt romped about their pe
rimeter. In a sudden welling of affection, 
Veranda ran to them. 

"I just want to say," she told them, 
"that you are all really beautiful and 
I love you very much." She reached to 
hug the little girl. 

"Dear God!" cried the mother, whisk
ing her daughter to safety. 

The father drew his automatic and 
pumped five shots into the dangerous 
weatherman weirdo. 

George Leonine is still waiting for his 
check. The end. • 

"On Whosits! On Whatsits! On . . ." 
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Geography Has No 
Silent\owels 

"There is a problem that is not a 
problem, a place that is not a place," 
said Mrs. Maraganset. 

Two boys sitting across from one an
other in rows four and five waved their 
hands like marooned sailors signaling a 
passing ocean liner. The other students 
were neither bored nor excited. They 
didn't know the answer and didn't have 
a chance of coming up with it. They 
were just hoping for some action. May
be Sally Ann Hanrahan would shit her 
pants. Maybe Kenneth Doti would get 
the dickens in the coatroom. There was 
always the chance, too, that, if pushed 
too hard, he would do something des
perate. Maybe it would rain and they'd 
get to see a Safety film, or one on vol
canoes, or one on Eli Whitney and the 
cotton gin, or one on seeing-eye dogs. 
Maybe Terrence Randall would put a 
mirror on his shoe and check to see 
which girls were wearing underpants. 
But, for the time being, this probe from 
the teacher would have to do. 

The average students framed ques
tions of mock interest to keep them
selves going till lunch. Who would she 
call on? Would he get it right? Ho-hum. 
The dummies just sat there looking like 
hard-boiled eggs. One of them, who had 
been nicknamed Nervous Norvous, was 
scared stiff that the teacher was going 
to ask him to repeat the answer after 
it was given. He tried to listen extra 
hard, but he had an earache. He thought 
about asking to leave the room, but 
where could he go? To the lavatory? 
Home? The principal's office? Certainly 
not to the nurse's. She rubbed vaseline 
on your arm and checked you for her
nias when all you wanted was aspirin. 
And he knew he couldn't tell the teacher, 
not after the nosebleed he'd had during 
arithmetic. 

"Arthur Williams." She had picked 
the two-to-one favorite. 

"The suzerainty of tyrants is a prob
lem that is not a problem. And Utopia 
is a place that is not a place." Arthur 
had stood for his answer and now he 
flapjacked confidently back into his seat. 

"Wait a minute, Arthur. You've not 
finished. You forgot to make the con
nection." 

A look of uncertainty spread across 
his face like marmalade on toast. The 
connection, the connection, he thought, 
there is always a connection. "The con
nection is that there are no tyrants in 
Utopia?" 

by Joseph Gleeson 

"Are you asking me or telling me, 
Arthur?" 

"There are no tyrants in Utopia," he 
declared, like a Little Man. 

"Good for you, Arthur. Stick to your 
guns. Was that what you were going 
to say, James?" 

"Yes, ma'am." James was lying 
through his teeth. He was going to say 
that a riddle is a problem that is not 
a problem, your grave a place that is 
not a place, the connection being that 
death was a riddle that only ghosts knew 
the answer to. But that was the wrong 
answer. He thanked God for letting him 
escape public embarrassment. 

"It's all right, James. I'll ask you next 
time." 

Next time, he thought, as the hair ball 
of fear grew smaller and then disap
peared. 

"All right, class. Take out a sheet 
of paper. We're going, to have the spell
ing test I promised you." 

The average students all groaned; the 
dummies awaited instructions; the smar-
ties were already numbering their 
papers. 

"Number your papers from one to 
fifteen down the left-hand margin leav
ing a space of one inch between the 
number and the answer put your name 
class and the date in the upper right-
hand corner failure to do this will re
sult in your mark being lowered one 
letter grade or four points whichever 
is greater ready first word." 

"No, no, not yet," subvocalized mur
murs brushed off the 8%-by-ll-inch 
loose-leaf pages, struck the thirty-two 
crayoned pictures of Alexander the 
Great that spanned the room, thumb-
tacked to the top of the green black
boards, and dissolved without striking 
Mrs. Maraganset's hammer and anvil. 

"First word: entropy. The scientists 
discovered that entropy had taken place. 
Entropy. Keep your eyes on your own 
paper." 

Brendan McCourt hadn't heard the 
first word and was hoarsely whispering 
to Marcel Idiart. "Whadshesay, whad-
shesay?" 

"Who's whispering? If you didn't hear 
me correctly, raise your hand and I'll 
repeat the question." James wondered 
why nobody never raised his hand al
though at least five kids didn't hear the 
word clear enough to repeat it to them
selves. 

"Number two: surprise. The pupils 

were all surprised to see the new ham
ster. Surprise." 

Buzzy was breathing down Nervous 
Norvous' neck. "Give me the answer 
or I'll kick your ass after school." He 
knew Nervous wouldn't get all the let
ters, but maybe between the two of 
them he'd have a chance. 

Nervous squirmed, looking down at 
his paper, pretending not to hear. 

"You're gonna get it, you sissy." 
Nervous didn't want "it." He tried to 

muffle the sound-as he pronounced the 
letters out loud. He got as far as a-n-s-e 
when he realized that Buzzy was no 
longer listening. It was too late. He was 
so frightened he didn't hear the third 
word. 

"Fourth word: tangible. The tanger
ines were very tangible. Tangible." 

Sally Ann wrote tangerine on her pa
per next to number one. It was the first 
word she'd caught. Her father had a 
vegetable stand on Fourth Avenue and 
she knew that the plural of potato was 
potatoes. 

"Fifth word: unscrupulous. The out
laws were very unscrupulous. Unscrupu
lous. Watch out for the antepenult. It's 
not spelled like you think it is." 

James thought: James hung his un
scrupulous out the bathroom window 
at the passing girls, unscrupulous. He 
spelled -scrup- -scroup-, caught in the 
phonetic trap. 

"Number six: percolate. The coffee 
began to percolate. Percolate." 

, "See you later, percolator," Buzzy 
singsonged into Nervous' ear. "I'm gon
na grind you up." 

"Seven. Esophagus. The food went 
down the esophagus. Esophagus." 

What is the name of the strait con
necting the Mediterranean and the 
Black Sea? James asked himself. 
Esophagus, I baptize thee Esophagus. 

"Number eight: believe. The teacher 
didn't believe the student when he told 
her he was sick. Believe. And don't for
get: the usual rule, 'When two vowels 
go walking, the first one does the talk
ing,' doesn't apply here." 

Nervous knew that the example was 
directed at him. Beeleave, he wrote. 

"Nine. Deceitful. The teacher kept 
John after school because he was deceit
ful. Deceitful. Remember, boys and 
girls, 7 before e except. . . ' " She let the 
jingle dangle. 

Marcel Idiart only heard the first 
three words. He wrote decietful. 
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continued 

"Tenth word: origin. What is your 
origin? Origin." -. 

Sally Ann wrote orange in the second 
slot. Kenneth Doti wrote oarogin. His 
father drank gin. Arthur Williams got 
it right, as expected. 

"Number eleven: condition. The doc
tor asked the sick man about his con
dition. Condition." 

We ain't got no air condition in this 
classroom. Brendan McCourt told him
self. Condishin. Con-dish-in. 

"Twelve: twelve. There are twelve 
eggs in a dozen. Twelve." 

When Judas hung himself, James 
thought, there were eleven apostles in
stead of twelve. Twelve, thought Buzzy, 
it's ten to twelve. Time for lunch. 
Tweleu. 

"Thirteen. Reporter. John wants to 
be a reporter when he grows up. Re
porter." 

Thirteen, James reflected. There are 
thirteen buns in a baker's dozen. Thir
teen, he wrote. I forgot to get my report 
card signed, Sally Ann remembered. It 
was three weeks late and she hadn't 
shown it to her father yet. 

"Number fourteen, next to last. Scis
sors. Mary bought a new pair of scis
sors. Scissors." 

Mary Conway smiled at the mention 
of her name. She had two sisters. Sisters, 
she wrote. 

"The last one, class. Fifteen. Repeat. 
John repeated his answer. Repeat." 

Pete and Re-Pete had a fight. Pete 
won. Who lost? Re-Pete. Pete and Re-
Pete had a fight. . . Brendan McCourt 
thought he'd try that one on Nervous 
during lunch. Repeat, thought Buzzy as 
he copied scissors from the line above. 

"And for those of you who'd like to 
try, there's a bonus word. If you get it 
right, it counts for two points. It's a 
word from the next chapter. Ready: 
trouble. The Jones twins always got 
into trouble." 

"And Trouble is the girl next door," 
Kenneth Doti half shouted to Buzzy. 
They both laughed. 

"Mr. Doti. Is that what they teach 
you at home, to speak out of turn?" She 
shied away from asking about the im

plications of his statement. "Well, is 
it?" 

"No, ma'am!" Doti had raised his 
voice, mimicking a buck private being 
chewed out by a superior officer. 

"You don't have to shout, Mr. Doti. 
I can hear you perfectly well. 'We don't 
shout in 6B, do we class?" 

"No, Mrs. Maraganset." The choir 
from Blessed Sacrament Church down 
the block couldn't have been more in 
unison. 

"Mr. Doti, any" more trouble from 
you today and you'll be kept after 
school. Do you understand that?" 

"Yes, ma'am." Doti's voice was in
different, showing neither defiance nor 
deference. 

"Pens down everyone pass the papers 
to the person in front of you when you 
are finished sit up straight and fold your 
hands the row that looks the neatest gets 
to be first in line." 

Mrs. Maraganset called the rows ac
cording to their places in the hierarchy 
of good posture and horizontal visuality. 
Four, three, one, five, two. Two had 
Nervous, Buzzy, Sally Ann, Kenneth 
Doti, and Arthur Williams. It was al
ways the last in line. Arthur Williams 
tried as best he could to make up for the 
deficiencies of his row, but you could 
only sit so straight. But he brought in 
about six thousand points in the weekly 
competitions, keeping the Blue Ravens 
a good five hundred points ahead of the 
nearest challenger. The spelling test was 
good for another two hundred. 

Kenneth Doti began to punch Ner
vous in the arm, while Buzzy scuffed his 
oxblood shoes. 

"William Norvous! What's the mat
ter with you? Have you got ants in your 
pants?" 

The class giggled. Mrs. Maraganset 
liked it too. 

"What you need is a good shake. 
Stand on your two feet. All right class 
file out keep to the right-hand side of 
the hall and carry all lunch bags and 
reading books in your left hand keep 
your eyes on the back of the head of 
the person in front of you no talking 
and don't bang the lockers with your 

<6Pp^ 

knuckles." 
The class filed out and Kenneth Doti 

clacked his ruler against the lockers, jab
bing Nervous in the back with it when 
they came to a water fountain or another 
classroom. The line moved into the cafe
teria. Those with lunch bags got on one 
side, those who just wanted milk and 
dessert on another. The hot meal for the 
day was celery soup, meat loaf, mashed 
potatoes, and squash. Everyone bought 
hamburgers except for the kids with 
glasses. They seemed to think that 
celery soup made them see better. 

Doti, Buzzy, McCourt, and James 
sat at one table. They all had brought 
their lunch. 

"Did you see that meat loaf?" asked 
Buzzy. "It looks like old Kotex rags 
sopped in gravy." 

"I wouldn't eat that crap if you paid 
me," added McCourt. 

"I saw the boxes that those hamburg
ers come in. One hundred percent pure 
horsemeat," said Doti. "Hey, Jimmy, 
your bandage's coming loose." 

"Ah, it's almost healed anyway." He 
ripped the gauze pad off his neck and 
didn't flinch when the adhesive tape 
pulled away at the hairs. In the middle 
of the pad was a splotch of mustard
like dampness with a ketchup bull's-eye. 

"Let me have it for a minute." Doti 
took the pad and looked around. Two 
tables away Nervous was getting up to 
go back for a straw. "I think he needs 
a little more mustard." Doti went over 
to the table, gave Nervous' lunchmate 
an intimidating glare, slipped the gauze 
between the two pieces of hamburger 
roll, and went back to his seat. "Watch 
this," he said. 

Nervous returned, sat down, slipped 
the straw into his milk carton, took a 
sip, then bit into the hamburger. He 
pulled away from it with the gauze fluf
fing out of his mouth like a lizard with 
a moth. He spit it out with a "Ptlagh!" 
Tears came to his eyes as he drank his 
milk in silent grief. 

"You guys get any pills this week?" 
asked Buzzy. 

"The shrink gave me some reds, but 
I ain't been taking them." Doti p'ulled 
out his flat, cylindrical pillbox with the 
silver-dollar emblem. "I'm looking to 
trade these for some black beauties." 

Buzzy produced a vial of yellow cap
sules. "I'm supposed to take one of these 
when I'm feeling restless. But they just 
make me drowsy. That croaker don't 
know fuck." 

The others tensed up a little and 
looked out of the corners of their eyes. 
Buzzy had said the forbidden word in 
the cafeteria. It was like farting in 
church. 

"Let's get out of here and see what 
we can find in the school yard," 
McCourt said. Neither he nor James 
had been given pills by the school physi
cian. They weren't hyperactive or suf-
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fering from mentalitis, or lack of get-
up-and-go, as Dr. Jar would have para
phrased it to their parents. They were 
normals. 

They walked out of the cafeteria like 
off-duty bodyguards, passing Mr. Kass, 
the music teacher. The pitch pipe 
around his neck looked like a shrunken 
piece of copra from Truk Island. 

"There once was a man named Kass, 
Who had two balls made of brass. 
When he rubbed them together, 
They played 'Stormy Weather' 
And lightning shot out of his ass." 
They all laughed at McCourt's lim

erick. He beat Edward Lear hands 
down. 

The Trading Post was on the other 
side of the school yard behind the hand
ball court. The kids had their pill bottles 
out, comparing the contents, question
ing one another about the ones they 
didn't recognize. 

"I got five lotus eights that I gotta get 
rid of. Willing to swap 'em for an equal 
number of dexies." Five kids gathered 
around Doti to take a look. 

"What do they do to you?" 
"How about them reds?" 
"They're all up for grabs. Take one 

lotus eight, and arithmetic, spelling, and 
'merican history will no longer bother 
you. If your teacher is on your nerves, 
you can just turn the channel." 

"I got some green bandits I'm willing 
to trade," one of the "ments" named 
Lenny spoke up. "Good for gym classes 
when you gotta do all them push-ups." 

"Sounds good," said Doti. "Let's see 
'em." 

Over against the wall some eighth-
graders were playing red dog. 

"I raise you three pinks," said Carol 
Burns, "and a birth-control pill." 

"I ain't got no use for them Enovids. 
Save 'em for when you're playing old 
maid. I see your pinks and raise you a 
pheno-barb." "Red" Molloy, a cigarette 
cupped behind his fleshy, cut-up knuck
les, a tough scrapper with a sense of 
justice, was the acknowledged leader of 
the Big Guys, the graduating class. 

"I'm in," said Carol, pulling her skirt 
over her knees. 

The bell rang and the students went 
back to their classrooms in Schuyler 
Colfax Elementary School. 

Mrs. Maraganset still had some may
onnaise on her slight blond moustache, 
and the students joked about it as they 
flowed back into the room. Yesterday it 
was peanut butter. The final bell hadn't 
rung and they all wandered about and 
clustered at different points: the ham
ster cage on the windowsill, the goldfish 
tank at the back of the room, Janey 
Peters' desk, the girls with the biggest 
jugs. Janey went into the coatroom to 
get a sweater and McCourt unobtrusive
ly slipped in after her. She was putting 
the sweater on when he reached her.' 

"That's a nice pin you got there, 

Janey." 
"I won it at the bazaar. It's supposed 

to be a rhinestone." 
"It sure feels like it." He plucked her 

nipple and rolled it between his thumb 
and his index finger. It went from mal
leable bump to rubber eraser to taut 
pinky tip. 

When the second bell rang, McCourt 
came out of the coatroom with tented 
trousers. Janey exited from the door at 
the other end, her damp thighs squish
ing like sneakers in a rainstorm. 

"Before we take out our geography 
books, I'd like to have a quick review 
of what we've been studying this week. 
Twenty-five points will be given for 
each correct answer. David Meyers, you 
be the scorekeeper. All right, class, what 
is the Taj Mahal?" 

Ten normals fluttered their hands like 
angels with helicopter blades for wings. 
Some leaned out of their desks, tangen
tial promontories. All mumbled inartic
ulate versions of their teacher's name. 

"I'm not going to call on you unless 
you raise your hands like little gentle
men and ladies." 

Buzzy snapped his index finger off 
his thumb into Nervous' neck like he 
was shooting a bottle cap in a game of 
skully. Nervous jumped at the thwack. 

"All right, Mr. Norvous, since you 
seem to be so eager. You answer the 
question. Stand up." 

Nervous stood up, trying to feign 
puzzlement by peering up into the dis
tant heavens. 

"The answer isn't on the ceiling, is it, 
Mr. Norvous?" 

"No, ma'am." He lowered his gaze. 
"Is it written on your shoes, then?" 

The class giggled. 
"The Taj Mahal is a city. They got 

boats there." 
"Sit down, Mr. Norvous. Why can't 

you be honest and tell us 'I don't know'? 
Yes: Alan Shroeder." 

"The Taj Mahal is a white marble 
mausoleum built at Agra, India, by the 
Mogul emperor, Shah Jahan, from 1630 
to 1650 to commemorate his deceased 
wife." 

"Very good, Alan. That is correct. 

"We've been suspecting you /< 

How do you know so much about it? 
Our books don't tell us that much." 

"I got a book from the library about 
it." Mrs. Maraganset didn't see him 
sliding a copy of Webster's Abridged 
Dictionary back inside his desk. 

"You all ought to spend more time in 
the library. Don't just be satisfied with 
what the book tells you. If you tell Miss 
Pratt, the librarian, about what you're 
interested in, she'll help you find the 
right material. Next question: what are 
the monsoons? Sally Ann, you haven't 
answered any questions lately." 

Sally Ann stood up, perplexed. Mon
soons, monsoons, mushrooms, she 
toured her brain for a hint, a trace. 
Nothing but Swiss cheese and a radish. 
Doti whispered something to her. She 
smiled. "They're the little men who run 
around China." Poor Sally Ann. Earlier 
that month, in history class, she had 
submitted that the underground railroad 
was another name for the subway. 

"No, Sally Ann, but that was a good 
try. You're thinking of coolies, the Chi
nese laborers that you see pulling the 
rickshaws. James Desmond." 

"The monsoons are the seasonal 
winds of the Indian Ocean, commonly 
marked by heavy rains." 

"Excellent, James. You have a nice 
way of putting things." 

James slipped the dictionary back to 
Shroeder during the next question. Now 
he could daydream, wander off. He 
wouldn't be called again for the rest of 
the day after that one, not unless he 
raised his hand, the signal flag. He took 
that hand and slid it into the desk for 
safekeeping. He had swallowed a lotus 
eight just before class, the first pill he 
had ever taken, just to try it out. And 
now he was floating away through bead
ed curtains and bronze elephants, ad
justing his turban and tugging his beard. 
Mrs. Maraganset looked like Sabu. Doti 
was a mahout, jabbing his tong in Ner
vous' ear. The class was sitting in the 
Ganges, peeing as they faced Mecca, 
pilgrims on the way to Benares, as the 
sacred monkeys thronged the temples 
and the black plague swept across the 
peninsula. • 

r some time now, Tisdale. . . ." 
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This Is Your Life... 
Francis Gary Powers 

by Terry Catchpole 

This article contains Ridiculose, a 
National Lampoon trade name for cer
tain fictitious passages added as a 
humor-enhancer and to retard legal 
action. 

RALPH EDWARDS (close-up alone 
on the studio stage, speaking to the 
audience): In just a few seconds our 
guest subject on "This Is Your Life" 
tonight will walk through this stage 
door, right here. He has been told by 
his wife—who is in on our little surprise 
—that there is an admirer in this room 
who wants to give our guest subject an 
awful lot of money. He doesn't know 
that, instead of money, we are going 
to shower him with memories! It should 
be just a matter of seconds before . . . 
FRANCIS GARY POWERS enters, 
carrying a large, empty satchel and 
looking around expectantly. 
RE: Can I help you, sir? 
GP: Are you the guy with the dough? 
RE: No, I'm afraid . . . 
GP (sees audience): What is this? Who 
are you? 
RE: I'm Ralph Edwards and this, 
Francis Gary Powers, is your life. 
GP: My liiiiiiiieee . . . (Applause.) 
RE: Yes, Francis Gary Powers—the 
man who, more than any other man in 
our lifetime, has shown the victims of 
life's cruel fates what they can accom
plish with a little imagination and luck 
—this is your life. 
GP: Noooooo, not again, not that . . . 
RE: Sit down right over here, Gary . . . 
GP: Look, I don't want to cause you 
any trouble, but I am double-parked, 
and . . . 
RE: . . . as we help you relive the re
markable life which saw a humble boy 
born in the hills of Kentucky rise to a 
position of national ignominy and be
come an object of public ridicule. Who 
among us will ever forget that mem
orable day, May 1, 1960, when an 
obscure CIA functionary flying a U-2 
spy plane between Pakistan and Nor
way was shot down twelve hundred 
miles inside the Soviet Union? Your 
name was suddenly in headlines around 
the world. At home your abject sur

render to the Communists united the 
people in their contempt for your ac
tion. In Moscow, the Kremlin used 
your abortive surveillance mission as 
reason to cancel a four-nation summit 
conference scheduled for May 16, thus 
ruining President Eisenhower's dreams 
of bringing peace to the world. 
VOICE: Powers may not know this, 
but his clumsiness also help cause my 
downfall. 
RE: You have never met this man per
sonally, Gary, even though he played 
a very important part in your life, and 
you in his. Here, flown from his dacha 
outside Moscow especially for this pro
gram, is former Soviet Premier Nikita 
Khrushchev. (NK enters.) 
RE: Stand right over here, Mr. Pre
mier, and tell us how this young fellow 
contributed to your unfortunate removal 
from power. 
NK: I want to be friend of United 
States of America, you understand, 
Edwards? I want our countries live to
gether in peace. I tell America-haters 
in Kremlin that U.S. not aggressive, 
not expansionist. Then comes this guy, 
Powers, with his peekaboo spy plane, 
snooping over Russia and getting shot 
down and talking like a Gramophone. 
The America-haters, they say, "Hoo-
ha, Nikita, so U.S. not militarist, is 
nice guys, hey? Nikita, who you trying 
to kid, you?" So, they no more listen 
to Nikita and soon I'm out in Red 
Square on my behind, a nobody, and 
we have America-haters in Kremlin 
today, thanks to this guy here, he should 
be iceman in Siberia he such a clumsy 
man. 
GP: I'm very sorry, sir. . . . 
RE: Wonderful, Mr. Premier. Now, if 
you wouldn't mind sitting right over 
there, we'll see you later at the party 
we are throwing after the show for you, 
Francis Gary Powers, the man who de
stroyed the hopes for world peace of 
the two most powerful leaders on earth. 
GP: Can't I go home, forget. . . 
RE: Oh, not yet, Gary, we have lots 
more to come. Let's go back to the 
beginning, back to the hills of Ken
tucky where life began for you in 1930, 

back to the small rural town of Pound, 
Virginia, where you grew up. What do 
you remember most about your boy
hood, Gary? 
GP: I was sick a lot. 
RE: Yes, these were miserable years 
for you, Gary. The other kids wouldn't 
play with you because they might catch 
one of your many illnesses, the school 
nurse made you lie down during recess, 
you frequently threw up in class, and 
the gym teacher made fun of your lack 
of coordination on the playing field. 
VOICE: Gary, you were one of the 
clumsiest boys I ever had in class. You 
always played right field and batted 
ninth. But I'll have to admit that you 
were a pretty good sport about it. 
RE: That voice, Gary, is one you 
haven't heard in over thirty years— 
the voice of your old grade-school gym 
instructor, now of Norfolk, Virginia, 
Mr. Burt "Bo" Brown! (BB enters.) 
GP: Not that bully. 
RE: Coach Brown—stand right here 
beside Gary—what else do you remem
ber about this remarkable young man? 
BB: I recall Gary's being a shy, sort 
of awkward kid—not a pansy, mind, 
just kind of, you know, sensitive like. 
He never wanted to take a shower after 
class—that was until I told the other 
boys to snap him a few times with wet 
towels, you know, roll 'em up'n snap 
'em real smart like 'gainst his little rear 
end. That got him in the shower quick 
enough. 
RE: Thank you, Coach Bo Brown, 
for that marvelous story. We'll see you 
later at the party we're having for Gary 
at the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel, 
where tonight's surprise guests have 
been staying. How are you enjoying it 
so far, Gary? 
GP: Can't I just give you some money, 
something, make you stop? 
RE: We can't stop now, Gary. Life 
never stops. If the school year was un
pleasant for you, the summer months 
were worse. 
VOICE: Every summer till he was 
nineteen, Gary's parents would send 
him to stay with me in the rooming 
house where I lived. 
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GP: Aunt Birdbrain? 
RE: Yes, Gary, here from her home in 
Washhole, Kentucky, is your favorite 
aunt, Birdie Barnes. (BB enters.) 
GP: She was my only aunt. 
RE: Tell our audience, Birdie—if I 
may call you that—what were some of 
the other things you and your famous 
nephew did to pass the time? 
BB: Well, tell ya, Ralphie, every Sab
bath I'd dress little Gary up in his 
Sunday best short-pants suit with the 
little bow-tie and we'd go a-visitin' all 
my friends and kin at the Maple Grove 
Rest Home for white folk. We'd go to 
the home and Gary, he'd sit there and 
squirm away for hours and I'd be tellin' 
him it did a little fella good to dress 
up and sit still least one day a week. 
After the visitin' we'd go back to my 
room for our liver, boiled potato, and 
beets. (GP places hand over mouth at 
the memory.) 

RE: Was Gary a well-behaved child 
then? 
BB: He was the best little yarn-holder 
I ever had. 
RE: Thank you so much, Aunt Birdie 
Barnes, we'll see you later, too. Life, 
as it must, goes inevitably on for you, 
Gary. You grow up, and, after spending 
two wasted years in an iron lung when 
a doctor incorrectly diagnoses a case 
of whooping cough as polio, you decide 
to make a special effort to win friends. 
VOICE: Gary would all the time beg 
us to let him go out at night to horse 
around with his friends, but we wouldn't 
permit it because those boys were a bad 
influence. 
RE: A familiar voice—right, Gary?— 
that of your father, Oliver, here with 
your mother, Ida Powers. . . . (They 
enter.) 
GP: Can't escape, no place to hide, 
nationwide TV . . . 
RE: Mrs. Powers, what did you and 
Mr. Powers say to Gary back then, 
when he'd want to go out with the other 
fellows? 
IP : First off, Gary'd say something 
like "But So-and-So goes out, why can't 
I?" and we'd come back, quick as a 
wink, and say, "Well, young man, if 
So-and-So went and jumped in the lake, 
would you follow him?" And Gary, he'd 
be really stumped for an answer then. 
RE: What other differences of opinion 
did you have with your parents while 
you were growing up, Gary? 
GP: They wouldn't let me wear clothes 
like the other fellas did—pegged pants, 
electric bow-ties, stuff like that. 
IP : 'Cause those were darkie clothes, 
son—we didn't want no son of ours 
lookin' like a darkie. 
OP: Gary really put up a fuss when 
we refused to permit him to go to the 
picture show. We figured it would be 
better for his character if'n he stayed 
to home and read a good upliftin' book 
instead. 

GP: I hardly ever went anywhere, even 
after school. 
OP: Had chores to do, son—haulin' 
water, scrubbin' the floors, helpin' your 
maw . . . 

j GP: Cleaning the coal. 
I RE: What? 
, GP: I had to wipe off each piece of 
I coal before we brought it inside so it 
I wouldn't get the house dirty. 
I RE: Even when Gary was allowed out, 
I I understand you made him take along 
' his sister, Erma, who was four years 
j younger, and that she followed him 
| everywhere. 
; VOICE: I'll say I followed Gary 

everywhere. Do you remember, Gary, 
! the time I caught you smoking in the 

bathroom and ran to tell Daddy? And 
j how he laughed so hard when he found 

out you were smoking corn pads instead 
i of corn silk, he could hardly spank you? 

RE: Here, Gary, from her present home 
in Ames, Iowa, your sister Erma, now 
Mrs. Roger Bunkie. (EB enters.) 
GP: Five years I've avoided her, and 
now this. . . . 
RE: Erma, did Gary get mad at you 

j regularly when you were kids? 
' EB: Boy, I'll say. Once, when I gave 

all his baseball trading cards to my boy-
j friend, he was really hoppin'. 
I GP: She wrecked my Schwinn Flyer, 

too. 
RE: What's that? 

I GP: My Schwinn bike, she busted up 
I my bike that I'd saved two years to 

buy, wrecked it, and they didn't do 
nothin' to her. 

; IP : She's a girl, son, that's why. You 
don't punish little girls. 
RE: Speaking of girls—Erma, Mr. and 
Mrs. Powers—did Gary do much dat
ing when he was in high school? 
OP: Didn't have much time. He had 
his chores, his church choir practice, his 
organ lessons, his newspaper route, his 
egg route, his homework, and baby-
sittin' for old Mrs. Carson across the 
street. 

I GP: I could never even have a driver's 
I license. 
, IP : There was enough maniacs on the 

roads as it was, son. 
RE: What about learning the birds and 
the bees? 
I P : Oh, we would never tell our chil
dren any of that filth! 
OP: Folks learn about s-e-x fast enough 
as it is without havin' it shoved down 
their throat as children. 
RE: But your social life took a turn 
for the better, didn't it, Gary, when you 
began noticing a certain someone in the 
grade behind you? 
IP : What's this, son—you had a girl 
friend and you never even told your 
own mother? 
VOICE: I'll never forget our very first 
date, Gary. We went to the school 
prom, and you were so embarrassed be
cause two days before your face had 

just exploded with acne—it was just 
frosted over with tiny whiteheads. 
GP: Who? 
RE: Your first sweetheart, Gary, now 
Mrs. Albert Sweibeck, of Hempstead, 
Long Island, you knew her as Norma 
Sue Banian. (NS enters.) 
GP: There must be some mistake. I'm 
sorry, but I've never seen this person 
before in my life. 
NS: You don't have to be shy about 
us, Gary. I'm not here to ask you for 
support for me and the baby—he's 
twenty-three now, by the way, the least 
you could do is send him a birthday 
card—I didn't tell you back then, you 
or any of my fellas, but I'd inherited 
five million from a maiden aunt. 
GP: I still don't . . . 
NS: You could've been rich, Gary, 
rolling in the stuff, you and me, but, 
oh no, you thought you were too good 
for me, you Mr. High-and-Mighty. I 
was just good enough for a quick . . . 
RE: We'll see you later at the party, 
Norma Sue. 

GP: I still don't recognize you, ma'am, 
but I feel I should apologize for some
body. 
RE: A very typical remark, Gary. Hu
mility was always your hallmark, wasn't 
it? 
GP: I was always saying "I'm sorry," 
even when I hadn't done anything. And 
I always felt sorry, too. 
RE: Next, Gary, it's off to pursue 
higher education at the state university. 
What do you remember most from your 
college days, Gary? 
GP: Pain, misery, loneliness . . . 
RE: An understandable response. Those 
weren't very happy times, were they, 
Gary? Your freshman roommate was an 
aggressive homosexual, and you never 
dared go to sleep at night. To get out 
of that situation, you pledge a popu
lar fraternity on campus, only to be 
blackballed when a member mistakes 
you for a fellow pledge named Francis 
Kerry Powell. Then, more heartbreak: 
A history professor catches a classmate 
peeking at your paper during a quiz, 
and, even though you know nothing 
about the cheating, he tries to have you 
both expelled. You escape expulsion 
when the classmate confesses, but when 
the dean congratulates you for your 
honesty at a monthly class assembly, 
everyone thinks you turned him in, and 
you are the victim of the silent treatment 
for the rest of your time at college. How 
did you feel about it all, Gary? 
GP: I was sorry I'd gotten the other 
fellow into so much trouble. 
RE: You had hit bottom, finally, Gary, 
and there was nowhere to go but up. 
After a childhood sweetheart elopes 
with an encyclopedia salesman a week 
before you were to announce your en
gagement, you meet and eventually 
marry your first wife, and you have to 
find a job. Several rejections and un-

continued 
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continued 

answered phone calls later, you are 
employed repossessing used cars in a 
colored neighborhood. 
VOICE: I'll never forget the time, 
Gary, when you were repossessing a 
prostitute's car and got picked up in 
a police raid on the cathouse. You were 
one red-faced son of a gun when I came 
down to bail you out, and the guys at 
work never let you forget it. 
RE: Another voice you haven't heard 
in several years, Gary—your best friend 
from that period, from Pontiac, Mich
igan, Charlie Ganzweitzer. (CG en
ters.) 

GP: Hiya, Charlie. 
CG: Halloo, Gare—how about that 
fifty you're into me for? 
RE: Charlie, was Gary always getting 
himself into trouble back then, too? 
CG: He was a walking disaster area, 
Ralph. One time we went out to a ball 
game, and, with 32,000 people in the 
ball park, Gary's the one who gets 
beaned by a line-drive foul—really 
cold-cocked him. Then they put him in 
the hospital overnight for observation, 
a nurse gets his chart mixed up with 
another patient's, and Gary undergoes 
open-heart surgery. But he came 
through O.K. 

RE: Yes, Gary always seems to bounce 
right back, doesn't he? Thank you, 
Charlie Ganzweitzer, we'll see you after 
the show. 
CG: Don't forget the fifty, Powers. 
GP: I'm sorry, but I'm flat tonight, 
Charlie. 
CG: Well, hit up Edwards, he should 
be owing you something. You ain't do
ing this for nothin', are ya? I'm hurtin', 
pal. 
GP: Mr. Edwards, do you suppose . . . 
RE: All the while you were working, 
Gary, you refused to let your education 
slide. After six years of hard studying 
at night school you get a college diploma 
and a law degree. Unfortunately, how
ever, the school loses its accreditation 
five days later when the local district 
attorney's office brings in indictments 
for fraud and conspiracy against all but 
two of its instructors. Your degree is 
worthless, and, in disgust, you join the 
air force. 

VOICE: Gary, we're honestly sorry for 
all the trouble you've had, for all you've 
been through, and would like to make 
it up to you. Would a check for a 
hundred thousand help? 
GP (beaming and aghast): Who is 
that? 
RE: Ah, nobody, Gary, pay no atten
tion, just one of the, er, stagehands, 
heh, heh, fooling around with the mike 
backstage. (Aside.) Get him away from 
there! (Back front.) Now then, Gary, 
your air-force career begins on a sour 
note as you are recycled through basic 
training three times when your file is 
accidentally shredded. Finally, you do 
get into flight school and realize your 

boyhood dream of being an airplane 
pilot. Gary, we tried very hard to get 
one of your air-force superiors to come 
on the show and be with you here on 
this memorable night, but no one in the 
military seems to want to have any
thing to do with you. 
GP: I understand. I'm sorry. 
RE: Were you a good soldier, Gary? 
GP: I followed orders. 
RE: We are rapidly approaching your 
momentous rendezvous with destiny, 

1 Francis Gary Powers. Following your 
; air-force tour of duty, you take a job 

as a pilot for Lockheed Aircraft, em
ployment that is, of course, just a front: 
you are paid by the Central Intelli-

'• gence Agency to make photo-recon
naissance flights over the Soviet Union 

! in Lockheed Utility-2 aircraft, other
wise known as the U-2. You are sta
tioned in the Middle East, and during 
a four-year period make twenty-seven 
flights over Russian soil without a single 
hitch. Your service with the CIA al-

; most over, you look forward to return
ing to a normal life in the United States. 
On the morning of May 1, 1960—the 

. most important holiday on the Rus-
; sian calendar, incidentally—you set out 

on another routine aerial spy mission, 
a 3,788-mile, eight-hour flight between 
Peshawar, Pakistan, and Bodo, Nor
way. The whole world knows what 
happened next, don't they, Gary? 
GP: I'm afraid so, sir. 
RE: Twelve hundred miles inside Rus
sia, near the city of Sverdlovsk, your 
plane plummets seventy thousand feet 
to the earth. You bail out, are cap
tured, and spend 108 days in a Soviet 
prison awaiting trial. 
GP: It was all my fault, I'm sorry. . . . 
RE: Everyone knows the general de
tails of your experience, Gary, but our 

| audience may not be familiar with some 
| of the finer points. 

GP: Do they have to be? 
RE: Afraid so, Gary. That's what 
boosts the ol' Nielsen. For example, 
none of the fourteen Soviet missiles 
fired at your U-2 scored a direct hit. 
You almost got away, but the U-2's 
tail was knocked off by the repercus
sion from an exploding missile that had 
missed you. In fact, one of those four
teen missiles actually shot down a So
viet MIG that had gone up to pursue 
your plane. 

GP: Gee, I'm awfully sorry about that. 
Was the pilot hurt? 
RE: Disintegrated. 
GP: Ooooooo. . . . 
RE: And given the Hero of the Soviet 
Union medal posthumously. 
GP: At least something went right for 
somebody that day. 
RE: What about the destruct mechan
ism on the U-2, Gary—why didn't you 
use that? 
GP: I tried to, but after being thrust 
out of the cockpit by the gravity forces, 

I couldn't reach it. 
RE: Your CIA superiors had said that 
the destruct device, activating a three-
pound charge of cyclonite, had a sev
enty-second timing delay. Later you 
were told that, had you reached the 
switch, your plane would have blown 
up instantly. 
GP: I never wanted to believe that. 
RE: Of course you didn't, Gary—that's 
the meaning of patriotism. And what 
about the pin tipped with the deadly 
poison, curare, which you had been 
given? 
GP: The pin was hidden in a silver 
dollar, which I knew would be found 
right away if I should be captured. So, 
as I was coming down, I threw away 
the coin and hid the pin in my pocket. 
They still found it right away. 
RE: What else did you try to do while 
you were parachuting toward earth? 
GP: I tried to guide my chute toward 
a large woods, where I could hide until 
nightfall and then escape. I missed the 
trees, landed in a big open field, and 
was immediately surrounded by a crowd 
of fifty or sixty curious peasants. 
RE: The CIA had given you one Slavic 
language phrase to use in such a situa
tion: "Take me to the underground 
and I will buy you a new motorcar." 
The simple peasants do not understand, 
they call the local police for help, and 
you are arrested. 

GP: They were only doing their job. 
RE: Meanwhile, when Washington re
ceived word that a U-2 had been shot 
down, the Government assumed the 
pilot was dead and explained that you 
had been making weather-observation 
flights over Turkey and had somehow 
blundered into Russian air space. But 
Gary Powers was very much alive in 
Moscow, telling his captors the truth 
about the mission. President Eisen
hower then had to confess he had lied 
before, and that the U.S. was indeed 
engaged in aerial espionage. The U.S. 
press and people wondered why you 
had not killed yourself and saved your 
country this embarrassment. 
GP: My CIA instructions never said 
I was to use the poisoned pin, and did 
say that I could just as well surrender 
if shot down. If I was captured, the 
CIA told me to cooperate fully, to be 
courteous and completely honest about 
my mission and the CIA's role in it. 
RE: But the CIA didn't tell the Amer
ican public that these were your in
structions? 

GP: No, no they didn't—they must've 
forgotten. 
RE: The CIA told the American press 
something, Gary. What was that? 
GP: When I was first interrogated in 
prison, I gave some misleading infor
mation to throw my captors off a little 
bit. I figured that if I didn't give them 
the whole story right away, they'd be 
sure to keep me alive and healthy for 
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a while longer. But when I did this, 
gave them some incomplete and inac
curate information, they brought in an 
edition of the New York Times where 
some CIA "spokesman" had leaked the 
complete and accurate information to 
the Times reporters. 
RE: Still, Gary, a lot of people thought 
you were an abject coward. The atti
tude of many U.S. citizens was summed 
up in Mort Sahl's line: "When Nathan 
Hale was captured by the British, he 
said, 'I regret that I have but one life 
to give for my country.' When Francis 
Gary Powers was captured by the Rus
sians, he said, 'I guess this changes all 
my plans.' " Even Premier Khrushchev 
implied a failure of duty when he said 
of you, "Everything alive wants to 
live." 
GP: I wanted to die. 
RE: Why didn't you, Gary? 
GP: I didn't know how. I had never 
done it before. 
RE: Instead the Russians conducted 
a three-day showcase trial, which re
sulted in even more worldwide embar
rassment to your country. At the end, 
you were sentenced to ten years in pris
on, seven of them at hard labor. 
GP: And even then the Western press 
didn't leave me alone. One reporter 
heard I was studying Russian and wrote 
that I was going to defect. So I gave 
up learning Russian. 
RE: Then, after eighteen long, hard 
months of imprisonment in a hostile, 
foreign land, Washington arranged with 
Moscow to exchange you for a cap
tured Soviet spy named Rudolf Abel. 
When the exchange occurred on Febru
ary 10, 1962, the federal prosecutor 
who had convicted Abel greeted your 
release with these critical words: "It's 
like trading Mickey Mantle for an 
average ballplayer. We gave them an 
extremely valuable man and got back 
an airplane driver." 
GP: I guess he didn't like me. 
RE: But he had never met you, Gary. 
All in all, it wasn't a very pretty story, 
was it? 
GP: No it wasn't, Mr. Edwards, and 
like I told the Russian judge at my 
trial, I was very, very sorry it had to 
happen. 
RE: But there was even more misery 
awaiting you back home, wasn't there, 
Gary? While you languished in a So
viet prison, your wife was starting di
vorce proceedings.Your ex-wife couldn't 
be with us today, Gary—something 
about a hair appointment—but we do 
have her present husband, from Palm 
Springs, California, Mr. Reggie Le-
blanc. (RL enters.) 
RL (to GP): Chin up, sport. 
RE: Mr. Leblanc . . . 
RL: Reggie's the name and sportin' 
is my game. Pick a card, any card . . . 
RE: Er, yes, ah Reggie . . . 
RL: It rhymes with wedgie and that 

spells golf, g-o-l-f. Foooore! 
RE: Yes, Reggie, how did you feel 
when you, so to speak, took Gary's 
place in the Powers' household? 
RL: Real bad, Ralph, real bad. I want 
to tell you I felt sick about it. Such sick
ness, such guilt, it was almost more than 
I could take—almost, but no more. But, 
after all—Ralph, Gary—the kids did 
need a full-time father. 
GP: I know. I realize. I failed. I'm 
sorry. 
RL: Well, got to dash, fellas, just re
membered I left the sauna running— 
see ya sport, Ralph . . . 
RE: After the heartbreak of this di-

! vorce, Gary Powers bounces back once 
I more. Ten months later you marry 
• Claudia Downey, and she is the one 
j who finally convinces you that the CIA 
I is not spying on you—as you suspect, 
. Gary—and that the two of you can lead 
| a normal, happy life. And here is that 
' woman, Gary, your lovely wife, Clau-
: dia. (CP enters.) Tell us, Claudia, how 
! did you convince Gary that the CIA 
j wasn't following him? 
| CP: I just told him that it was silly talk, 
! that the CIA trusted him implicitly and 
| knew he wouldn't let out any classified 
I information. 
j RE: And he believed you. Wonderful. 
j Where did you first meet Gary, 

Claudia? 
CP: It was while I was working for the 
CIA as a psychometrist in 1962. One 
of my superiors suggested that I might 
want to mar—er, meet Gary. 
RE: And I can see the marriage has 
worked out magnificently. Stay right 
here, why don't you, while we bring the 
life of Francis Gary Powers up-to-date. 
The normal life you have dreamed 
about is yours at last, Gary, despite a 
series of misfortunes. You accept a job 
with Lockheed once again, and this time 
it is legitimate employment as a test 
pilot at Lockheed's Southern California 
installation. You move your new family 
to the West Coast, and shortly after
wards your home in the Hollywood hills 
is washed away in a mudslide. 
GP: The insurance company said it was 
an act of God. 
RE: And, after a heated, fruitless argu
ment with the claims investigator, he 
falls down what remains of your front 
steps and successfully sues you for dam
ages. 
GP: I was very sorry that had to hap
pen, but it was an accident. 
RE: Of course it was, Gary, you've seen 
enough accidents to know. You have an
other run-in with the insurance com
pany when a falling steel girder crushes 
your car as it is parked next to a con
struction- site where you work. 
GP: That time the post office lost my 
premium payment, and the policy had 
been canceled twelve hours before the 
accident. 
RE: And there was more. An airline 

misplaces your luggage, and you have 
to quickly purchase an entire new ward
robe; a few days later the store where 
you have bought your new clothes an
nounces a fifty percent reduction sale. 
Responding to an emergency call for 
your rare blood-type, you catch gan
grene from a dirty needle. Three of your 
overcoats are taken from restaurants 
within a two-week period . .. 
GP: They were all honest mistakes. 
RE: You lose money investing in a 
uranium mine and a fast-food franchise. 
Credit cards are stolen, and your dog 
develops rabies and bites a neighbor
hood child. Your hopes of regaining the 
respect and admiration of your country
men as a Lockheed test pilot are dashed 
when the company goes broke. Perhaps 
the ultimate humiliation comes when 
your memoirs are rejected by fifteen 
different magazines and book publish
ers. When your story is published in 
book form, it sells only 1,003 copies na
tionwide. Quite a remarkable record of 
achievement for you, Francis Gary 
Powers, America's premier victim. (At 
this point, an overhead studio light rack 
falls, pinning Powers—and only Powers 
—beneath it on the floor.) 
RE:Oh, my, another accident, Gary. 
GPTt's O.K.,Mr. Edwards,I'm used to 
it. 

RE: We'll get help for you, Gary, as 
soon as the show is over. 
GP: It doesn't hurt as much if you don't 
think about it. 
RE: Our thirty minutes' worth of your 
eventful life must now come to a close, 
Gary. As a token of remembrance, we 
have for your wife this solid-gold charm 
bracelet especially made for us by Mar-
chal Jewelers of New York, with each 
charm symbolizing an event in yourlife. 
And for you, Gary, we have this magni
ficent set of gold cuff-links, one link in 
the shape of a U-2 plane and the other 
a replica of a Soviet missile. Now, let's 
all go to the party awaiting us at the 
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel and we'll 
talk some more about old times. (GP is 
left alone onstage, pinned under the 
light rack.) 
GP: Doctor! 

VOICE: The doctor's office hours are 
from 1:00 to 4:00 P.M. every weekday 
except Thursday, by appointment only. 
This is a recording. If you would like to 
leave a message and a number where 
you can be reached, please wait for the 
"beep" and then recite your message . . . 
"beep." 
GP: Yes, my name is Francis Gary 
Powers, you may have heard of me, and 
I know this is sort of hard to believe, 
but I'm down here in Studio B and I've 
had, well, sort of an accident. It isn't the 
first time this sort of thing has hap
pened, and, well, maybe I had better 
start at the beginning. You see . . . 
VOICE: Thank you for your message. 
You will be contacted in your turn. • 
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"Rubbish, Colonel, it can't be done!" 
"You are mistaken, Dr. Shershnev. 

Not only can it be done but I know 
how to do it." 

The Minister of Defense accepted a 
sheaf of papers from an assistant and 
spread them out before him on the green 
baize of the massive conference table. 
All eyes were upon him when he finally 
spoke. 

"My dear Colonel Vernadsky. They 
have spent billions upon billions of dol
lars perfecting a defense system equal 
almost to our own. Their warning sys
tems alone include DEW Line, the Pine 
Tree Line, and BMEWS. We'd be de
tected before we even reached Canada. 
And then they'd strike back. NORAD 
and SAC would be alerted, they'd go 
to DefCon 1 and, within minutes, 
launch every available ICBM against 
us, to say nothing of squadrons of B-
52G's and FB- l l l ' s armed with nuclear 
warheads. The result would be whole
sale destruction of such scope and mag
nitude to both countries that if our first 
strike yielded what used to be roughly 
termed 'victory,' their second strike 
would render such a victory, at best, 
Pyrrhic." He paused to take a sip of 
mineral water before adding, "It is im
possible to penetrate their defenses un
detected." 

"Normally, you would be right," re
plied Vernadsky, lighting up a Novot-
nis. "But there is a weak link, a certain 
area where all their elaborate prepara
tions and advanced technology have 
been undermined by sentimentality. By 
taking advantage of this weak link, we 
can bring them to their knees." 

"What of the cost?" inquired Mar
shal Kuusinen. 

"The cost is negligible. Beyond the 
slow V-l-like missiles themselves, I'd 
require ten or twelve thousand yards of 
resilient, red fabric; two thousand iden
tical mannequins of an aging, obese 
male with a florid complexion; eighteen 
thousand durable, lightweight simulated 
animals, and a few other incidentals." 

"For those of us unfamiliar with your 
plan, Colonel Vernadsky, would you 
mind explaining it again?" 

"I would be happy to, Premier. Once 
every year, in an effort to humanize 
their military, they pretend to sight a 
mythological folk hero and report this 
sighting to their children. The folk hero 
is known by the unlikely name of . . ." 

At the National Armed Forces Bu
reau of Public Relations, Airman First 
Class Timothy McKee was typing up a 
news release. It went quickly because 
actually he was just copying last year's 
release and changing the date: 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
DATE: CHRISTMAS EVE, 1971 ' 
A RESOLUTE BAY RADAR 

TRACKING STATION HAS 
PICKED UP AN UNIDENTIFIED 
FLYING OBJECT OVER THE 
NORTH POLE. GROUND 
OBSERVERS DESCRIBE THE 
OBJECT AS A SLEIGH-LIKE 
CRAFT DRAWN BY NINE (9) 
REINDEER AND MANNED BY 
A RED 

The intercom buzzed. 
"Yes, sir." 
"Is the Santa story done yet?" 
"Typing it up now, sir. Be on your 

desk in five minutes." 
-SUITED FIGURE. WHEN 

LAST SEEN . . . 

" . . . although diplomatic sources hold 
little hope that Rodgers' plan for an 
interim settlement will succeed. 

"This just in. A Resolute Bay track
ing station has picked up an unidenti
fied flying object over the North Pole. 

I According to a Pentagon official, the 
j object was described as a sleigh-like 
1 craft drawn by nine reindeer and 

manned by a red-suited figure. When 
last seen, the craft was heading in a 
southerly direction and is expected to 
reach the United States around mid
night. 

"And that's the way it is—Friday, 
December 24th, 1971. This is Walter 
Cronkite, CBS News. Merry Christmas 

! and good night." 

A yellow light flashed on the SSB 
| panel , and J im Tallarico almost 
; knocked over his coffee attempting to 
punch into the Resolute Bay line. "NO
RAD ComCen," he said crisply. 

"This is Extended DEW Line Sta
tion Foxtrot One Point Four, Corporal 
Wenz reporting. Our radar has picked 

; up unidentified blips with no IFF over 
j the North Pole heading due south at 
: moderate speeds. They do not respond 
! to attempts at radio contact. Ground 
| observers describe the crafts as sleighs 
: pulled by flying rein " 

"It's not necessary, Corporal, to ac-
'. tually call this report in and tie up a 
: National Security emergency line. Pub

lic Relations takes care of—did you say 
'blips' plural?" 

"Affirmative, sir. There are thou-
j sands of sleighs and reindeer heading 

toward " 
"Just one will do, Corporal." 
"Standing by for instructions, sir." 
"I suggest you hang up your stocking 

and go to bed, Corporal. Good night." 

Interceptor Group Commander Burt 
; Hodges reported back to base. 

"Teepee 2, Teepee 2, this is Coffee 
6. Do you read me? Over." 

"I read you five by five, Coffee 6. 
This is Colonel Bohlen. Over." 

"Colonel, I have visual on a sleigh, 

nine reindeer, and a bearded man at 
Angels 30, speed 850, head " 

"Fine, Burt, fine. Spare me the de
tails. I'll call Public Relations and see 
if they can use it." 

"No shit, Colonel! I really sighted 
a sleigh and " 

"Cut the clowning, Burt. Frankly, I 
just don't get you. You do something 
nice for the kids and then you go lousin' 
it up with that gutter talk of yours." 

"But " 
"No 'buts' about it, Burt. Merry 

Christmas. Over and out." 

Mr. Len Brenson of Gilpin, Colora
do, was out in the driveway putting 
chains on his tires, when Donald, his 
four-year-old son, raced across the yard, 

| gesturing frantically toward the sky. 
"Look, look, Daddy! It's Sandy Claws! 
Sandy Claws is here!" Mr. Brenson 
glanced up to see three reindeer teams 
with sleighs streaking overhead. "Must 
be some sort of supermarket opening," 
he muttered, returning to the chains. 

At San Clemente, the President had 
been working late on next week's ad
dress to the Southern Governors' Con
ference. On his desk were a score of 
Christmas greetings, including an em
bossed card from the Russian ambassa
dor that read, in Russian, English, and 
French, "Peace on Earth." In a corner 
of the office sat a red telephone. It had 
not rung. 

Yawning, the President decided to 
call it a day and started upstairs. "Mer
ry Christmas," he said to a Secret Serv
ice agent who was playing solitaire on 
the living-room couch. 

"Merry Christmas, Mr. President," 
the agent replied. 

" . . . was Fred Waring and the choir 
! with the Firestone Symphony Orches-
! tra performing 'Winter Wonderland.' 
! And now WIBX continues its Christ-
! mas medley with Jim Nabors singing 
i the ever-popular 'Jolly Old Saint Nich-
| olas.' 'Jolly old Saint Nicholas, Lean 

your ear this way. Don't you tell a 
j single soul, What I'm going to say. 

Christmas Eve is coming soon, Now 
you de' " 

And at Omaha and San Diego and 
Orlando and Norfolk and Batesville and 
Colorado Springs and Fort Benning 
and Fort Bragg and Fort Ord and Fort 
Carson and Grand Forks Air Force 
Base and Edwards Air Force Base and 
Vandenberg Air Force Base and Malm-
strom Air Force Base and Lowry Air 
Force Base and the Pentagon and 
Cheyenne Mountain and hundreds 
more key military installations and mu
nitions plants and missile silos, Ru
dolph's nose glowed brighter than it 
ever had before. • 
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GRATUITOUS 
WISH-FULFILLMENT 

DEPT. 
The holiday season is usually a bit grim around the NatLampCo offices. 
No one sends us greeting cards except the Have a Hemophiliac for 
Lunch Foundation, and our publisher's wry idea of a Christmas bonus 
is a box of No. 7 Swingline staples and a fresh typewriter ribbon. Under
standably, the editors tend to grow cranky and glum, deadlines, are 
ignored, misspellings run rampant, and participles are found dangling 
from light fixtures with pathetic, crudely lettered suicide notes. To cheer 
themselves up, the editors have decided to give themselves Christmas 
presents at your expense. Comic penster Frank Springer was commis
sioned to draw up five of our own personal adolescent daydreams, the 
original of which we get for keeps. In addition to ego trips by Henry 
Beard, Doug Kenney, George Trow, Michael O'Donoghue, and Art 
Director Michael Gross, you may notice that Mr. Springer has also 
included one of his own. Unasked. 
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(Ehrisfmas in 3)xtl 
Ghostwritten for Charles Dickens by Michel Choquette and Anne Beatts a 

isenhower was dead, to begin with. 
There is no doubt whatever about 
that. Old Ike was as dead as a door
nail. 

Nixon knew he was dead? Of course 
he did. How could it be otherwise? 
Nixon and he were partners for who 

knows how many years. Nixon was his number-two 
man, his sole understudy, his chief sycophant, his fav
orite scapegoat, and his noisiest public mourner. And 
even Nixon was not so dreadfully cut up by Eisen
hower's last illness, but that he was an excellent man 
of politics on the very eve of the election, and wheedled 
a feeble gesture of support from the dying man. 

Oh! but he was a smooth customer. Nixon! a pussy
footing, vacillating, evasive, self-serving old pettifog
ger! Bland and slippery as tapioca; secret, and self-
contained, and solitary as an oyster. 

But what did Nixon care! It was the very thing he 
liked. To maneuver his way up the ladder of success, 
toeing the party line all the way, was pure gravy to 
Nixon. 

Once upon a time—of all the good days in the year, 
on the Friday before Independence Day—Nixon sat 
busy at his desk. The city clocks had only just gone 
three, but even now in the neighboring offices, civil 
servants were deserting their posts in anticipation of 
the long weekend. It was hot, humid, muggy weather: 
smoggy withal: a dingy cloud came drooping down, 
obscuring everything. 

The door of Nixon's office was open that he might 
keep his eye upon his Veep who in a dismal little 
cubicle beyond was improving his word-power. This 
latter was so intent upon his travail, he scarce noticed 
when two swarthy gentlemen burst in and made their 
way past him to the inner sanctum. 

They now stood, with pointed shoes, in Nixon's 
office. From their hair emanated the cloying fragrance 
of Tres Flores. 

"Pleez to meet you, Meester Eisenhower," said one 
of the gentlemen. 

"Mr. Eisenhower has not been here these twelve 
years," Nixon replied. "I'm the only President you've 
got." 

"Forgeev us, Meester Presidente. Sefior Rebozo send 
us from Miami to ask you an especial favor." 

At the ominous word "favor," Nixon frowned, and 
shook his head. 

"We are very patriotic one hundred percen' Cuban-
Americans," said the first gentleman, taking up a pen 
from the desk, "an' we like to ask you for some money. 
Also we weesh to use your name to get more money 
from famous people when we go on color television an' 
tell the whole American public that el Presidente ees 
muy simpatico to our cause." 

Nixon maintained a stony silence. 
"How much do you weesh to geev, Sefior?" 
"Well, that's an interesting question," said Nixon. 

"First, let me make one thing perfectly clear. If, on the 
one hand, I were to make a donation to your cause, it 
would be more fitting for a person in a position such 
as myself to give anonymously. But on the other hand, 
all things considered, it's only proper for the President 
to espouse a cause which has many things to be said 
in favor of it. Yet it would hardly seem fair to take 
credit for supporting a cause which I didn't endorse, 
or, for that matter, endorsing a cause which I didn't 
support. So you see, it's very difficult for me to give you 
a firm answer on that matter at this time." 

"If we unnerstan' you correctly, Sefior, you are 
saying no?" 

"Now, I didn't say that. I'm just suggesting that 
you go through the proper channels." 

"Wheech channels, Sefior?" 
"Try channel 4, why don't you?" joshed Nixon. 
"We are sorry to see you are not so much a patriot 

anymore, Meester Presidente," said the first gentle
man, putting the pen in his breast-pocket. "Maybe 
Sefior Humphrey would have been more generous." 

"Bah, Humphrey!" said Nixon. 
And as if to prove conclusively that, barring further 

developments, that was that, he closed the door upon 
their Cuban heels. 

Nixon resumed his labors with an improved opinion 
of himself, and in a more facetious temper than was 
usual with him. 

Meanwhile, the temperature soared so, that the 
struggling mass of humanity put off their coats and 
jackets, and sweated in their shirtsleeves. In the crowd
ed railway station, bustling with holiday travelers, an 
American of African descent, a bootblack by trade, 
paused, expectorated, and wiped his glistening ebony 
forehead with an even blacker rag, winning a smile of 
sympathy from the Senatorial occupant of the ele
vated chair, whose own linen handkerchief, at present 
reposing in his vest-pocket, had also seen much service 
that day. Throughout the city, and especially at its 
suburban extremities, each hostess opened her capa
cious Frigidaire, and gave the serried ranks of Frank
furt sausages a pitiless inspection, to see if they should 
be sufficient for the forthcoming backyard barbecue. 

The afternoon pressed on. At length the time arrived 
to close the Executive Office Building; whereupon, 
slamming shut his dictionary, Nixon's straight-backed 
subordinate boldly put one foot into the lion's den, 
and the other, even more boldly, into his mouth: 

"Well, I guess we can all loosen our ties and relax 
our sphincters till Tuesday." 

Nixon winced. 
"I've told you not to use that word. This isn't an 

army barracks. You come in here saying things like 
that, and then you wonder why I can't send you to 
China, instead of Henry Kissinger!" 

"I never made any ethnic remarks about Chinks," 
said the Vice-President. "I'm very popular in Taiwan." 

"Not Taiwan, you ninny! Red China!" 
continued 
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continued 

Had the Vice-President been a man 
of smaller stature, his chin, in dropping, 
might have touched the floor. 

"Red China? But that's a Commun
ist country, isn't it?" 

"That may be so," said Nixon. "But 
one thing I know for certain, so to speak 
—there's two sides to every story. Now, 
no one has ever accused me of under
estimating the real and present danger 
of world domination posed by the pow
ers of International Communism. And 
you can take my word for that. But I'm 
afraid that the time has come, more or 
less, when we can no longer ignore the 
presence of these powerful nations, even 
though their ideology may differ from 
ours—and I'm willing to debate you on 
that. Why do you think we sent the 
Ping-Pong team?" 

"Does that mean you might be going 
to Red Communist China, too?" quav
ered the Vice-President. 

"I'm going to get a sandwich from the 
cafeteria before it closes," said Nixon; 
and walked out, leaving his bewildered 
assistant to take this in lieu of a "Good
night," like it or lump it; and like it he 
may not have, but he said little about 
it, since there was no one to say it to, 
and his thoughts were already upon the 
Glorious Fourth, and his eyes upon the 
hands of the clock which now put him 
in remembrance of the fact that he had 
to stop and pick up a pizza on the way 
home. 

[Pp^lClpllp-pi1 ixon carried his melan-
fcy_fe!rj^tj/ choly tray back to his 
l l lJfcA"r^^ melancholy office; and 
^ tAin ^ r n a v^nS r e a d all the head-
P'«F^|kjf2ii l m e s m aH the news-
| | s | g ^ | s | g papers, and beguiled the 

rest of the evening with his scrapbook, 
went home to bed. He lived in chambers 
which had once belonged to his de
ceased partner. They were an unre-
deemably middle-class suite of rooms, 
in a large white building set back from 
the street, that looked to have been 
constructed after no one design, but 
rather begun and left off in stages, with 
each successive architectural accretion 
whimsically following a new designer's 
fancy. 

The day's oppressive heat had given 
way to thunderclouds, and as Nixon 
crossed the lawn, he was buffeted by a 
sudden gust of wind, indicating that the 
storm was about to break. Indeed, the 
first drop of rain occasioned him to has
ten the last few yards to the threshold. 

Now, it is a fact, that there was noth
ing at all particular about the knocker 
on the door, except that it was very 
large. It is also a fact, that Nixon had 
seen it night and morning, during his 
whole residence in that place; also that 
Nixon had as little of what is called 
fancy about him as any man in the Dis
trict of Columbia. Let it also be borne 
in mind that Nixon had not bestowed 

one thought on Eisenhower since his 
last mention of his dead partner that 
afternoon. And then let any man ex
plain, if he can, how it happened that 
Nixon, having his key in the lock of the 
door, saw in the knocker, without its 
undergoing any intermediate process of 
change—not a knocker, but Eisenhow
er's face. 

Eisenhower's face. It was not angry 
or ferocious, but looked at Nixon as 
Eisenhower used to look. 

As Nixon stared fixedly at this phe
nomenon, it was a knocker again. So he 
said, "Pooh, pooh!" and stepped inside, 
closing the door behind him with a bang. 
The sound resounded through the house 
like thunder. The elements answered 
with a peal of their own, and the storm 
began in earnest. 

Nixon was not a man to be frightened 
by thunder, provided he was safely in
doors. He walked across the hall, and 
into the elevator. The ascent seemed of 
longer duration than usual, and if Nixon 
was not mistaken, the doors hesitated 
for a fraction of an instant before open
ing again. 

He ventured forth cautiously, and 
before he closed the door of his suite 
behind him, he walked through his 
rooms to see that all was right. He had 
just enough recollection of the face to 
desire to do that. 

Red Room, Green Room, Blue Room. 
All as they should be. Nobody under 
the table; nobody under the sofa; no
body under the bed; nobody in the 
closet; nobody in his dressing-gown. 

Quite satisfied, he closed his door, 
and locked himself in; double-locked 
himself in, which was not his custom. 
He took off his necktie; put on his 
dressing-gown and slippers, and his 
nightcap; and sat down before the tele
vision set to take his nightly ketchup 
and cottage cheese. 

A panoply of figures danced before 
him on the screen: Carsons, Griffins, 
Italian crooners, Jewish comedians, 
medics, law-enforcement officers, hun
dreds of images to attract his thoughts; 
and yet that face of Eisenhower, two 
years dead, came like the National An
them, and spelt "Finis" to all of them. 

Nixon switched off the set; and 
walked across the room. 

After several turns, he sat down 
again. As he threw his head back in the 
chair, his glance happened to rest upon 
the stereo, where a well-worn recording 
of Ravel's "Bolero" by the Melachrino 
Strings had been left on the turntable. 
It was with great astonishment, and 
with a strange, inexplicable dread, that 
as he looked, he saw this record begin 
to revolve all by itself. 

The needle scraped along the grooves 
for a few bars only, and then the eerie 
music stopped as suddenly as it had 
begun. It was succeeded by a clanking 
noise, deep down below, on the base

ment level. Soon after, Nixon heard the 
hum of the elevator in service, and then 
the unmistakable sound of the doors 
sliding open on his floor. 

A small, round, white projectile hur
tled through the locked door of his suite, 
followed by a ghostly apparition. Upon 
its coming, the lightning flared outside 
the window, and the thunder clapped, 
as if to say, "I know him, Eisenhower's 
Ghost!" 

The same face: the very same. Eisen
hower, with a two-iron in his hand, and 
nearly bent double under the weight of 
a heavy golf bag which he carried on 
his shoulder, and which clanked at 
every step. He was entangled in red 
tape, which adhered to everything it 
touched; and trailed yards of it behind 
him, as a mummy, lately exhumed and 
fought over by a brace of ardent Egyp
tologists, might trail its linen wraps. 
Around his waist was wound a chain 
of paper clips. 

"You don't believe in me," observed 
the Ghost. 

"Now, I didn't say that," said Nixon, 
hastily. 

The Spirit took a practice swing, and 
then returned the golf club to the bag, 
rattling the contents as he did so. 

Nixon began to tremble. 
"Who are you?" he said, stalling for 

time. 
"In life I was your partner, Eisen

hower." 
"But you're tangled in red tape and 

paper clips," said Nixon. 
"I wear the chains I fashioned in 

life," replied the Ghost. "I made them 
inch by inch, and yard by yard. They 
are the shackles of bureaucracy!" 

And here the spectre shook its fetters, 
and rattled its bagful of clubs so hide
ously, that the thunder and lightning 
paled by comparison, and the night 
watchman would have been justified in 
indicting the Ghost for a nuisance. 

Nixon trembled more and more. 
"Oh, woe is me! thus stapled, clipped, 

and sticky-taped!" cried the phantom. 
"I didn't know that piled-up paperwork 
will hinder even Generals from honoring 
their campaign promises! I should have 
spent more time cleaning up the mess 
in Washington, and less time teeing-off! 
Now an eternity of regret cannot make 
amends for a moment of relaxed vigil
ance in the fight against Communist 
infiltration! Oh, what a fuzzy-minded 
fool I was!" 

"But you were always a good man 
for the Party, Ike," faltered Nixon, who 
now began to apply this to himself. 

"The Party!" cried the Ghost, plac
ing his hand over his heart. "America 
was my Party; and I almost forgot that. 
And on this weekend of the year I suffer 
most. This, our nation's birthday, only 
serves to remind me of eight years mis
spent! Why did I let the Commies steal 
Korea from us at the peace table! Why 
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did I appoint Earl Warren to the Su
preme Court! Why didn't I send tanks 
to Hungary in '56! Why did I give 
Castro a hero's welcome! How could I 
have allowed my grandchildren to be 
photographed sitting on Nikita Khrush
chev's knee!" 

Nixon was very much dismayed to 
hear the spectre going on at this rate, 
and began to quake exceedingly. 

"And now you, Dick Nixon, are 
turning soft on Communism!" 

Nixon shivered, and wiped the per
spiration from his brow. 

"I am here tonight to warn you," 
pursued the Ghost, "that you have yet 
a chance of escaping my fate. You will 
be haunted by Three Spirits." 

Nixon's countenance fell. 
"I—I think I'd rather not," he said. 
"Expect the First tomorrow, in this 

room, when the clock strikes ten thirty." 
"Couldn't I have them all at once, 

and get it over with?" hinted Nixon. 
"Expect the Second in November, 

when the Horn is plenty; the Third on 
Christmas Eve. Look to see me no more; 
and look that, for your own sake, you 
remember what has passed between us!" 

Nixon wondered, but dared not ask, 
who was writing the Ghost's speeches. 

The apparition walked toward the 
window; and, with some slight effort, 
opened it. The storm burst in upon the 
room. The lightning flashed so alarm
ingly, and the rain so pelted down, that 
even a ghost might have wished to be 
safe inside on a night like this. But 
Eisenhower's Ghost, turning his mourn
ful glance one last time upon Nixon, 
floated out into the storm. 

Between the thunderclaps, Nixon 
could hear the loud knocking of his own 
heart against his ribs. 

Eisenhower's voice called up from 
below the windowsill: 

"Dick, I think I left a golf ball in 
your room." 

Nixon went down on his hands and 
knees to search for it. 

ixon did not retire to 
hisaccustomed chamber 
on the following night, 
but instead sought shel
ter in the sturdy four-
poster that had once 

belonged to Lincoln. Worn out by an 
afternoon spent in the White House 
bowling alley, he fell asleep upon the 
instant. But some premonitory senti
ment aroused him, just as the luminous 
hands of his wristwatch reached the 
hour of half past ten. 

It was not until a quarter to eleven 
that the curtains of the bed suddenly 
were drawn aside; and Nixon, starting 
up into a half-recumbent attitude, found 
himself face to face with the unearthly 
visitor who drew them. 

It was a strangely familiar figure, 
reeking of sweat and bourbon. It was 

clad in shirtsleeves, and the tie about 
its neck was loosened. The face was 
shanty Irish: beetle-browed, with puffy 
cheeks and unshaven jaw. The Spirit's 
hairline was receding; and the hair its 
head had lost seemed to have sprouted 
anew upon its arms and hands. 

The figure had an open briefcase at 
its feet, from which it was continually 
drawing fistfuls of papers, and brandish
ing them aloft. These documents at first 
glance appeared to be sworn affidavits, 
and lists of names; but when Nixon 
looked again, they had turned to seed 
catalogues and Greyhound timetables. 

"What's going on here?" asked 
Nixon. 

"Point of order!" cried the Spirit. 
"Let me rephrase the question," said 

Nixon. "Who are you?" 
"I am the Ghost of Issues Past." 
"Long Past?" inquired Nixon hope

fully. 
"No. Your past." 
It put out a beefy hand as it spoke, 

and clasped him by the arm. 
"Get up, and come with me!" 
Nixon rose: but finding that the 

Spirit made towards the window, tugged 
at its shirttail in supplication. 

"Can't we take the elevator?" Nixon 
remonstrated. 

Even as he spoke these words, Nixon 
and the Spirit passed through the wall, 
and stood upon a country road, with 
railway tracks on one hand. The city 
had entirely vanished. It was a warm 
summer night. 

"Good Heavens!" said Nixon, as he 
looked about him. "I was born and bred 
in this place. I was a boy here!" 

"Your lip is trembling," said the 
Ghost. "And what's that on your 
cheek?" 

Nixon muttered, with an unusual 
catching in his voice, that it was a pim
ple; and begged the Ghost to lead him 
where it would. 

They walked along the dirt road; 
until a small filling station appeared in 
the distance, with a house and make
shift tennis court behind. The filling sta
tion had once been a place of worship, 
and the bell tower of the old church 
still loomed against the starlit sky. 

"Looks like someone's in the bell 
tower," said the Ghost. 

The lump in Nixon's throat grew 
larger. 

They went, the Ghost and Nixon, 
up the tower stairs." At the top, in a little 
room, a lonely boy was hunched over 
his books; and Nixon wept to see his 
former self. 

"I see a child," said Nixon, his voice 
filled with emotion. "He hears the train 
go by at night, and he dreams of far
away places where he'd like to go. It 
seems like an impossible dream. But he 
is helped on his journey through life. 
A father who had to go to work before 
he finished the sixth grade sacrificed 

everything he had so that his son could 
go to college. A gentle Quaker mother, 
with a passionate concern for peace, 
quietly wept when he went to war, but 
she understood why he had to go. A 
great teacher, a remarkable football 
coach, an inspirational minister encour
aged him on his way. A courageous wife 
and loyal children stood by him in vic
tory and also defeat. And in his chosen 
profession of politics, first there were 
scores, then hundreds, then thousands, 
and finally millions who worked for his 
success. And here I stand before you 
tonight, President of the United States 
of America!" 

The Spirit belched. 
It plucked Nixon by the sleeve and, 

still lugging its briefcase, led the way 
outside again. A burst of fireworks lit 
the sky. Dazzled by Catherine-wheels 
and Roman candles, Nixon found him
self looking through a lighted window 
into a modest home, where a closeknit 
family sat at table, celebrating the 
Fourth of July. The cloth was decorated 
with red, white, and blue bunting. Nixon 
recognized his youthful self, a spoonful 
of vanilla ice cream halfway to his lips. 

Nixon's heart leaped up to behold 
this patriotic scene. 

"I see that some American blood still 
runs through your veins," observed the 
Spirit. 

Although they had but that moment 
left the tower behind them, they were 
now in the busy thoroughfares of a city. 
A white dome rose above them; and 
Nixon knew it for the Capitol. 

They passed on, and of a sudden were 
confined between the walls of a small 
office, adorned by a simple crucifix. At 
the sight of a kindly, pink-faced man in 
a black cassock, sitting at a desk, Nixon 
cried in great excitement: 

"Why, it's old Father Cronin! Bless 
his heart!" 

Nixon's former self, now grown a 
young man, trotted briskly in, accom
panied by a fellow congressman. 

"Charlie Kersten, for sure!" ex
claimed Nixon. 

"Hello, boys," said Father Cronin. 
"I wrote it all down for you. His name 
is Alger Hiss." 

This rosy vision faded, and Nixon 
became conscious that the Ghost was 
looking full uponhim. The Ghostlurched 
forward, waving a document under 
Nixon's nose. 

"I have here in my hand a paper 
which contains, Richard Nixon, a com
plete record of your political career!" 

Nixon could see nothing but a blank 
sheet of paper. But the Ghost continued 
to refer to it while speaking: 

"It shows what a fighter you once 
were, when you were young and full of 
piss and vinegar, and ready to ruin the 
career of any pinko who crossed your 
path! It shows right here how you got 
your seat in Congress by denouncing 
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continued 

Voorhis as a card-carrying Commie 
sympathizer. It shows what you did with 
the information Father Cronin gave 
you. It shows how, with my help, you 
exposed Helen Gahagan Douglas for 
the Pink Lady she was, and struck an
other blow against subversive elements 
in government. You were a good Ameri
can, Dick, and a good friend!" 

Nixon looked about him, hoping no 
one had overheard this praise. 

"But now," the Ghost resumed, "we 
come to a blacker page in your history. 
This paper I'm holding tells the ugly 
story of how you lost your nerve and 
turned on me when the going got rough. 
It's all here, Dick. The sordid details 
of how you and Rogers lured me into 
your office to talk about investigating 
the CIA, so I wouldn't find out that at 
that very moment Eisenhower was busy 
smearing me to a bunch of Protestant 
clergymen. And the complete text of 
the speech you made on television, re
pudiating me, after Eisenhower put you 
up to it. But you didn't stop at that. 
Nossir! You selected a committee of 
traitors and known Communists who 
called themselves U.S. Senators to hunt 
me down and drive me into the ground. 
You betrayed your American heritage 
for the sake of your own political ad
vancement. How could you have laid 
down your weapons in the fight against 
World Communism? Dick, Dick, why 
have you forsaken me?" 

Nixon fell upon his knees, and 
clasped his hands before his face. 

"No more!" he cried. "No more. I 
can't stand this!" 

But the relentless Chost forced him 
to observe what happened next. 

They were in another scene and 
place, beside a swimming pool, where 
men and women wearing bathing cos
tumes strolled about, bearing tall 
glasses filled with different-colored li
quors. Dark-hued manservants in crisp 
white jackets were turning spits on 
which revolved gigantic sides of beef, 
enough to feed a multitude. In the place 
of honor reposed a giant slab, which on 
closer inspection proved to be an edible 
version of Old Glory, fashioned out of 
cake to commemorate America's birth
day; and in which the pastry cooks' art 
had so succeeded, that it might have 
flown proudly from any flagpole in the 
land. 

Nixon drew closer, animated by an 
irrepressible desire to ascertain how 
many candles were on the cake. A 
width-by-breadth multiplication quick
ly fixed the number at one hundred and 
eighty-six, with one left over, indicating 
that the year was 1963. 

"Hurry up, I haven't much time left," 
said the Ghost, pulling Nixon away. 

Unseen, they elbowed their way 
through the press of guests up to the 
bar. Around him Nixon saw many fa
miliar faces: celebrities he knew and 
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celebrities he would have liked to have 
known. 

"Why, there's John Wayne," Nixon 
couldn't help exclaiming. "And Bob 
Hope, and Connie Francis, and Shirley 
Temple Black, and Georgie Jessel, 
wearing the same uniform he uses to 
entertain the troops! And there's Sena
tor Murphy, tap-dancing on the patio!" 

Nixon's attention was captured by 
two distinguished-looking gentlemen, 
with golden-brown complexions which 
bespoke a regular exposure to the sun. 
The shorter of the two had silver hair 
and spectacles, and both men's teeth 
were capped. Hard by the bar they 
stood, engaged in conversation; and 
Nixon bent an ear. 

"Ron," said the bespectacled gentle
man, "I saw an old friend of yours last 
week. Richard Nixon." 

"What's he doing with himself these 
days?" inquired the better-looking of 
the two, who was handsome enough to 
be a leading man. 

"Gone back to his law practice, I sup
pose. What else can you do when your 
political career is all washed up?" 

"I can't say I'd want him to defend 
me," said the one who had been ad
dressed as Ron. "If he lost the case, 
he'd probably blame it all on the press." 

"Seriously, though," commented the 
other, "I think Nixon made a mistake 
when he spoke out against the John 
Birch Society. He's lost touch with 
what's good for America." 

"Well, I'm just a political novice, 
Barry. What say we tie on the feed-
bag?" 

"Spirit!" said Nixon in a broken 
voice. "Take me away from here. I can't 
bear it!" 

He turned upon the Ghost, which 
would have shown him further, and 
wrestled with it. 

"The last time we had a scuffle like 
this, I was fighting with Drew Pearson 
in the cloakroom, and you came in and 
broke it up," remarked the Ghost. 

Nixon reeled backwards from its 
whisky breath. He had barely time 
enough to perceive that he was back in 
Lincoln's bed again, before he sank 
into a swoon. 

| ^ 5 ^ | ? ^ ^ * i j he Spirit's visit troubled 
y>$m> WMri Nixon long after its de-
}jl03$l Ksf& parture. He was still 
$ f£SHlp5^ mulling over what had 
O W ^ g ^ E transpired, when, al-

^tfW"ri3wE-Jl most five months later, 
on the eve of Thanksgiving, a morbid 
curiosity nudged him down the hall 
towards the Lincoln Bedroom. 

The moment Nixon's hand was on 
the doorknob, a high-pitched voice bade 
him enter. He obeyed. 

The room had undergone a surprising 
transformation. The walls and ceiling 
were hung with Indian Corn; squashes, 
gourds, and pumpkins lay about the 

floor, in remembrance of the Pilgrim 
Fathers who first solemnized the day 
with prayer. 

Piled atop the bed, and spilling off it, 
were turkeys, lawn flamingoes, televi
sion sets, electric toothbrushes, floor-
polishers, cash registers, outboard mo
tors, exercycles, paper-cup dispensers, 
and empty bottles of Old Overholt. 
Upon the heap of goods reclined an 
Attorney General's better half: or, to 
be precise, her shade; and it was talking 
on the telephone. A cornucopia, from 
which this bounty fell, reposed within 
the shelter of the Spirit's arm. 

The Spirit had a generous mouth, and 
golden-tinted hair which was gathered in 
an upsweep on its head. It was clothed 
in a decollete gown, so that its capacious 
bosom was exposed in part. 

The Spirit put the telephone receiver 
down. 

"Yoo-hoo, Dick! Guess who!" 
"Martha!" said Nixon. "What are 

you doing here?" 
"I'm the Ghost of Issues Present," 

said the Spirit. "Now, be a lamb, and 
take hold of my gown." 

Nixon did as he was told. 
The room and its contents disap

peared in the instant, and Nixon and 
the Ghost were hovering in the air above 
Fifth Avenue, in New York City, where 
a magnificent procession passed beneath 
their gaze, to the strains of stirring 
music composed by the great Sousa him
self. The Thanksgiving Day Parade! 
There were pert majorettes, twirling 
their batons, lifting their feet like high-
stepping horses. There were platoons of 
soldiers, and platoons of veterans, and 
platoons of dockworkers, each man 
showing his unanimity with his fellows 
by marching perfectly in step. Italian 
workingmen, in simple black attire, and 
Ukrainian nationalists, in their elabo
rate native costumes, were followed by 
city officials waving from spotless li
mousines. Then, the bands! Oh, the 
bands! High-school bands and military 
bands and all-girl bands and Polish 
bands, with a high-spirited throng of 
Negroes strutting out and playing the 
loudest of the lot! Puerto Rican vendors 
went hawking through the crowd, dis
pensing balloons and hot dogs to all who 
could pay for them. The great depart
ment stores had each a float; and from 
its Horn of Plenty, the Ghost showered 
merchandise upon these as they passed. 

"Why do you give to those who have 
the most?" asked Nixon. 

"Because they deserve it most," re
plied the Spirit. 

With these words the scene beneath 
them seemed to shrink away, and van
ish. Nixon felt a rush of wind as they 
speeded o'er the continent. Rows of 
television aerials flashed beneath them, 
and the Spirit continued to pour out its 
gifts: spray deodorants, diet drinks, and 
menthol cigarettes dropped from Heav-
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en to gladden the hearts of their re
cipients. 

Into several of these homes, Nixon 
and the Spirit peeked, to catch a 
glimpse of pious faces bent in prayerful 
thanks; of turkeys basting in ovens that 
cleaned themselves; of washer-dryer 
combinations churning full of sudsy ef-
fluvient; of American families united 
round the flickering screen to watch the 
Superbowl: and everywhere the Spirit 
spilled its largesse from the plentiful 
horn. 

At one home in particular, Nixon and 
the Spirit paused: the simple dwelling, 
in the Park Sheraton Hotel, which the 
Agnews called their own. 

The Vice-President was in a mellow 
mood, and regarded his progeny, assem
bled about the dinner table, with satis
faction. In a half a minute Mrs . Agnew 
entered—flushed, but smiling proudly 
—with the pumpkin pie, wafting a de
licious fragrance which made every 
mouth begin to water. Oh, a wonderful 
pie! Spiro Agnew said, and calmly too, 
that he regarded it as the greatest suc
cess achieved by Mrs . Agnew since 
their marriage. I t was a happy moment. 

"Well , Kim, I bet your scrawny 
beatnik friends wouldn't protest if you 
offered them a piece of this pie," said 
Spiro, passing a generous slice to his 
youngest daughter. 

"Daddy , that 's not fair!" cried Kim. 
"Can ' t we have one meal without you 
putting kids down?" 

"Hippie , dear. N o t beatnik," said 
Mrs . Agnew. 

" I 'm not talking about all kids," said 
Spiro. " I 'm just talking about those 
muddle-headed hoodlums who go ca
vorting through the streets, trying to 
convince everyone to drop out, tune out, 
turn in, and let the country go to the 
dogs!" 

"You think everybody who's against 
the war is a Communist or something," 
said Kim. "Bu t there probably wouldn't 
even be a war if your generation hadn' t 
been so paranoid about Communism. 
And anyway, now Nixon's going to 
Peking and Moscow, just to see the 
Communists. So maybe he thinks Com
munism isn't so bad after all ." 

"Kim!" said Mrs . Agnew, shocked. 
"That ' s going too far." 

"The President doesn't always take 
my advice," said Spiro. "But I 'm sure 
he has his reasons for doing what he 
does." 

"Is that what you're going to say to 
Chiang Kai-shek the next time the Pres
ident sends you to butter him up?" 
asked Kim. 

"If this weren't Thanksgiving, you'd 
know what to expect, young lady!" 
thundered Agnew. 

"Spirit ," said Nixon, with an inter
est he had never felt before, "what will 
happen to Chiang Kai-shek?" 

" I foresee a vacant seat," replied the 

Ghost, "in the General Assembly, and 
a tiny, defenseless country, with no 
more faith in America's promises." 

"No!" said Nixon, overcome with 
penitence and grief. 

"Dick, you know the Reds aren't hu
man beings like the rest of us ," said the 
Ghost. "They ' re murderers, plain and 
simple! There 's no two ways about it. 
They said themselves they were out to 
bury us. What do you expect from 
people whose idea of manners is taking 
off their shoes in public, and beating 
them on the table! Really, Dick, some 
of those Harvard people you've been 
associating with are practically liberals! 
Sometimes I think you don' t know your 
own mind. You're always talking about 
a peace with honor, and then you go out 
and try to win the war by de-escalation, 
which personally I think is just, just a 
terrible idea. Every month you sneak 
out a few more of our boys from there. 
And what 's this I hear about your secret 
plan to do away with the draft com
pletely? Who's going to fight the war 
for us when that happens, I ' d like to 
know!" 

" I 'm only trying to do what 's best 
for the country," stammered Nixon. 

"There 's nothing wrong with this 
country that a good election couldn't 
cure!" said the Spirit. 

Nixon flinched, and tugged on the 
Spirit 's gown, searching vainly for 
something to say in his own defense. 
The fabric shredded in his fingers, and, 
as it tore away, the once-substantial 
Ghost evaporated, leaving only the fra
grance of magnolias hanging in the air. 

W^*^~%:\ t w a s Christmas Eve, 
P l - W B M S I I a n ( ' exactly a month to 
wraSvi Ful f i l the day since the last 
n l S g l n i j y ^ ] visitation. Nixon had 
i P * § ^ *tjsl i i just returned from a pri-
• £ ^ S 5 g g * » a l vate screening of King 
of Kings; and this profound emotional 
experience had left him drained, so that 
he now sank into his armchair with a 
magazine and soon nodded off to sleep. 

H e awakened with a start, conscious 
of another Presence in the room. Lifting 
up his eyes, he beheld a solemn Phan
tom, shrouded in a deep black garment, 
which concealed its head, its face, its 
form, and left nothing of it visible save 
one outstretched claw, in which it 
clutched a rolled-up copy of the Na
tional Review. But for this it would 
have been difficult to identify the monk
ish figure, or distinguish it from any of 
the other talk-show hosts. Its mysterious 
presence filled Nixon with a stage-fright 
worse than he had felt on "Mee t the 
Press." The Spirit neither spoke nor 
moved. 

"Am I correct in assuming that you 
are the Ghost of Issues Yet to Come?" 
said Nixon. 

The Spirit answered not, but pointed 
onward with its magazine. 

In a trice, they were standing just 
outside the White House fence, on 
Pennsylvania Avenue. I t was a bright, 
crisp, wintry morning, and Nixon shiv
ered, wishing he had remembered to 
bring a topcoat. The Phantom pointed 
through the railings to the White House 
driveway, which teemed with insect
like figures. Small men in black py
jamas were busily engaged in despoiling 
the mansion of its contents. As each 
object passed from hand to hand, Nixon 
thought he recognized it. There went 
his Condensed Books! The Chinese 
paintings Madame Chiang had given 
him! And, worst of all, his personal 
collection of teak, ivory, crystal, stone, 
and plastic elephants! 

Nixon looked toward the Spirit for 
an explanation of this disturbing sight. 
The Phantom maintained a well-bred 
silence, and gestured with its rolled-up 
magazine toward the White House 
lawn, where Nixon observed a merry 
group of tots, frolicking on the frosted 
grass, intent upon a competition of some 
sort. Despite the Yuletide weather, 
could this then be Easter, and not 
Christmas? His confusion grew when 
he perceived that the objects of their 
youthful attention were not eggs, but 
egg-rolls. 

A rapid string of sharp reports made 
Nixon start. Some of the older lads were 
lighting firecrackers. Then it must be 
the Fourth of Ju ly! Nixon poked his 
head as far as it would go between the 
iron railings, determined to resolve the 
mystery; and wondered all the more to 
see that, boys and girls alike, each 
child wore its hair tied in a single pigtail 
a t the back. 

The Phantom pointed to the passers-
by. Everywhere along Pennsylvania 
Avenue people clothed in Oriental silks 
met, and bowed to one another in defer
ential greeting. Happy New Year! H a p 
py New Year! he could hear them say; 
and the sudden realization broke upon 
him: it was Chinese New Year! 

Above the nation's capital, the Wash
ington Monument still towered Heaven
ward, but, to Nixon's horror, it had been 
painted red. Inside the Lincoln Me
morial, the familiar statue of the Great 
Emancipator was gone, and in its place 
squatted an obscenely fat bronze Budd
ha. 

Nixon followed the Spirit through the 
streets, dreading what he was to see. 
I n all of Washington, no traffic circu
lated, other than outlandish rickshaws 
pulled unprotestingly by white-skinned 
coolies in conical straw hats. Riding in 
splendid comfort were complacent Man
darins with grinning, slant-eyed faces, 
and long-haired hippies smoking opium 
pipes. 

Nixon then found himself upon what 
seemed at first to be an elevated super
highway. Silent and foreboding, the 
Phantom pointed towards the road's 

continued 
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edge. Nixon looked down and beheld 
struggling masses laboring to complete 
the very structure on which he stood. 
Almost all the Senate, and half the 
House of Representatives, chained neck 
to neck, broke stones under the con
temptuous gaze of Negro overseers. 
Wall Street bankers shouldered bags of 
quick-lime, and once-respected Su
preme Court Justices compounded mor
tar. Pentagon Chiefs of Staff, under the 
whip, set the stones in place; and those 
who had no trowels spread the mortar 
with their tongues. 

As Nixon watched, the true signifi
cance of this dreadful spectacle was 
borne in upon him. They were at 
work upon the building of a Great Wall, 
which already snaked its way up Capi
tol Hill, and then away westward as far 
as the eye could see toward the Pacific 
Ocean. 

"Spirit!" said Nixon, "this is an out
rage! Take me away from here!" 

Immediately he was conducted 
thence, and plunged into the jostling 
stream of yellow-skinned humanity that 
filled a busy intersection. It was Times 
Square, but a Times Square so changed 
that George M. Cohan would have wept 
to see it. Gone were the famous names 
in lights; and in their place hung silken 
banners proclaiming Chinese opera. The 
celebrated peepshows were no more. In 
their stead were squalid stalls selling 
ginseng root and cocker spaniels fat
tened in their cages. High above the 
crowd, gargantuan faces of Chairman 
Mao stared from every billboard. 

Nixon was compelled to trudge be
hind the Ghost some seventy blocks 
down Broadway to the financial district 
of the City. They passed into an im
posing office building. The Phantom 
led Nixon to a door, where names were 
lettered on the glass: Chan, Wong, 
Huang, Lee, Mudge, Rose, Alexander 
& Nixon. His old law firm! At this ulti
mate degradation, Nixon balked. 

"Do I really have to?" he said. 
The inexorable magazine pointed to 

the doorknob. 
Wedged at a desk in an inferior cor

ner of the office, a humble junior partner 
sat, endeavoring clumsily to lift a few 
grains of ketchup-covered rice with 
chopsticks. 

Tears sprang to Nixon's eyes. 
"Am I that three-time loser? Oh, 

Spirit, tell me it isn't so!" 
The Spirit's sole response was to un

furl its copy of the National Review 
and hold it under Nixon's nose. He was 
filled with a vague, uncertain horror, 
to see that the magazine was printed in 
red ink. A full-page photograph showed 
enslaved dignitaries toiling in the Kan
sas rice paddies. There, up to his knees 
in water, was Chiang Kai-shek, exiled 
from his homeland, and doomed to end 
his days in servile drudgery. 

"Oh no! No!" sobbed Nixon, falling 

to his knees. "Not Chiang Kai-shek!" 
The Ghost attempted to take back the 

magazine, but Nixon clung to it, weep
ing. -

"I will honor America in my heart! 
I will honor our commitments every
where in the Free World—especially 
Southeast Asia! I promise to restore 
decency to American life! I promise not 
to wear pancake makeup on TV! I 
promise not to be so wishy-washy! This 
time there really is a new Nixon! Just 
give me one more chance! Let me win 
in '72!" 

The Spirit tried once more to wrest 
back the magazine, but Nixon would 
not relax his desperate grip. He held on 
as if his very life depended on it. 

Suddenly, at the sounding of a gong, 
the Spirit fled, leaving the magazine in 
Nixon's grasp. He fell back, exhausted 
by this ghostly tug-of-war. 

fSSip/!**5vi he breakfast-gong! Nix-
k$®§y i ^ l i on sa t k°lt upright in 
RK§g£§ K J 1 | $ his chair, his fist still 
|i?p\|Mfp4f^ clenched around the 
K O W ^ * ^ National Review. He 
K?lfci™51i£a flattened the magazine 
on his knee to read the headline "Nixon 
in the Dragon's Den: Should We Ex
pect Another Munich?" Then there was 
still time! It was not too late! 

"I will honor our commitments every
where in the Free World!" Nixon re
peated, jumping to his feet. "Especially 
in Southeast Asia!" 

Just then a face looked round the 
door-frame. For a moment Nixon 
thought the features had an Oriental 
cast; then he recognized his naturalized 
Cuban valet, Manuel Sanchez. 

"What day is it today, Manuel?" 
said Nixon. 

"Today?" replied the valet. "Why, 
eet's Christmas Day!" 

Christmas had not yet been taken 
over by the heathens! Nixon reached 
into his wallet. 

"Merry Christmas, Manuel! You can 
tell all your Spanish-American friends 
they can look forward to another Bay 
of Pigs!" 

Gulping down a hasty breakfast, Nix
on rushed out into the streets. All was 
as it should be. The Washington Monu
ment was not red, and there were no 
Mongol faces anywhere. The city was 
covered in a blanket of white. It was 
a Christmas just like the ones he used 
to know, treetops glistened, and chil
dren listened to the sound of Muzak 
in the snow. 

Filled with an inexpressible sensa
tion of relief, Nixon ran to the nearest 
phone-booth. He could not dial fast 
enough. His Presidential aide, Ron 
Ziegler, was startled out of sleep. 

"I've got some big plans to discuss 
with you," said Nixon, dancing a jig 
in the phone-booth to ward off the cold. 

"But Dick, it's Christmas Day," com-
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plained the call's recipient. 
"Never mind," said Nixon. "First of 

all, the U.N. is closing down." 
"My God, that's terrible," said the 

voice. "How did that happen?" 
"I'm closing it," said Nixon. "Call 

Mel Laird and tell him to violate the 
Christmas Truce immediately. Tell him 
that first thing next week, I want to 
start bombing Hanoi again—and Hai
phong too, for that matter! And while 
you're at it, tell Pierre Smartass Tru-
deau that if Canada legalizes mari
juana, I'll bomb them too!" 

Nixon replaced the receiver in its 
cradle. 

He was off again immediately, sprint
ing down the street to hail a taxi. The 
driver was much astonished to see his 
President in such a rare old mood. 

"Nice weather we're having," said 
Nixon, good-humoredly. 

"Can't complain," replied the hack. 
"Listen, I don't mean to get personal, 
but with the world situation the way it 
is, and all, do you think you have any 
business going to Red China?" 

"No business at all!" laughed Nixon, 
clapping the driver on the shoulder. 
"That's why I'm cancelling my trip. 
I'm going to Florida instead!" 

The cab rounded a corner. 
"Stop here!" cried Nixon, pressing a 

handsome gratuity upon the driver, and 
jumping out. 

"Thanks, mister! You've got my 
vote!" yelled the cabbie, as Nixon has
tened up the steps of the Lincoln Me
morial. 

Moments later, the good citizens of 
Washington, had they not been keeping 
Christmas snug indoors, might have ob
served that, as their President walked 
down the marble steps again, tears of 
joy stood out upon his cheeks. 

hen the New Nixon ar
rived at his office after 
the holiday, his first act 
was to summon Spiro 
Agnew for a private au
dience. 

"Spiro," said Nixon, looking up from 
his desk, but not before he had ar
ranged his features in a passable imita
tion of a high-school principal who is 
conscious that a painful duty lies before 
him, "let me put it this way." 

The Vice-President shifted his weight 
uncomfortably from foot to foot. 

"It's about your speeches. Now, I'm 
not saying I don't sympathize with your 
viewpoint on this. Some people like your 
speeches. Others don't. And of course 
I've got my own opinion. But I've been 
giving the problem careful considera
tion, and here it is in a nutshell. As a 
personal favor to me, it looks like I'll 
have to tell you not to make any more 
speeches like that." 

"What's wrong with my speeches?" 
said the Vice-President. 

"They don't go far enough!" ex
claimed Nixon, delighted to have 
proved himself such a consummate 
actor. "I want you to punch them up a 
little! Make more inflammatory re
marks! More wild allegations! Throw in 
a few thinly-veiled threats!" 

The Vice-President was dumbstruck. 
"How about it?" said Nixon, stand

ing up. "Together, we'll muzzle the 
press, refuse aid to any college offering 
liberal arts courses, and make every
body under thirty observe a nine-
o'clock curfew!" 

Spiro Agnew could not have been 
more astonished if he had been told that 
anarchy was a Greek word. 

"What do you say?" cried Nixon, 
running out from behind his desk to 
pump him by the hand. "Will you join 
me on the ticket in '72?" 

Nixon was better than his word. He 
did all that he had promised, and in
finitely more. He was re-elected in '72, 
made Proconsul in '76, and, in 1980, 
Emperor for life. And what of poor, 
defenseless little Taiwan? Why, it be
came the fifty-first state! And so, as 
Tiny Chiang himself observed on hear
ing of his singular good fortune, "God 
bress Us, Evely One!" • 
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5. GROSS 

Is Nothing Sacred? 
Let us begin by denning our terms. 

When we say that a thing is "sacred," 
do we mean that it is sacred because it 
represents something deserving of sanc-
tification or do we mean that the thing 
itself possesses an intrinsic, as opposed 
to symbolic, quality to which we give 
the name sanctity and which we, 
through the empirical information of 
our senses, recognize as being worthy 
of reverence? And regardless of whether 
the thing which we are identifying as 
possessing sanctitude is a symbol of 
sanctity or sacred in and of itself, how 
can we be certain that our senses aren't 
"pulling a fast one" and that it is not, 
in actuality, a tuna on whole wheat 
with mayo? 

And in posing the original question, 
is it not possible that we are really 
asking whether nothing, and by exten
sion, nothingness, is sacred? Or are we, 
in fact, asking whether there is not a 
group of things, no one of which we do 
not determine to be unworthy of irrever
ence? Or is the question itself, as Kierk
egaard suggests in his monumental work 
Six of One, Half a Dozen of the Other, 
"a bunch of shit" ("en bprgenmurd") ? 

And, further, do we pose the question 
in the belief that there is an answer 

which we can know, or are we doing it 
just to be "funny" ? 

Perhaps the following passage from 
Plato's Travelogues can help clarify 
some aspects of the dilemma: 

Plato. Let us therefore consider 
sacredness. 

Acidosis. Hot damn. 
Plato. And let us conduct our inquiry 

by imagining that that which we choose 
to call sacred occupies a room; and that 
we know nothing other than that the 
door to this room bears the inscription 
"Herein Resides the Sacred." 

Acidosis. This seems a wise course to 
follow. 
Plato. Then let us begin. 
Acidosis. Assuredly so. 
Plato. Knock, knock. 
Acidosis. Who's there? 
Plato. That which is sacred. 
Acidosis. That which is sacred who? 
Plato. That which is sacred may be 

considered to be that which is in a state 
of hallowedness (tupdmaros) or vener-
ableness (tupdmaros) as distinct from 
mere ineffability (tupdmaros) or awe-
someness (tupdmaros) and possessing 
the quality of sacredness to the degree 
that, if it be an object, no part of the 
object may be removed without dese
cration and, if it not be an object, that 
any object which it pervades obtains 
through the act of pervasion those attri
butes of sanctity such that the object is 
itself worthy of veneration. 

Acidosis. Is this, then, the meaning 
of sacredness? 

Plato. Does a porcupine piss on a flat 
rock? 
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